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ABSTRACT 

The traditional approach to programming using text editors is widely used in many 

institutions to teach introductory programming. These types of traditional programming 

environments provide fundamental programming concepts for learning, especially in the 

context of novice developers. 

In recent years, teaching institutions have seen a trend towards the introduction of visual 

"drag-and-drop" rapid application development (RAD) environments for teaching 

novice programmers. These 'environments capture student interest in programming by 

allowing the construction of workable programs within a short time frame based on 

minimal pre-existing coding knowledge. However, some have argued that these visual 

RAD environments might not be suitable for providing fundamental programming 

concepts and syntax to novice developers. 

This research examines student perceptions towards visual RAD environments in 

comparison to traditional environments for learning programming for novice 

developers, mainly focusing on the novice developer's "first" programming 

environment. To gather student reactions towards these programming environments, 

surveys, interviews and workshops were conducted with novice, intermediate and expert 

level student programmers. The results indicate that while visual RAD environments 

managed to capture the majority of the participants' interest, the traditional approach 

was largely accepted as the most appropriate "first" environment for novice developers. 

Another finding from this research is the participants' perceptions of the key aspects of 

learning programming, which also formed part of the deciding factors for the "first" 

environment. Understanding the underlying concepts, syntax and logic of the program 

seem to be the most important aspects followed by interest level and the ability to build 

workable programs quickly. The majority of participants perceived that traditional 

programming environments could help novice developers with understanding 

underlying concepts and syntax better than visual RAD environments. Although visual 

RAD environments do not require a traditional programming environment at the early 

stage of programming, the latter would become necessary as the program grows and 

more complex functions are required. Overall, the visual RAD environment was still the 

preferred environment for development despite the lack of pedagogical benefits 

compared with traditional environments. 
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1. Introduction 

"Programming is a cognitively challenging task and training novices can be a 

challenging undertaking" (Raadt, 2008, p. 19). 

Programming is not an easy subject, especially for students new to the field. According 

to Teague and Roe (2008), the failure rate for introductory programming courses has 

been consistently high over the past five years compared with that of other courses such 

as database systems and professional studies. The enrolment and retention of computing 

students has also decreased in recent years (Clear et al., 2008), though of course there 

are likely to be other factors affecting the failure rates and dropout rates beyond just the 

content difficulty. Though many studies and different approaches to teaching 

programming have been conducted in order to improve the quality of the introductory 

programming courses and quantity of qualified programmers, little research exists in the 

literature that addresses the question of what type of programming environment should 

be introduced first to novice programmers. This research examines two types of 

programming environments for novice programmers for web application development, a 

traditional programming environment and a visual rapid application development 

(RAD) environment. 

Programming environments are tools that assist programmers with creating and editing 

software applications and they can have major impacts on the ease and effectiveness of 

learning programming languages (Vogts, Calitz & Greyling, 2008). Traditional 

approaches for introductory programming courses, featuring console-based 

programming exercises with traditional programming environments, have been 

challenged in terms of their relevancy within the modern programming industry given 

the difficulty level and motivation factors in comparison to visual programming 

environments (Schaub, 2009). 

Many commercial and open-source visual programming environments are available in 

today's market and widely used in many institutions to assist in teaching programming 

languages. These programming environments are referred to as visual RAD 

environments and most of the application development tasks can be completed with 

"drag and drop" actions. The term visual RAD is used in this thesis to describe a 
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programming process where a majority of the development takes place using drag and 

drop components that are integrated using a visual interface. Most visual RAD 

environments allow for different levels of abstraction, from looking at a component 

visually to exposing its functionality via a textual interface. This is seen as different to 

purely textual development systems, which provide little or no visual representation of 

objects and their functionality. Although visual RAD allows for ease of implementation 

and rapidity to some extent, the complex features and hidden programming principles 

make it unclear as to whether it is a suitable first environment for novice programmers 

(Pears et al., 2007; Schaub, 2009). Conversely, traditional programming methods, also 

known as hand-coding or textual-programming, provide the flexibility and knowledge 

of programming concepts that visual RAD might not be able to provide (Wong, 2006). 

It may be that the syntactical nature and non-visualisation of the traditional 

programming environment make it difficult for novice programmers to write a complete 

and error-free application (Chainini & Yamada, 1998). This research aims to examine 

some of these issues by investigating student perceptions of using visual RAD 

environments in comparison to traditional environments in learning programming. 

1.1. Background to the Study 

The approach to application development is changing in the information and 

communications technology (ICT) industry, and companies rely on rapid and robust 

application development environments to hasten the design and implementation of 

software systems (Agarwal, Prasad, Tanniru, & Lynch, 2000). It is unsurprising that 

many universities adopt similar environments to teach programming languages to 

students because in most universities it is the relevance of technology used in the 

industry, rather than the pedagogical benefits of learning, that drive such decisions 

(Mannila & Raadt, 2006; Pears et al., 2007; Raadt, Watson & Toleman, 2002, 2003). 

Learning programming is often cognitively challenging, complex and requires 

knowledge and skill in execution (Vogts et al., 2008; Weir, Vilner, Jos, & Nordstr, 

2005). Programming environments are necessary for programmers to write, compile and 

execute applications and perhaps have a significant impact on the process of learning 

programming for novice programmers. 
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Textual programming, also known as traditional programming, is widely used in various 

institutions in teaching introductory programming courses according to the study carried 

out by Raadt et al, (2002). Many professional programmers prefer traditional 

programming methods over RAD tools for the reason that it provides high levels of 

fidelity (Kyrnin, n.d), that is, the ability to control and manipulate every aspect of the 

program's execution and function. Programmers have full control of the application and 

they get exactly the result for which they code (Agarwal et al., 2000). Traditional 

pathways of learning programming may also have some influence on the preference for 

programming environments. A typical learning pathway for a developer may start with 

traditional programming before progressing to the R,AD tools at the later stage of the 

learning phase (Schaub, 2009). Traditional programming environments focus on 

teaching a programming language, whereas RAD tools focus on using programming to 

implement an algorithm (Calloni & Bagert, 1994; Schaub). Having to incorporate the 

syntax and logic to create a functional application is challenging for introductory 

programming students. The frustration for novice programmers usually lies in the 

syntax errors where a small little dot, '.', can make a big difference to running a 

program successfully, and in the difficulty of locating and correcting the faulty logic 

(Chainini & Yamada, 1998) while still trying to learn the logic. To minimise the effort 

required to produce the working program, different types of RAD tools are created and 

exploited in today' s programming field. 

To increase the rapidity of application construction, programming environments with 

pre-built functionalities and visual presentation of coding and processes have been 

developed. These environments, or tools, are referred to in this thesis as visual RAD 

tools and their functionality and component capability over the past two decades has 

improved. However, their extensive sets of features and concepts make them 

challenging to adapt to, or make effective use of, not only for novice programmers but 

also professional programmers (Agarwal et al., 2000; Pears et al., 2007). There are 

mixed reactions in both the industry and teaching institutions to the feature sets of visual 

RAD tools. Being able to show the prototype to the customer within a short period of 

time is one of the major advantages that visual RAD tools can provide to companies 

(Agarwal et al.). Kaneshige (2009) however, argues that visual RAD tools are not as 

easy to use as they are claimed to be. Figuring out where and why an error occurs within 

a visual RAD environment can require the knowledge of a seasoned developer. The pre

built components and functions make visual RAD tools valuable and increase the 
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expectations of customers and management but somewhat limit the scope of what a 

programmer can do to provide the customised functionality that software consumers 

may demand (Agarwal et al.; Peter, 2009). In addition, visual RAD tools are often 

considered to be "anti-quality" due to the trade-off between speed and quality. For 

some, visual RAD is considered "Rough and Dirty" (Howard, 2002, p. 27). In terms of 

the pedagogy of programming language, some instructors believe that the use of visual 

RAD tools hinders or masks the basic principles of programming (Raadt et al., 2002). 

The novice programmer can build a functional application almost at the first try without 

the knowledge of syntax and rules of the programming language underlying the actual 

environment (Goldweber, Bergin, Lister & McNally, 2006). 

Calloni and Bagert (1994), Calloni, Bagert and Haiduk (1997) and Cilliers, Calitz and 

Greyling (2005) have experimented with the use of visual RAD tools in introductory 

programming courses. These attempts have been successful, leading to a significant 

increase in students' grades, but it was not clear if this approach helped novices to 

become real programmers or whether it was limited to just an improvement in the final 

grades. Another undetermined factor from these studies was that they have not yet 

defined which programming environment should come first. This research mainly 

focuses on the students' perceptions of these programming environments in the web 

application development environment and their reactions to the learning sequence. 

1.2. Purpose and Rationale of the Study 

The main purpose of this research is to examine the impact and selection of 

programming environments on the teaching and learning of programming languages for 

novice programmers in the area of web application development. This study aims to 

improve the learning experience of programming by discovering the student point of 

view on different approaches and the impact of the sequence of programming 

environments on the novice developer. This research also focuses on the preferences 

regarding the first environment of students when defining the learning pathway of a 

novice web developer. 
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1.3. Definitions of the Terms 

For the purpose of this study, the following definitions are used: 

Visual rapid application development (RAD): RAD is a visual, drag and drop 

programming environment for application developments. It is often considered to be a 

"codeless" environment with visual representations of functionality without the user 

needing to physically write the program code. As stated previously, in the context of 

this thesis visual RAD is any environment that provides a visual representation of 

coding objects and how they interact with other objects. Microsoft's Visual Studio and 

the NetBeans environment could be considered prime examples of visual RAD 

development systems, although they can also be programmed using a textual interface. 

Traditional programming: The development of applications by hand coding or writing 

in textual syntax using a text-based, non-visual interface. A traditional environment is 

considered to be one where there is no visual representation of objects of any kind. 

Developing an application in vi or any other text editor system would be considered a 

traditional approach. 

PHP (Pre-Hypertext Processor): PHP is a widely used, general purpose scripting 

language that is especially suited to web development and can be embedded into 

HTML. 

ASP.Net: (Active Server Pages): ASP.Net is a server-side script engine for dynamically 

generated web pages run within the Microsoft .Net Framework. 

ICT: Information and communication technology. 

Visual Studio: Visual Studio is a multi-purpose development environment for all types 

of applications, including web-based systems. Visual Studio places an emphasis on 

visual development but also allows the developer to switch to a code-based 

environment. 

Sandstone universities: Sandstone universities are tertiary education institutions in 

Australia that were established before the 1950s (Ashenden & Milligan, 1999). 
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Workshop: A workshop in this research is referred to as a classroom or online-based 

learning area where students perform practical programming exercises. 

1.4. Statement of Research Questions 

The primary research question of the study is: 

"What is the student reaction to visual RAD versus traditional programming 

environments for novice programmers in a web application development context?" 

Three supporting questions were defined in order to address the outcomes of the 

primary research question. 

As the focus on GUI-based applications in the programming industry has increased, 

visual programming environments are becoming more popular in first-year introductory 

programming curricula. The first supporting question examines the impact of choosing 

visual RAD as the "first-environment": 

"Should visual RAD environments be taught as the 'first environment' to novice 

programmers?" 

It is apparent in traditional programming environments that the majority of functionality 

has to be built from the "ground-up", and novice programmers have to learn everything 

from the syntax to the structures and principles of programming. In visual RAD 

environments, the main focus is on the knowledge of how to use the pre-built 

components. This leads to the second supporting question: 

"Does visual RAD require pre-existing traditional programming knowledge?" 

The third supporting question aims to examine the preferences of the students for 

different programming environments: 

"Which is the preferred programming environment among novice developers?" 
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1.5. Significance of the Study 

This research focuses on the areas that are important for the future design of 

introductory programming courses, an issue that remains relatively undeveloped in the 

literature. These areas include the visual RAD environment as the first programming 

experience, pre-existing programming knowledge for visual RAD and the attitudes of 

novice programmers towards different programming environments in web application 

development. Little research has been carried out on the impact of visual RAD tools in 

introductory programming courses for novice programmers in the context of web 

application development. This research also focuses on another underdeveloped area of 

the literature, that being the importance of the teaching sequence in traditional versus 

visual RAD development environments. 

While this thesis focuses on web applications development, the results can largely be 

generalised for other types of software development where a choice needs to be made 

between a traditional or visual method of development. 
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2. Literature Review 

"Computer technologies are no longer seen as intellectual products and tools for only a 

small community of specialists, but as useful tools for masses" (Pham, 1996, p. 149). 

Over the past four decades, computer programming as part of computer science has 

evolved significantly with the development of new programming languages and tools to 

facilitate the ease of development and the learning of programming. Still, many novice 

programmers have difficulty learning programming as indicated by the increasing 

failure rates in introductory programming courses (Bergin & Reilly, 2005; Clear et al., 

2008; Teague & Roe, 2008). According to Kolling and Rosenberg (1996), programming 

environments contribute more towards learning programming for novice developers 

than the programming languages themselves. This literature will examine the role of 

programming environments in learning programming, specifically examining the issues 

of the traditional programming environment and the visual RAD environment as well as 

the role both of these play in the education of novice programmers. 

This chapter is structured in four sections: traditional programming, rapid application 

development, teaching programming, and learning styles and motivation. 

2.1. Traditional Programming 

"Traditional computer science courses focus on highly technical aspects of computing, 

and aim to provide students with fundamental knowledge on the inner working of 

computer systems, and the design and development of algorithms and software" (Pham, 

1996, p. 150). 

Programming in textual format using text editors predominantly emphasises the 

programming concepts and makes the programming process transparent to the 

programmer (Wong, 2006). This type of environment has been used widely in computer 

science courses and is still being used in the majority of current programming courses 

(Raadt et al., 2002, 2003; Raadt, Watson & Toleman, 2004; Vogts et al., 2008). 
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Programming in text-based formats without the help of visual editors has been the 

traditional way of developing computer programs since the mid 1960s when the earlier 

programming languages, such as FORTRAN and PASCAL, were first introduced 

(Kolling & Rosenberg, 1996; Wexelblat, 1981). This traditional style of programming is 

also referred to as hand-coding, textual or text-based programming in various forms of 

the literature (Calloni & Bagert, 1994; Calloni et al., 1997; Chainini & Yamada, 1998; 

Wong, 2006). Traditional programming environments are primarily designed towards 

developing the procedural programming techniques as they were first introduced for 

such paradigms. Traditional environments have not changed much since they were first 

introduced and still typically involve stand-alone tools such as an editor, compiler, 

debugger and runtime environment (Kolling & Rosenberg). The developer writes the 

source program in the text-editor, uses the compiler to transform it into machine 

language and uses the runtime environment to view the results of the program. 

As the program is to be written in the textual format using a stand-alone text-editor, 

traditional programming environments require the programmer to be aware of all the 

syntax and commands available for the specific programming language. Most, if not all, 

programming languages allow the programmer to use traditional programming methods 

to develop applications, regardless of whether they provide a visual interface or not. 

Many universities are using traditional methods to teach novice programmers languages 

such as C and Java (Raadt et al., 2002, 2003, 2004). According to Raadt et al. (2002, 

2003, 2004), universities try to avoid the use of programming environment-specific 

languages and tend to use the traditional programming environments, which include 

text-editors and command-line compilers, whenever possible. The main reasons for this 

are the provision ofdistinct steps in the programming process and lower costs compared 

with RAD environments, which can be expensive to deploy on a per-user basis (Raadt 

et al., 2002, 2003, 2004). 

Developing an application in a traditional programming environment involves 

requirement planning and specification determination from how the output should 

appear to what tasks the final program should perform. Once the requirements are set, it 

is up to the programmer to develop the required application. The programmer has 

complete control over the development process and there should not be any 

environment-specific limitations imposed on how the application might look or how it 

should function. In other words, the programming environment should be as flexible as 
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possible so that the developer can achieve exactly what is needed in the final 

application. Another major benefit of using traditional programming is the fact that it is 

more compact when it comes to on-screen representation compared with the visual 

development tools, especially for functions using mathematical expressions and deeply 

embedded loop statements (Wong, 2006). It is easier to maintain, modify or enhance the 

existing program using hand-coding, certainly at the business logic level of the 

application. As discussed previously, Raadt et al.(2002) have highlighted the fact that 

traditional programming emphasises the steps in the programming process, such as 

loops, conditions, variable declarations, parameter passing and database connection 

strings, unlike visual RAD environments where these processes are hidden in the 

abstracted purpose that the pre-built objects and components represent (Chainini & 

Yamada, 1998; Schaub, 2009). These basic skills are important for novice programmers 

learning a programming language, and most of the time these programming concepts 

can be applied across different programming languages. Programming using a 

traditional method has high levels of fidelity, as there are fewer or no "generic" 

components compared with programming in RAD. Every component typically has to be 

built from the "ground up". 

Even though traditional programming offers much flexibility, it can only be 

accomplished through in-depth knowledge of both syntax and logic. Therefore, it can be 

difficult for novice programmers to develop an application of significant scope using 

traditional methods early in their learning cycle. "Textual programming languages 

contain a number of syntactic design features that help slips to occur or make them hard 

to find once they have occurred" (Green & Petre, 1996, p. 23). One of the major 

contributors to software failure is the fact that software is intangible (Sommerville, 

2007) and that little or no visual feedback in traditional programming environments can 

make it difficult for novice programmers to develop and debug an application. The 

result can only be seen after the program has been compiled and run. It could be said 

that having environments that lack more user-friendly features, such as code auto

complete and dynamic error checking, is not a bad thing for novice developers. Novice 

developers need to learn how to write sections of code, execute them and try to fix 

problematic code by correctly interpreting error messages. This process of trial and 

error, while leading to angst and frustration, can teach lessons that will remain with the 

developer for the rest of their career. 
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Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2 provide examples of two simple PHP applications that 

display data from a MySql database, written using traditional programming methods. 

The first application retrieves the user information from the database and displays the 

result in a table (Figure 2-1 ). The developer needs to know all the syntax and logic to 

connect to the database, and it has more lines of code compared with the same process 

carried out in a visual RAD environment (discussed in the next section). Conversely, if 

the programmer wishes to enhance the program to display in the same table a list of 

books borrowed by the user, as in the second example (Figure 2-2), this would be a 

more complicated and somewhat less intuitive task in a visual RAD environment. In a 

traditional environment, it is just a matter of adding a few extra lines of codes, as shown 

in Figure 2-2. 
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jiD fu ser . · ame First .· am-; fLast 

fl r;stCserl 

f2- jtestUser2 

[3 ftest · ser3 

[4 r;stC ser4 

!rest !User1 

IT est 

Test 

,Test 

fvser2 

Cser3 
f. 
!User4 

a me 

----J 

Traditional Programming in PHP 

.--:: php 

http://localhost8080/~ ... 

Sec~. = my.sql_ connect. r 11 !3erver 11
, ".::-cot." , 11

" J o r die ( 1 Dat.aba!3e con..."!ect.l.o .. fa.:..l . ' ) ; 
my.sql_.select. db i "example!3" , Sconn ) ; 

echo "<table border= ' l ' >" ; 
echo " <t:::><th>ID</t.h><th>Oser Narne</t.:.><t.h>Fir!3t. • a.rr.e</t.!"l><t!'l>Last. ame</t.!"l></t.r>" ; 

Sre!l~lt. mysql_query "!le ... ect. .. FRCl·i ~se:::Acco~nts 11 ) ; 

while iSrow- mysql_fet.ch_array t Sres~lt. )) 

echo "<tr><td>" Srcw { 1 l.d 1 . "</t.d><t.d>" . Src · 1 use.::- arr.e 1 . "</t.d><t.d>" ; 
echo Srow ' 1 fl.rst..arr.e 1

: • "</t.d><t.d>" . Sro· .. 'last.arr.e' . "</td></t..::-> " ; 

echo "</tab e>" ; 

MySQL Database 

FRO" user11ccounts u; 

id first Name lastName userName password I" exampl~ 

~ 1 Test Userl testUser1 1234 boo ks borrowed 

2 Test User2 testUser2 1234 useraccounts 

3 Test User3 testUser3 1234 information_schema 

4 Test User4 testUser4 1234 
mys ql 

phpmyadmin 

Figure 2-1: PHP example to display data from database 
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Displaying users and books from database 

http://localhost8080/ example/displayUsersWith .. . 

I Books 

!Book Name I Author I Due Date 

IBookA !Author A I09/10/2009 

IBookE !Author E 105/05/2009 

IBook Name l Author I Due Date 

IBookB !Author B lo2/0i /2008 

IBookF !Author F 104/04/2009 

!Book Name I Author I Due Date 

IBookC fAuthor c j04/05/2008 

jBookG jAuthor G j13/04/2009 

jBook Name I Author I Due Date 

IBookD jAuthor D j03/05/2009 

Traditional Programming in PHP 
<?pt.p 

$coniJ. = my~ql_connec~ ( ":oca:r.o~t" , ".::oot." , "") or die ( 'Dat.aba~e co:u;ect.l.O!'l .faJ.l.') ; 

my~ql_3elec~_db ("exan:p_e~" , Sconn ) ; 

echo "<taJ:_e bcrde!:= •.: • ce ..... _spac.:.:-:.q=' 0' ce:.:J:·acid::.!lq=' 3' ... " ; 

echo "-<.crXt.!i>I!J<.. t.~.><t.l".>03e.:: Harr.e</t~.><t!",>rJ.r3t Narr.e</t.:-.><t!'<:::Last Narr.e</~!'J><t:-.>:Sooks</t!'<X/t.r>" ; 

Sresul~ = mysql _ query ( "se:ect - ff;.OH -"Se.::Acco=.t.s") ; 

while (Srow = mysql_.fe~ch_array ( Sresul~ )) 

{ 

$id = $row ['id'j ; 

echo "<tr.><td>" . Sid . "</t.dXtd>" . Srow ~ ' ... !!e:::tlarr.e': . "</td><td>" ; 

echo Srow '.fJ.ratNarre•: . "<'tdXt.d>" . $row [ 'lastNan:e'] . "</t.d>" ; 

SbookResul ~ = my s q l query (".=elect - FROH book!!borrovled w::.ere user II:=" . $id . "") ; 

echo n t:i....>-"tat:o: bo= de=='-' Ce..J....I..~pac:_;:;.g= -' Ce _paa-:::1-...!lQ'='-'> 11 ;1 
echo "<tr><t!"l>Sook .larr.e< t!'J.><tl".'>A-...:t:!:c:::<' tl".><t~ D.1e Date</t.t.></~r- " ; 

while (SbookRow = mysql_.fe ~ ch_array ( SbookResult )) 

echo "<t:::><td>" . SbookRow l 't.ockllarre' • . "</td><td>" 

echo SbookRow :·ct~edate•: . "</tdX tr>" ; 

echo "</ta.b_ex/td><,l;:!:'>'' ; 

SbookRow : •au~~or'l . "</td><td>" 

echo "</tab:e>" ; 

FRO" boo k s bo rr owed 

id bookName author 

Book A Author A 

Book B Author B 

Book C AuthorC 

b ; 

duedate userid 

09/10/2009 

0210712008 

04/05/2008 

• l cdcol 
exampiM 

Ill: : 
boo ks borrowed 
useraccounts 

i nfo rmation_ s ch ~ma 

m \l c; nl 

Figure 2-2: PHP example to display data from database with nested table 

2.2. Visual Rapid Application Development 

RAD can be defined in various ways. According to Martin (1991), there are four aspects 

of RAD: the tools, methodology, people and management. The characteristics of RAD 

tools include capability for planning, data and process modelling, code generation, 
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testing and debugging. The methodology includes requirements planning, user design 

and construction and production deployment where requirements planning and user 

design can sometimes be consolidated into one cycle. Agarwal et al. (2000) describe it 

as a software development methodology similar to the spiral, iterative model. Agarwal 

et al. (2000, p. 177) also state that RAD tools can also be classified as "a class of tools 

that allow for speedy object development, graphical user interfaces, and reusable codes 

for client/ server applications. The tools enable the methodology and circumscribe what 

is accomplished during a development project". 

Object-oriented, event-driven, visual programming languages have formed part of 

changes in the application development trend towards higher level programming 

languages, which have led to the concept of visual RAD (Agarwal et al., 2000; Honchell 

& Robertson, 1996; Kolling & Rosenberg, 1996). Most of the programming tasks in 

visual RAD are accomplished using the drag-and-drop icons or menu-driven interfaces. 

This leads to the definition of visual RAD environments as iconic programming or 

visual programming systems (Calloni & Bagert, 1994; Calloni et al., 1997; Cilliers et 

al., 2005; Ichikawa & Hirakawa, 1990). Some visual RAD tools provide the 

syntactically correct source code of the intended programming language of the given 

algorithm, while others mask the underlying code and present only controls and their 

developer editable properties. 

A wide range of visual RAD tools is available in the market to cater for different 

programming languages and types of applications. The variety of tools ranges from 

planning and modelling to programming, testing and debugging. Rational Rose is an 

···· example ofavisual RAD planning/modelling tooL The Rational Rose programmer can 

draw the architecture/design of the system by simply dragging and dropping icons to 

generate the structural source code from the model drawn. Other software like 

Objecteering, Eclipse UML2 Tools and Modelio are also available, and they provide 

similar functionality to Rational Rose. Programming support tools, such as Borland, 

Eclipse, BlueJ and NetBeans, provide some visual programming environments for Java 

alongside traditional interfaces. Many of the visual RAD tools are language dependent 

but some, for example Microsoft's Visual Studio, provide the environment for more 

than one programming language (though often the runtime environment is operating

system dependent). Some of the popular web application development tools that provide 

visual RAD techniques include Visual Studio, Dream weaver and Adobe's ColdFusion. 
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Microworlds, such as Karel J Robot, Alice, Jeroo, Robocode and PigWorld, provide the 

visual environment for programmers to visualise the complete program state throughout 

program execution (Goldweber et al., 2006; Pears et al., 2007). 

Honchell and Robertson (1996) have highlighted that the widespread availability of pre

written, object-oriented visual RAD software modules saves the cost of training, 

troubleshooting and maintenance of applications and promotes the use of reusable 

components across standardised applications. It also makes it possible to share the 

workload among programmers, as it is able to provide the standardised look and feel of 

the application by making use of the existing templates and objects. Sharing of 

workload and easy drag and drop features should, in theory, result in reduced 

development time for medium to large applications. The Multi-User Programming 

Pedagogy for Enhancing Traditional Study (MUPPETS) is a visual object-oriented 

system design aimed at introducing students to building complex 3D applications 

visually, while also giving them console access to the underlying classes and code 

(Egert, Bierre, Phelps & Ventura, 2006). The feedback from the system is very visual 

and is provided immediately as the developer programs it. Testing and debugging can 

occur while still in the visual interface. The major benefit of visual RAD tools is that 

almost anyone can program the application, as little or no syntax knowledge is required 

to create a simple application (Rode, 2004). The developer needs only to know what 

"function" they need to perform and then locate the required pre-built components and 

drag them into the interface for application-specific customisation. 

These do-it-yourself visual RAD tools promise application development without 

requiring "real'' developers, an issue that has raised concerns about the future of 

programmers and programming in the ICT industry (Kaneshige, 2009). Goldweber et al. 

(2006) provide an example of the Alice Programming Environment, an interactive 3D 

microworld designed to facilitate the learning of computer programming by large 

portions of the general population. It is easy enough for the student developer to 

successfully program in Alice almost immediately. A basic program would be unlikely 

to fail because there is no syntax to master and the programmer can only select legal 

choices/statements/commands through the iconic interface. Even though the program 

might not fail syntactically, it might not work as intended or solve the problem at hand. 

The generalised plug and play components offered in visual RAD environments may 

not function exactly as the application requires them to, which can cause major 
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challenges to design applications that fit a given requirement (Peter, 2009). Levels of 

fidelity for problem solving could be lower with visual RAD tools compared with 

traditional programming methods. Visual RAD objects are often developed to be 

"flexible" and "generic" to suit as many scenarios as possible, which in turn can cause 

the problem of them not being able to provide the outcome that a developer wants but 

rather the closest approximation that the RAD tool can deliver. The level of 

programming in visual RAD environments tends to be more limited and most 

commonly centres on creating forms and manipulating databases (Wong, 2006). In 

particular, developing forms interfaces for managing database content is an extremely 

code-intensive practice and is one of the reasons that this thesis has focused on the web 

application development aspect of coding. 

From the list of risks involved in using RAD identified by Agarwal et al. (2000), one of 

the key drawbacks is the unrealistic expectations of management regarding how quickly 

systems can be constructed using such approaches. "With ICT budgets being squeezed, 

along with the growing dysfunctional relationship between ICT staff and managers ... 

the promise of cheap 'codeless' development that sidesteps ICT resonates loudly with 

business people" (Kaneshige, 2009, p. 43). In fact, developing applications using visual 

RAD has many limitations and sometimes a small but complex customisation involving 

underlying business logic on a form submission, or when displaying data from data 

sources, could take longer than writing the whole program using traditional methods. In 

some cases, the extensive set of concepts and features provided in visual RAD tools 

makes it hard to learn and is often problematic for novice programmers trying to 

understand the provided functionality (Pears et al., 2007). Interface complexity and the 

sheer number of options and permutations can make visual RAD tools difficult to use 

for novices beyond just the drag and drop level. 

The following example describes the steps involved in programming a simple Asp.Net 

application in Microsoft's Visual Studio environment (Figure 2-3). Compared with the 

example using a traditional method (Figure 2-1), the example in Figure 2-3 displays the 

same result in four simple steps with no Asp.Net syntax knowledge required. However, 

to display the nested table, such as that in Figure 2-2, programming in Visual Studio is 

much more complicated and requires the developer to know the detailed functionality of 

each component in order to customise the look and feel. Asp.Net applications require 
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many complicated steps to accomplish the same task that can be done with 15 lines of 

codes in PHP (Appendix A). 
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Displaying users from database 

http:/ / localhost49228/ Defau lt.aspx 

id rserName FirstName LastName 

1 testUserl Test Userl 

2 testUser2 

3 test ser3 

4 testUser4 

Test 

Test 

Test 

User2 

User3 

User4 

[ 

Steps hi RAD Tool (Visual Studio 2008) 
Step 1 -Drag and drop the SQL .Data§_ourc~ 

F'd~ ~ ~~~~ Vtf!W PI'Dj'Kt lkuld Debug form• l1bl• To.,._ T61 . Vfondow Help 

· 12 · BI!J. 

l ool 
.... o..p,~ 
' SqiO•tJSI>W(t 

• A{'t"<!D.I~L .. ( t 

lj lmqOot.ASour<e 

• ObJ..:tDoU'Sour«: 

Step 2 - Configure the SQL Q_at~_§_g _ _y__rc N 

Step 3 - Drag and Drop the Grid View 

r:. t... v- l'oc,td Ot~tug Fomwt Tall!< 1N41 ,.,. w-.. H4¥ 

· ~ - I> ..a ..O, ") · t- - ~ .:;l ~I 

~ 

Foomv,... 

Step 4- Link to the SQL 
D~olJ!ce __ 

I 
GticMew TMb 

AU'Iofor . 

Choose Oi tl Sourc 

Conf19ure D tJ Source ... 

Add Nt'WColumn._ 

, E.neb~ Paging 

Figure 2-3: Asp.Net example to display data from database using Visual Studio 
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2.3. Teaching Programming 

It is apparent from the literature that computer programming is a difficult subject and 

failure rates are consistently higher than for other topics (Lahtinen, AlaMutka & 

HannuMatti, 2005). Teague and Roe's (2008) research indicates that introductory 

programming units have had high failure rates over the past five years compared with 

their counterparts such as database systems and system architectures. Numerous studies 

have been conducted to identify the cause of the high failure rates in introductory 

programming courses and to make the comprehension of programming easier for novice 

programmers. Such studies include revising the current programming curricula, 

programming exercises, programming language and programming environments used to 

teach the novice developers (Giordano & Carlisle, 2006; Goldweber et al., 2006; 

Mannila & Raadt, 2006; Mciver & Conway, 1996; Milne & Rowe, 2002; Pears et al., 

2007; Raadt et al., 2002, 2004; Schulte & Bennedsen, 2006). 

Introductory programming courses were first designed to teach the three main aspects of 

programming: problem solving, describing algorithmic solutions to a problem and 

verifying the algorithm (Gries, 1974, 2006). Although the work by Gries is now 

outdated from a technical standpoint, the concept of what novice programmers should 

learn has not changed since 1974. Over the last three decades, a great deal of research 

has been conducted on the different approaches to introductory programming. Figure 

2-4 represents a traditional pathway for developers in many programming courses. Most 

developers start with learning traditional programming in their introductory courses, 

after which they learn visual RAD programming techniques and use traditional and/or 

visual RAD tools as required. 
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Learn 'Traditional' Programming 

A Learning Phase 

Learn 'RAD' Programming 

R 
Use Traditional and/or RAD Tools 

as Required 
Developing Phase 

Figure 2-4: Traditional pathway for developers 

Syntax and logic are the two main focus areas of teaching programming to novice 

programmers. Even though learning the syntactical structure of one programming 

language is challenging, Robins, Rountree and Rountree (2003), Weir et al. (2005) and 

Lahtinen et al. (2005) have noted that problem solving, designing, planning and 

program construction are the areas where novice programmers have the greatest 

learning difficulties. Many researchers also argue that teaching object-oriented 

paradigm at the introductory level is much more difficult than teaching a procedural 

approach at the same level (Kinnunen & Malmi, 2008; Weir et al.), which could in turn 

cause issues with visual RAD environments, which tend to be largely object-oriented 

(00) based. Table 2-1 provides the results of a survey of both student and teacher 

perceptions towards programming course content across six universities where teachers 

had experience teaching one or two programming courses (Lahtinen et al.). According 

to the study, students perceived dividing functionality into procedures, understanding 

programming structures and finding bugs in their own programs to be among the main 

difficulties they faced in learning programming, whereas the instructors thought the 

programming development environment was the most challenging aspect. Recursions, 

pointers, references and error handling are the three most difficult concepts for students. 

In terms of learning programming, most instructors felt that practical sessions helped 

students learn issues about programming, whereas most students preferred working 

alone on programming coursework. Both teachers and students in the survey agreed that 

programming examples are the best materials for learning programming. 
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Question 

I THE COURSE CO:\'TE~TS 
Wbat kind of issues you feel difficult iuleamiug programming? 
Us.ing pro~am development enviromnent I1 553 2,43 0,99 33 2,61 0,90 
Gaining access to con;puters.tnet\vorks I1 536 2,11 0,95 32 1.97 0,78 
Understanding programming stn~etures I3 556 2,92 1,02 33 3,27 0,67 
Leaming the programming language syntax I4 555 2,75 1,01 33 2,70 0,73 
Designing a pro~am to solve a certain rask I5 555 3,12 0,98 33 3,97 0,73 
Dividing functionality mto procedures I6 543 3,10 1,09 31 4,06 0,63 
Finding bugs from my own program I7 549 3,28 1,03 33 3,91 0,77 

'Vhlch programming concepts have been difficult for you to leam? 
Variables (lifetime, scope) Cl 541 2,10 0,97 34 2,41 0,70 
Selection stmctures C2 552 1,98 0,90 34 238 0,70 
Loop stmctures C3 551 2,09 0,97 34 2,79 0,91 
Recursion C4 512 3,22 1,03 31 4,06 0,96 
Arrays C5 526 2,79 1,15 33 3,24 0,71 
Pointers, references C6 518 3,59 1,04 31 ... 4,44 0,56 
Parameters C7 513 2,60 1,09 3) 3,47 0,76 
Stmchlrecl data types cs 496 2,90 1,03 31 3,45 0,81 
Abstract data types C9 499 3,02 1,10 31 4,06 0,81 
Input/output handling ClO 519 2,96 1,04 J2 3,75 0,88 
Error handling Cll 481 3,33 1,01 32 4,13 0,79 
Using language libraries Cl2 465 3,04 1,09 32 3,88 0,71 ., . ' ' I LEAR1'iiNG A.l'iD TEACffi~G PROGR,Uil\IING 
When do you feel that you leam issues about programming? 
In lecture:. Sl 543 3,01 1,01 33 3.21 1,02 
In exercise sessions in small ~oups 5) 510 3.44 1,10 32 3,84 0,99 
In practical sessions 53 514 3,77 1,03 31 4,35 0,75 
Wlrile studying alone S4 546 3,79 1,06 31 3.42 0,72 
\\IJ.rile \Vorking alone on programming coursework 55 539 3.98 1,09 33 4,00 0,79 

What ldnd ofmateiials have belpe<l/would help you iulearniug progl'amming? 
Programnring course book Ml 515 3,35 1,03 33 3,30 0,88 
Lecture notes/copies of transparenCies. lv12 539 3,39 1,05 34 3,47 0,71 
Exercise questions and answers :tvB 523 3,33 1,07 34 3,62 1,02 
Example programs 1vf4 551 4,19 0,86 34 4,24 0,65 
Still pich1res of programming stmcmres 1vf5 490 3.15 1,00 30 3,70 0,75 
Interactive visualizations }v·f6 315 3,33 1,03 '"lt 

.::.,.,1 4,07 0,87 

(Lahtinen et al., 2005) 

Table 2-1: Results on sections course content and learning and teaching 

Novice programmers tend to approach programming "line-by-line" and often learn in a 

"context specific" (Lahtinen et al., 2005) style, where they find out how to perform a 

certain function as it is required. This suggests a targeted, rather than holistic, approach 

to learning programming for some novice developers. Lister et al. (2004) have 

conducted a study on the reading and tracing skills of novice programmers and the 

results agree with those of Lahtinen et al., that most novice programmers use the "line-
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by-line" approach to developing a program. Lahtinen et al., also highlight that novice 

programmers often experience difficulty in combining the syntax and semantics of 

individual statements into larger, valid programs. Therefore, it is important to combine 

the concept knowledge and programming structures in the learning process so that 

novice developers can go beyond algorithmic programming into true applications 

development. 

Given the increased popularity of visual RAD tools over the past decade, many 

institutions are looking at ways to change the existing learning pathway and introduce 

visual RAD at the introductory level. Goldweber et al. (2006) recommended using 

visual programming environments, such as robotics systems or 3D microworlds, to 

teach novice programmers. Haden (2006) emphasises the use of game programming to 

teach traditional programming skills. Antonio Jose Mendes aims to achieve success with 

the students of a CS 1 course with the use of visual environments such as BlueJ and 

Kamel J. and Robot (Weir et al., 2005). Lahtinen et al. (2005) argue that whatever the 

approach, it is important that students learn the basic structure of programming, such as 

loops, variables, recursion and parameter passing, at some point. These programming 

processes are largely hidden behind the layers of abstraction in visual RAD tools. This 

has raised concerns that novice programmers are not able to learn these basic processes 

if RAD tools are introduced at the introductory level (Raadt et al., 2002, 2003, 2004). 

To this end, the literature suggests that some middle ground must be found between the 

core coding skills of the traditional approach and the use of RAD environments and 

methods in the application development community. 
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Java 
43% 

Languages Taught Weighted by Student Numbers Taught 

C++ 
20% 

All Universities sandstone Universities Non-sandstone Universities 

(Raadt et al., 2002) 

Figure 2-5: Languages taught in Australian universities weighted by student 

numbers 

Many languages have been taught in introductory programming courses in different 

institutions over the past four decades, with Java, C, and C++ on top of the list of 

languages taught today (Pears et al., 2007). According to the research by Dale (2005), 

Raadt et al. (2002), Schulte and Bennedsen (2006), many universities around the world 

use Java for their introductory programming courses and VB and C++ are the second 

most common languages. It is worth noting that there is a clear distinction between the 

languages taught by sandstone universities and non-sandstone universities. Non

commercial languages, such as Eiffel and Haskell, are taught mostly in sandstone 

universities (Figure 2-5). The difference in language choices between sandstone and 

non-sandstone universities could be due to the fact that sandstone universities focus on 

the pedagogical benefits of language in choosing the programming language, while non

sandstone universities focus on the industry relevance, marketability and student 

demand for a language (Raadt et al.). In general, most of the universities across the 

world make the language choice based on "the factors such as faculty preference, 

industry relevance, technical aspects of the language, and the availability of useful tools 

and materials"(Pears et al., 2007, p. 207). 
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Eiffel 

~ TaughtOO 

0 Taught Procedural 

(Raadt et al., 2002) 

Figure 2-6: How 00 languages are taught in Australian universities 

It is interesting to note that though 86% of the above-mentioned languages are object

oriented programming (OOP) languages, less than half are taught using an objects early 

approach except for Java. Figure 2-6 shows 70% of Java instructors are using the 

object-oriented approach, but the rest are asking their students to ignore the class 

declaration in Java until later (Raadt et al., 2002). This contradicts the findings of Dale 

(2005), where more than 50% of Java instructors teach the step-wise approach rather 

than an object-oriented approach (00). Procedural programming provides a learning 

environment that emphasises the basic programming concepts, such as looping, 

iteration, recursion and variable declarations, which are important for novice 

programmers (Lahtinen et al., 2005). On the other hand, 00 focuses on abstraction 

ability, inheritance and polymorphism. Even though many universities emphasise the 

importance of abstraction in 00, Or-Bach and Lavy (2004) point out in their study that 

students are struggling with high levels of abstraction. Only 4 out of 46 students could 

provide the highest level of abstraction for a given algorithm, while the majority could 

only. provide a very low level of abstraction. This finding would seem to indicate that 

there may be merit in teaching programming fundamentals rather than programming 

fundamentals and advanced concepts at the same time, which may rule out a mixture of 

traditional and visual RAD in the same unit of learning. 
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Environments or Tools Used 
Weighted by Student Numbers Taught 

No Tool 
45% 

BlueJ 
4% 

19% 

Other Tool 
10% 

Other IDE 
13% 

,__ _________________ ____, (Raadt et al., 2002) 

Figure 2-7: Teaching tools and environments 

"Programming at all levels of experience need to work within environments which give 

them access to the tools which they must use to accomplish their tasks" (Pears et al., 

2007, p. 210). 

Raadt et al. (2002) highlight in their research that the majority of instructors choose to 

use simple text editors and command-line compilers for their introductory courses, the 

main reason being that teaching complex environments takes up most of the valuable 

time to teach the tool rather than the programming language itself. Other than simple 

editors, Figure 2-7 shows the other types of tools being used at some universities in 

introductory programming courses. Despite the fact that many RAD tools are widely 

available on the market, text editors and command-line-compilers are often preferred if 

the language permits. The main reasons for this, according to Raadt et al. (2002, p. 334), 

are "cost for students, time required to familiarise students with the environments, and 

the blurring of distinct steps in the programming process". Pears et al. (2007) also point 

out that many of the RAD tools are designed to fit professionals' needs and tend to be 

too complicated and confusing for the novice programmer. The extensive set of 

concepts and features, errors and warning messages may be hard for the novice 

programmer to understand. 
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Calloni et al. (1997), following on from the research carried out in 1994 (Calloni & 

Bagert, 1994), state otherwise, arguing that using the iconic approach to teach first year 

programming is more effective compared with the normal text editor, hand-coding 

approach. Based on the comparison of teaching the integrated BACCI!++ and C++ to 

C++ only to first-year students, they found that integrating both tools and language to 

teach the first-year students resulted in better marks in their final exam and in the 

overall course (Calloni et al.). Similar results were produced in the research carried out 

by Cilliers et al. (2005), where B# and Delphi IDE were compared. However, these 

studies did not describe the level of difficulty of the assessments and workshops and 

thus were not able to conclude if visual RAD helps novices to be better programmers. 

The reason that Raadt et al's (2002) research results vary from those of Cilliers et al. 

(2005) and Calloni et al. (1997) could be that the former is based on perceptions from 

the teachers' points of view and is generalised for many different programming 

languages. On the other hand, the research of Cilliers et al. and Calloni et al. focuses on 

the outcome of the students' exam results. These results are based on specific 

programming languages and students have the knowledge of both language and 

environment, a factor that might contribute to such positive outcomes. Essentially, it 

may be that Calloni's research better describes the ability of students to pass an exam 

rather than exit as practical programmers. 

2.4. Learning Styles and Motivation 

According to Jenkins (2002), learning style and !llOtivation are two possibilities that 

make programming difficult for novice programmers to learn. 

Classifications of learning styles vary across different researchers and their context of 

research. In general, there are four dimensions of learning styles: sensing-intuitive, 

visual-verbal, active-reflective and sequential-global (Papaeconomou, Zijlema & 

Ingwersen, 2008; Parvez & Blank, 2007). Bohlen and Ferratt (1993) have used Kolb's 

Learning Style Model to determine a learner's predominant learning style for end-user 

learning of computer software. Galpin, Sanders and Chen (2007) have used the same 

method to study the impact on the method of teaching in a South African university. 
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Kolb's Learning Style Model includes four types of learners: convergers, assimilators, 

divergers and accommodators (Bohlen & Ferratt, 1993; Galpin et al., 2007). Convergers 

and assimilators prefer abstract conceptualisation, which is highly relevant to learning 

visual RAD environments. Divergers and accommodators have strengths opposite to 

those of convergers and assimilators; they prefer concrete experience. For these types of 

learners, it is perhaps the effectiveness of the learning materials and not the type of 

programming environment that has a primary influence. However, given that the 

majority of existing learning materials for programming, such as those in textbooks and 

on the web, are based largely on traditional environments, this environment may be 

better suited to these types of learners. 

"Motivation of students is a key issue if they are to learn" (Jenkins, 2001, p. 53). 

Three factors of motivation by Entwisle, as quoted by Jenkins (2001), include extrinsic: 

the desire to perform in order to attain rewards; intrinsic: deriving from an interest in the 

subject and achievement: that is, competitiveness. Many different factors influence 

student motivation in learning programming, such as prior experience, programming 

environment, exercises, teachers, peers and requirements for job or study, for example 

(Bergin & Reilly, 2005; Jenkins; Mamone, 1992; Walter, Forssell, Barron & Martin, 

2007). Research by (Halland & Malan, 2003) indicates that teachers of introductory 

programming courses perceive that visual RAD environments are fun for the students 

and that this could keep them interested in programming. Students can see more reward 

more quickly with visual RAD environments, whereas in a traditional environment there 

is lots of conceptual groundwork to cover before students can see a given result. With 

traditional text~based environments, it can be a daunting task to '.vrite hundreds of lines 

of code before the application can be fully, or even partially, visualised. 

Learning styles are raised here as they are often discussed in the same context and 

literature as that dealing with motivation. Given that this thesis examines student 

perceptions of different approaches to programming, motivation is considered an 

important area of the literature to address. The analysis chapters will show that 

motivation is indeed very important to novice developers and that the different 

approaches to programming do influence student motivations. 
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3. Research Method and Design 

Collection of data to support the given topic is the most important part of a research 

project. Choosing appropriate research methods and design is a crucial part of gathering 

reliable and useful data in order to address research questions. Understanding the 

research methodology for a given piece of research helps a great deal in choosing the 

actual research methods and design. Research methodology answers the question of 

how the research should be conducted and research methods include the tools to collect 

the data, such as interviews and focus groups (Dawson, 2006). A combination of 

different methods, both qualitative and quantitative, was used to conduct this research. 

This combination of methods, also known as triangulation of a multi-method approach, 

provides for a more complete dataset to gather data required for the research. Dawson 

believes that a triangulation of research approaches is a good way of conducting 

research, as it allows the researcher to work against the weaknesses of two or more 

methodologies by allowing one set of findings to complement those of the others. 

3.1. Research Methods 

3.1.1. Selection Process 

There are a number of ways to gather student reactions to the use of visual RAD versus 

traditional programming environments for novice programmers. One common way of 

approaching this would be by having two introductory programming classes, one of 

which would be taught using a visual RAD environment only and the other, using a 

traditional programming environment only. Comparing the results of the students from 

these two classes over a teaching period would provide a good understanding of the 

comparative effectiveness of the different programming environments. This 

experimental approach has been used in numerous studies, for example, those of Calloni 

and Bagert, Calloni et.al. and Cilliers et al. (Calloni & Bagert, 1994; Calloni et al., 

1997; Cilliers et al., 2005). Due to the time frame of this research, however, this 

approach was deemed too lengthy. Other effective methods, such as observation, 

questionnaires and interview approaches, were considered for this research. These 

methods, when used in conjunction with one another, were envisaged as suitable for 

providing useful data regarding student responses to the proposed research questions 
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detailed earlier. Figure 3-1 shows the overall relationship between the methods that 

were adopted for use in this research. 

Observation 

Supporting Question 1 & 2 

Figure 3-1: Method triangulation 

Survey 
Supporting Question 1 , 2 & 3 

• Optional 

Interview 
Supporting Question 1, 2 & 3 

3.1.2. Survey Method 

The survey research method is a very common method of collecting research data 

according to Babbie (2000). A typical piece of survey research would include 

administering a standardised questionnaire to a target audience. It enables the researcher 

to capture a broad picture of the experiences and views of a target population with little 

or no personal contact with them (Clough & Nutbrown, 2002). For this research, the 

survey method was used to investigate student attitudes towards the visual RAD 

environments versus traditional programming environments. There are three basic types 

of survey questions: closed-ended, open-ended and a combination of both (Dawson, 

2006). Closed-ended questions usually follow a set format and produce numerical 

results suited to statistic analysis. Open-ended questions provide qualitative data 

relevant to the study and though more holistic in nature, can also be statistically 

. analysed in some situations (Dawson). Both these types of questions were used heavily 

throughout this research and its survey instruments. The advantage of this mixed 

question approach is that the results can be presented in the form of statistics and tables, 
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and at the same time it overcomes the limitation of the possible dead-end answers that a 

respondent may give when providing responses to open-ended questions (McNeill & 

Chapman, 2005). To acquire the maximum number of participants, the surveys were 

conducted online and anonymously. Pre-workshop surveys and post-workshop surveys 

were conducted to gather the students' perceptions of their programming experience and 

thoughts on visual RAD versus traditional programming environments. The quantitative 

and qualitative data gathered from the survey method helped to answer the majority of 

the research questions in this research. 

3.1.3. Interview Method 

According to Newman and Benz (1998), quoted from Patton (1990), a research 

interview can be characterised as a strategy to find out from people things that cannot be 

observed directly. Through probes, follow-up questions and non-verbal cues, data 

collected can be enhanced through the interview process (Newman & Benz). The 

limitation of this method depends on the interviewer's ability to execute these tasks, and 

the validity of the data collected could be influenced by the subjective bias of the 

interviewer that affects their interpretation of the data (Newman & Benz). Interviews 

can be in the form of structured, unstructured or semi-structured questions (Dawson, 

2006; Newman & Benz). Structured interviews collect standardised data from all the 

participants and unstructured interviews are used to gain holistic understanding of the 

interviewees' points of view with respect to a given situation (Dawson; Newman & 

Benz). Semi-structured interviews allow interviewers to gather data that can be 

compared and contrasted with other interviews. The validity of the data collected 

through interviews can be enhanced by using the structured or semi-structured 

approaches. This research used the semi-structured approach to collect the students' 

perceptions towards visual RAD and traditional programming environments. 

3.1.4. Observational Method 

According to Newman and Benz (1998), the observational method is the most frequent 

data-collection method used for qualitative research. Clough and Nutbrown (2002), 

quoted from Cohen, .Mannion and Morrison (2000), state that observational data allows 

the researcher to look at the "live" data from "live" situations. There are two types of 
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observational methods, participant observation and direct, or non-participant, 

observation (Dawson, 2006; Newman & Benz). Participant observation involves the 

researcher as a member of the studied group and the researcher is "involved in the lives 

of the people being observed"(Dawson, 2006, p. 33). Direct, or non-participant 

observation, involves looking at the interaction of subjects in a given situation. Non

participant observation is a better approach in terms of the validity of the data gathered 

compared with participant observation according to Newman and Benz. This research 

gathered data using a non-participant observational method where the researcher 

observed the reaction of students to a given programming environment within a 

computer lab and via online workshops based on the click-stream events and in-class 

observations. In-class observations provided the basic information on the questions 

asked and problems encountered during workshops. The click-stream was captured for 

all of the students' mouse-clicks on the back and next navigations and help links to 

determine the time taken to complete the tasks and how they approached different 

problems at different levels. 

Essentially, this research was based on a multi-method approach, with the hope of 

capturing the core data using the survey methodology and providing triangulation of 

those results by comparing them with results gained via the interview and participant 

observation methods. As the following chapters will show, this methodology was only 

partially successful due to technical and participant issues. 

3.2. Research Design 

An online workshop and three lab-based workshops were conducted to observe 

students' reactions towards visual RAD and traditional programming environments. 

Pre- and post-questionnaires delivered during these workshops (Appendix Band C) and 

interviews (Appendix D) supported the data gathered from the observations. All the 

information gathered was anonymous and logs (Appendix E) of user actions, 

timestamps and survey responses were all stored in a backend database. The 

triangulation of these different methods provided sufficient and useful data for this 

research in answering the main research question: "What is the student reaction to 

visual RAD versus traditional programming environments for novice programmers in a 

web application development context?" 
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Figure 3-2 provides the high-level view of the research design and implementation for 

this research. 

In-class Online 
Demographic Information 

Pre Exercise Experience 

Traditional Exe-rcise (steps 1 .. . . xx) 

RAD Exercise (steps 1 .... xx) 

Post Exercise Experience 

Figure 3-2: Research design and delivery 

3.2.1. Participant Recruitment 

Participants were recruited from within the university computer science school in which 

this study was conducted. This school of computer science had approximately 2000 

students enrolled across numerous degrees and will be referred to in this thesis as "the 

school". To recruit the participants for the online and lab workshops, a notice was 

posted on the school's current students ' homepage, which is visible to all students 

within the school (Appendix F). This was followed up by visits to some of the first-year 

programming classes to inform the students of these workshops personally and increase 

their awareness of them. The aim was to recruit approximately 20 participants for these 

workshops, although the final number was 15 participants for the lab sessions and 49 

participants for the online session. The online session was designed as a fall-back 

approach if the in-class participation was considered too low. After the first in-class 

only s~ssion was run, a second recruitment posting was made to the school's website, 
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aimed specifically at online participants only. Of both the in-class and online groups, a 

total of 29 participants completed both pre- and post-surveys and the rest of the 

participants just completed some parts of the pre-survey. Although six students 

registered to participate in a follow-up interview, only one participant turned up for the 

interview session. 

3.2.2. Survey Delivery 

At the start of the workshop, consent to participate in the research was gathered 

(Appendix G) before an online survey (Appendix B) was conducted to gather the 

demographic information of the participants, including age, gender and their current 

course of study. This survey also included the programming and learning experience of 

the participants, such as their previous experience with languages and environments, 

their perceptions of their own "level", i.e. novice through to expert, and their existing 

preferences for languages or environments. After the survey, step-by-step coding 

exercises on traditional programming and visual RAD environments were conducted, 

whereby in-class participants developed a small, functional web application and online 

participants watched a series of videos on building the same web application using the 

same instructional materials. A post-survey (Appendix C) was carried out to gather 

students' perceptions towards visual RAD versus traditional environments based on the 

completed programming exercises. This survey also addressed any problems 

experienced by students during the exercises, student confidence in developing further 

web applications using each environment and the changes in preferences identified in 

the pre-exercise suryey. The survey data provided the majority of data that formed the 

analysis for addressing all three supporting questions. 

Although the pre- and post-surveys provided much useful information on students' 

perceptions and provided both qualitative and quantitative data, it appeared to cause 

survey fatigue with many of the participants due to having to answer so many questions. 

Many of the online participants left after the pre-exercise survey without even 

completing the programming exercises. However, overall, the survey data provided 

enough quality data upon which to base the outcomes of this research. Unfortunately, 

due to time constraints arising from the development of the surveys, workshop materials 

and the system that managed the integration and delivery of both, a pilot study was not 
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conducted. In hindsight, some of the survey fatigue and timing issues might have been 

corrected had there been time for an initial "dry run" of the research design. 

3.2.3. Coding Exercises 

Coding exercises used the PHP scripting language with the EditPlus text editing tool as 

the traditional programming environment (Appendix H) and Microsoft Visual Studio 

2008 with ASP.Net programming environment for the visual RAD exercises (Appendix 

I). The choice of these environments was largely influenced by the web application 

programming environment within the school's curriculum as well as the availability of 

both with minimal setup requirements. Both of these environments were pre-installed in 

the school's labs. It was assumed for this research that student perceptions and reactions 

could be generalised for traditional programming environments and visual RAD 

environments based on their use of EditPlus and Visual Studio 2008. In a larger study 

within the context of a longer time frame, a truer comparison of "what makes a visual 

RAD environment" could be carried out before undertaking a comparison with different 

types of environments. 

Participants were given three database-driven web development exercises for each of 

the environments. The sequence of environments differed between the participants. It 

was designed in such a way that half of the participants started with the traditional 

programming environment followed by the RAD environment; the other half of the 

participants were provided with the environments in the reverse order. The first exercise 

provided the step-by-step instructions to connect to Microsoft's Access database and 

display the data from a database using the PHP language. An identical exercise was 

conducted in the visual RAD environment using drag-and-drop rather than code 

techniques. After the basic level, participants were asked to enhance the first exercise to 

allow editing and deleting of the records from the table. The third exercise involved 

inserting new records into the database. 

Participants were allowed to navigate through the exercises with "Next" and "Back" 

. buttons, and some hyperlinks to online resources from Google search were also 

provided. All the click events were recorded against generated user ids to keep track of 

the time taken for each exercise and to observe each participant's action on each step. 
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The observation data from coding exercises provided some useful information to 

support the data seen in the survey responses, although the overall outcome of this 

participant observation had less impact than had been hoped for. This was particularly 

true in terms of the entirely online participants, who tended to skip sections of the video 

instructions and jump ahead to later sections. 

Some technical issues with Microsoft Visual Studio setup for the in-class workshops 

were encountered on the day of data collection. Although 1.5 hours was allocated for 

each of the in-class sessions, it was not enough and resulted in a change to the format of 

delivery to a more a more instructor-led rather than student-led approach. 

3.2.4. Interviews 

Participants were asked to provide their email addresses if they wish to participate in the 

follow-up interview to gather more detailed qualitative data. An email was sent out to 

those participants who provided one with the time and place for the one-on-one 

interview scheduled a week after the lab workshops. As stated, only one participant took 

part in an interview with just a single comment from that interview contributing to the 

final thesis. 
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4. Data Analysis 

The focus of this chapter is the analysis of the data gathered from the pre- and post

exercise surveys collected from three in-class workshops and the online session. 

Participants in the in-class workshops were asked to fill in these surveys before and 

after they had attempted two sets of programming exercises, while the online 

participants were presented with the similar surveys before and after the video 

demonstration of the same sets of exercises. The click-stream events that were also 

captured during the sessions for each participant were initially intended to be used to 

identify the behavioural trend between traditional exercises and visual RAD exercises. 

Due to the time constraints during the lab sessions, the exercises were demonstrated on 

screen, and almost 90% of the in-class participants followed the on-screen instructions 

rather than doing the work on their. own. Therefore, the behavioural trend is not as 

conclusive as was originally hoped. 

4.1. Pre-exercise Survey 

This section examines the responses to the pre-exercise survey questions from both in

class and online participants. The pre-exercise survey consists of four sub-sections: 

demographics, programming experience, perception of visual RAD versus traditional 

programming environments and learning experience. The same set of instruments was 

given to all participants. The main purpose of this first survey was to gain an 

understanding of each participant's current level of expertise and experience with the 

programming environments and to gather their reaction to these environments. 

4.1.1. Demographics 

A total of 64 students from the school participated in this research, 16 of whom were 

drawn from the in-class sessions and 48 from the online session. Only 29 of the 64 

participants completed the exercises and participated in the post-survey. The data from 

the participants who did not complete the exercises was not analysed in this chapter. 
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Of the 29 participants who had completed the exercises, 90% were male and the rest 

were female. The majority of the participants (31%) were aged between 18 and 21, 

followed by 22 to 25 (24%), with another 24% being over the age of 30 (Table 4-1). A 

small percentage were either under 18 years of age or in the 26-29 years of age range. 

Table 4-1: Q2. Which of the following age groups do you fall into? 

< 18 years 18-21 22-25 26-29 30+ years 

Lab 0 5 5 

Online 3 4 2 2 6 

While this research was aimed at the novice programmers, it also included those with 

intermediate and expert levels in order to gain a maximum number of respondents and 

to examine the differences in perceptions between participants with various levels of 

expertise. A majority of the students who participated in this research (31%) were first

year undergraduate students, while 24% were in their second year and the rest were 

third-year and post-graduate students. A total of 55% of the participants were studying 

for a Bachelor of Computer Science qualification, while a further 17% were enrolled in 

a Bachelor of Information Technology course. The rest of the participants were drawn 

from post-graduate studies, honours studies and other courses. A total of 76% of the 

participants were studying on campus, while 7% were studying online and 17% were 

studying in mixed mode. Regardless of their current mode of study, 79% preferred to 

study on campus while the other 21% preferred the mixed mode. No participant selected 

online as the preferred mode of study. This could be because most of the participants 

preferred using the step-by-step instructions or following the lecturer's on-screen 

examples while performing the programming tasks (Table 4-11 ). 

4.1.2. Programming Experience 

In this section, participants were asked about their level of experience in programming 

env!ronments and tools. Of the participants, 80% indicated that they had experience in 

at least one programming language and 66% of participants had done programming 

before becoming a university student. Only 41% of the participants had experience in 

web application development. Despite their previous experience in programming, 58% 
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of those who had done programming before coming to university rated themselves as 

novices. 

Many of the participants had used Java, C and C++ programming languages, and some 

had experience in web application development languages such as HTML, ASP, PHP 

and ASP.Net. Visual RAD environments, such as NetBeans and Visual Studio, were the 

most common programming environments overall among the participants. Although 

some of the participants had answered that they had learned traditional environments 

first, they did not list any traditional environment as the programming tool that they had 

used before. This is probably because some programming units or learning materials 

made use of the code view of visual RAD environments to teach the basic programming 

principles; thus the participants had trouble distinguishing between the two. 

When the participants were asked to rate their level of experience as a programmer, 

52% rated themselves as novice; 41% as intermediate and 7% as expert. Table 4-2 

indicates that while 45% of the first-year participants rated themselves as novices, the 

other 55% thought that they had an intermediate level of programming experience. On 

the other hand, the majority of the second-year students (6 out of 7) thought they were 

at the novice level. Looking back at the number of programming units completed for 

those second-year participants, many of them had done at least two to three 

programming units during their course of study. The third-year students who rated 

themselves as novice programmers had completed three to five programming units. One 

of them commented later in the survey that he was not interested in programming and 

the other indicated that programming was not the focus of his current course and his 

previousprogramming experience was out of date. These could be the reasons for rating 

themselves as novices. 

Table 4-2: QS. How many units have you completed in your course so far? 

First, Other 
Some or 

Some first second and (honours 
all of the 

and second- some of the and 
first-year 

year units third-year postgrad 
units 

units studies) <Blanks> 

Novice 5 6 2 0 2 

Intermediate/Expert 6 1 5 2 0 
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4.1.3. Visual RAD Versus Traditional Programming Environments 

In this section, students were asked about their perceptions of the visual RAD 

environment versus traditional programming environment based on their previous 

experience. Overall, a majority agreed that visual RAD environments are easier and that 

they would prefer to use the visual RAD environment. However, in terms of the first 

environment for novice programmers, a traditional programming environment was the 

preferred choice among the participants. 

Table 4-3 shows that a majority (55%) of the novice programmers did not have any 

previous experience in the visual RAD environment. Perhaps they had not done any 

programming at all or had just started with a traditional programming environment. 

Table 4-3: Q14. Have you ever programmed in a visual rapid application 

development environment before (such as Microsoft's Visual Studio)? 

Yes No 

Novice 6 9 

Intermediate/Expert 10 4 

Table 4-4 shows that a majority (59%) of the participants agreed that, based on their 

experience, the visual RAD environment made programming easier. Most of the 

participants liked visual RAD due to the ability to find and fix errors quickly and the 

ability to design the user interface easily. Many of the participants who had answered 

"Neutral" mentioned that they had never used the visual RAD environment before. Only 

one participant strongly disagreed with the statement based on the reason that visual 

RAD could add unnecessary code that creates application "bloat". Overall, it seems that 

both novice and intermediate/expert participants had similar views on this. 
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Table 4-4: Q15. From my experience, I feel that visual RAD tools make 

programming easier 

Strongly 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

agree disagree 

Novice 4 5 6 0 0 

Intermediate/Expert 5 3 5 0 

Table 4-5 shows that while novice developers were equally split between the perception 

of their ability to understand visual RAD features and functions, many of the 

intermediate and expert level developers disagreed that visual RAD features are hard to 

understand. This relates to the second supporting research question: "Does RAD require 

pre-existing traditional knowledge?" Some of the comments from participants indicated 

that the developers need to have a basic understanding of programming and what the 

tools can do before they start to program, and only that knowledge would help them to 

understand the RAD features and functions more readily. This could be one of the 

reasons that 55% of the participants preferred a traditional environment as the first 

environment, as indicated in Table 4-9. In addition to this, 66% of the participants also 

felt that traditional programming helped them understand the programming processes, 

such as conditions, loops and variable declarations, better (Table 4-6). They felt that 

traditional programming environments give the programmer a better understanding of 

the language overall and the workings of the processes, which gives the programmer 

greater control when it comes to error debugging. 

Table 4-5: Q16. I feel that visual RAD features and functions can (or look to) be 

hard to understand 

Strongly 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

agree disagree 

Novice 0 4 7 4 0 

I nte rm edi ate/Expert 0 2 5 7 0 
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Table 4-6: Q17. I feel that traditional programming environments help me 

understand the programming processes better (e.g. variable declaration, condition, 

loops, recursion) 

Strongly 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

agree disagree 

Novice 5 4 5 0 

Intermediate/Expert 7 3 2 0 

Table 4-7 shows that a majority of the intermediate/expert level developers (64% of 

intermediate/expert developers) found learning syntax in a traditional environment 

difficult, whereas many of the novices ( 40% of them) indicated otherwise. This appears 

to contradict their responses to the statement "I find programming of any kind difficult 

to learn", as shown in Table 4-12. Again, this could be related to the finding that many 

of the novice programmers (47% of them) were not interested in programming, which 

reduced their engagement with the learning process. 

Table 4-7: QlS. I feel that learning syntax in traditional programming is (or looks) 

difficult 

Novice 

Intermediate/Expert 

Strongly 

agree 

3 

Agree 

3 

6 

Neutral Disagree 

5 6 

3 

Strongly 

disagree 

0 

More than 70% of the participants had learnt a traditional programming environment 

first and 10% of the participants had learnt both environments around the same time ( 

Table 4-8). Only one participant indicated that he had learnt a visual RAD environment 

first. This participant indicated that he had done programming before becoming a 

university student, where he was most likely exposed to a visual RAD environment. He 

seemed to favour the visual RAD environment in general, as most of his answers on 

preference between the traditional and visual RAD environments indicated the latter. 

Apart from this paitidpant, overall responses indicated traditional environments are the 
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preferred pathway among the developers. Table 4-9 indicates that 55% of the 

participants preferred to learn the traditional environment first. This relates to the first 

supporting question: "Should RAD be taught as the 'first environment'?" It seems that 

most of the participants felt traditional environments would be a better "first 

environment" for novices compared with visual RAD environments. However, when it 

comes to web application development, many of the participants preferred to use visual 

RAD environments, as shown in Table 4-10. This could be largely due to the visual 

RAD environment providing an easier and faster development system for the user 

interface. The integration with HTML and the need for state management in user

specific environments for web applications could also be easily handled in visual RAD 

environments with built-in functionality, unlike traditional environments where these 

tasks are tedious and time-consuming to code manually. 

Table 4-8: Q20. I have learnt 

Traditional 
RAD first Same time Neither 

first 

Novice 10 0 4 

Intermediate 11 2 0 

Table 4-9: Q21. Which environment would you prefer to learn first as a novice 

programmer? 

Traditional RAD No preference 

Novice 8 4 3 

Intermediate 8 4 2 

Table 4-10: Ql9. If I were asked to program a web application, I think I would 

prefer to use 

Traditional RAD Not sure 

Novice 2 4 9 

Intermediate 4 7 3 
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Participants who preferred the traditional environment to be the first environment for 

novice programmers felt that novices should know the basics of programming, which 

are usually hidden in visual RAD tools, and once the developer knows how to program 

in a traditional environment, it would be easier to program in visual RAD environments. 

However, those who preferred a visual RAD environment to be the first environment 

argued that being able to write a workable program faster in visual RAD could maintain 

the interest of novices in programming and that it was easier to grasp the concepts for 

starting out. With visual RAD programming environments, working programs could 

more easily be put together, which increased the confidence and enthusiasm of learners 

(Halland & Malan, 2003). 

4.1.4. Learning Experience 

In this section, participants were asked about their experience in learning programming. 

Table 4-11 shows that 41% of participants preferred step-by-step instructions while 

doing programming exercises and 24% preferred to follow the lecturer's on-screen 

examples. The other 34% preferred to work on their own or to use textbook and online 

resources. 

Table 4-11: Q22. When doing programming exercises, I prefer 

textbook and 
Step-by- Lecturer's To work on 

online 
step example my own 

resources 

8 4 2 

Intermediate/Expert 4 3 5 2 

Table 4-12 shows that while 47% of the novices agreed that programming is difficult to 

learn, another 33% thought it was not difficult. A majority of the intermediate and 

expert participants (71%) found that programming is not difficult. The difference in 

these reactions seems to be impacted somewhat by the interest in programming in 

general. Some of the participants who found it hard to learn commented that they are 

not interested in programming and it is hard to understand the logic-driven side of 
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programming, such as arrays, buffers and loops. Participants who felt that programming 

is not difficult found it interesting and rewarding to learn and easy to apply the 

knowledge across different programming languages, as it follows a defined set of rules 

apart from slight differences in syntax. 

Table 4-12: Q23. I find programming of any kind difficult to learn 

Novice 

Intermediate/Expert 

Strongly 

agree 

3 

0 

Agree 

4 

3 

Neutral Disagree 

3 3 

8 

Strongly 

disagree 

2 

2 

Although the majority of the participants (72%) expected to learn a number of different 

environments during their studies, they (55%) preferred to use the same environment for 

all programming tasks (Table 4-13 and Table 4-14 ). Some comments indicated that they 

found it better to be proficient in one environment rather than knowing many 

environments, yet not mastering any of them. 

Table 4-13: Q24. I expect to be able to program In a number of different 

environments over the duration of my studies 

Novice 

Intermediate/Expert 

Strongly 

agree 

3 

5 

Agree 

6 

7 

Neutral Disagree 

3 3 

Strongly 

disagree 

0 

0 

Table 4-14: Q25. Where possible, I would always like to use the same environment 

for all programming tasks. 

Strongly 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

agree disagree 

Novice 3 3 5 3 

Intermediate/Expert 2 8 2 1 
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Table 4-15 shows 52% of the participants agreed that the first environment is the most 

important. One interesting comment from the participant who disagreed with the 

statement was that the most commonly used environment for the development is more 

important than the first environment. Another participant argued that it is neither the 

environment nor the language that is most important, but rather it was the fundamentals 

that he had learnt, such as variables and iterations, that were most important. However, 

many of the participants agreed that the first environment set the foundation for 

understanding programming and could be the motivation for the developer to continue 

programming. 

Table 4-15: Q26. From my experience, the first environment learned is still the 

most important 

Strongly 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

agree disagree 

Novice 4 5 4 2 0 

Intermediate/Expert 5 3 5 0 

Table 4-16 indicates that a majority of the novice~ (53% of novices) were not sure if 

they would be involved in programming in their future career, but a majority of 

intermediate and expert participants seemed confident that they would be doing 

programming of some sort in their future career. 

Table 4-16: Q27. In my future career, I expect to 

Program lam 
Do Program 

when I not 
programming as career 

have to sure 

Novice 2 4 8 

Intermediate/Expert 5 3 5 

In summary, participants' perceptions based on their programming background before 

the programming ·exercises indicated that while the traditional programming 
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environment should be taught as the first environment for the novices, the visual RAD 

environment is still the preferred choice for web application development among all 

levels of expertise. It seems that while programming processes and basic programming 

principles are important for novices, the ability to create the user interfaces easily and 

quickly in visual RAD environment influenced the overall preference. 

4.2. Post-exercise Survey 

The post-exercise survey consists of three sections, each primarily focusing on one of 

the research questions discussed in Chapter One. Participants went directly to the post

exercise survey upon the completion of watching/doing the programming exercises 

described in Chapter Three. 

4.2.1. Section One 

This section focuses on the first supporting question "Should visual RAD environments 

be taught as the 'first environment' to novice programmers?" It also looked at the 

efficiency and pedagogical benefits of a visual RAD environment versus traditional 

programming environments. 

Table 4-17 indicated that 45% of the participants, the majority of whom were novices, 

had never used the visual RAD environment before. This is consistent with, and 

reinforces, a similar question asked in the pre-survey (Table 4-3). 

Table 4-17: Ql. Is this the first time you have used (seen the use of) a visual RAD 

environment (certainly for building a working application)? 

Yes No 

Novice 8 7 

Intermediate/Expert 5 9 

Overall, more than 65% of the participants agreed that the visual RAD environment is 

quicker and easier than traditional programming environments (Table 4-18 and Table 
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4-19), primarily because the pre-built components in visual RAD provide a head start in 

creating an application. One participant mentioned that even though the visual RAD 

environment is easier compared with a traditional environment, it is necessary to 

understand the underlying code generated by the visual RAD components. 

Table 4-18: Q2. Based on the (video) exercises, I feel that programming in 

Novice 

Intermediate/Expert 

RAD is quicker than 

traditional 

10 

10 

traditional is quicker 

than RAD 

4 

2 

Equally quick 

2 

Table 4-19: Q3. Based on the (video) exercises, I feel that programming in 

Novice 

Intermediate/ Expert 

RAD is easier than 

traditional 

9 

10 

Traditional is easier 

than RAD 

4 

2 

Equally easy 

2 

2 

Table 4-20 shows that overall, 34% of participants felt that they would not be able to 

write loops, variable and condition statements if they had started with a visual RAD 

development, while 28% of them thought they would. The decision is much clearer on 

the issue of the traditional environment, where 55% felt they would have a better 

understanding of writing loops, variables and conditions if they had started with a 

traditional environment (Table 4-21). Only 10% disagreed with this statement. This 

could be correlated to a question in the pre-survey (Table 4-6), where 66% thought 

traditional programming environments helped them understand the programming 

process better. One of the novice programmers commented that he had started with the 

traditional programming environment, which gave him a solid foundation for the flow 

control, and he felt that the focus on a visual RAD environment was more on the form 

components rather than control structures. A majority (68%) of the participants agreed 

that they learnt more about programming syntax and concepts using traditional 

environments (Table 4-22). 
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Table 4-20: Q4. I feel that I would be able to write loops, variables and condition 

statements if I had started with visual RAD development 

Strongly 

agree 
Agree .Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

Novice 0 5 5 5 0 

Intermediate/Expert 0 3 6 5 0 

Table 4-21: QS. I feel that I have or would have a deeper understanding of being 

able to write loops, variables and condition statements if I had started with 

traditional development 

Strongly 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

Agree Disagree 

Novice 4 6 5 0 0 

Intermediate/Expert 4 2 5 2 

Table 4-22: QlO. I feel that I learn more about actual programming syntax and 

concepts using 

RAD Traditional Equally 

Novice 4 7 4 

Intermediate/Expert 10 3 

Table 4-23 demonstrates that while a high percentage ( 40%) of the novices felt that they 

would feel confident in using traditional environments, intermediate and expert 

participants thought otherwise. Reason given by one of the novices was that the 

traditional environment was the only environment he had learnt so far and therefore he 

would feel more confident using it. Intermediate participants felt that the visual RAD 

environment was much more user friendly and could help to guide novices to create a 

working web application. 
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Table 4~23: Q6. In web application development, I feel confident as a novice 

developer to use 

RAD Traditional Equally 

Novice 5 6 4 

Intermediate/Expert 9 4 

Table 4-24 shows that 66% of the participants believed they had enough technical 

experience to use a visual RAD environment for actual development. One of the 

participants again mentioned that visual RAD made the implementation easier; 

however, it was his traditional knowledge that helped him debug the errors in a visual 

RAD environment. 

Table 4-24: Q9. I feel that I have enough technical experience to use a visual RAD 

environment for actual development as presented in the (video) exercises 

Novice 

Intermediate/Expert 

Strongly 

agree 

2 

3 

Agree 

7 

7 

Neutral Disagree 

4 2 

2 2 

Strongly 

disagree 

0 

0 

Table 4-25 shows that more than 70% agreed that the first environment has a significant 

impact on learning programming. It serves as the first impression of the programming 

experience for novice programmers. A positive experience with the first environment 

could maintain the interest of the novice developer in programming. The first 

environment could also act as the foundation for subsequent learning. It is important 

that novice programmers understand the basic concepts of programming early in the 

learning stage (Raadt, 2008). 
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Table 4-25: Q7. I feel that the first environment has a significant impact on 

learning programming 

Novice 

Intermediate/Expert 

Strongly 

agree 

5 

3 

Agree 

8 

5 

Neutral 

2 

Disagree 

0 

3 

Strongly 

disagree 

While 47% of the novice participants thought traditional environments should be 

introduced first to the novice programmer in web application development, 40% thought 

that visual RAD should be first introduced (Table 4-26). Intermediate and expert 

participants were equally divided between visual RAD and traditional environments as a 

first environment. Their opinions seem to have changed after working on or watching 

the programming exercises. In the pre-exercise survey, the traditional environment was 

the preferred choice as the first environment by far. However, it could also be that this 

time the question was more specifically expressed towards the first environment for web 

application development. When asked about the preferred environment for web 

application development in general in the pre-exercise survey, visual RAD was the 

preferred choice compared to a traditional environment. 

Table 4-26: QS. Which programming environment do you think should be 

introduced first to novice programmers in web application development? 

RAD Traditional 

Novice 6 7 

Intermediate/Expert 6 6 

Does not 

matter 

2 

2 

Visual dialogs, step-by-step wizards, integration of different components into one 

environment and the ability to create a program by drag-and-drop without worrying 

about code were some of the many aspects of visual RAD environments that 

participants felt would help novice developers learn programming. However, many of 

the participants also agreed that visual RAD environments could be quite confusing for 
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novices with feature overload and a significant part of the programming concepts 

hidden behind the pre-built functions. Conversely, in traditional environments these are 

apparent to the developers, even though functionality needs to be built from the "ground 

up". It seems that while developers understood the importance of the basic 

programming principles and concepts for novice programmers, the drag-and drop 

approach of a visual RAD environment provided for quicker and easier development of 

a web application. Overall, a slightly higher percentage of participants ( 45%) felt that 

traditional environments were still the more suitable choice to be the first environment 

in web application development compared with visual RAD environments. 

4.2.2. Section Two 

This section focuses on the second supporting question: "Does RAD require pre

existing traditional programming knowledge?" 

Table 4-27 indicates that many (46%) of the novices felt they would need more 

programming experience to use visual RAD effectively. This could be because many of 

them had never used the visual RAD or they had very minimal programming experience 

in general. However, many of them indicated in Section One (Table 4-24) that they had 

enough technical experience to use the visual RAD as presented in the workshops. This 

could be because the exercises were guided step-by-step and they were fairly simple and 

basic programming tasks. However, the majority (53%) of the novices believed that 

they would require the traditional programming knowledge to program successfully in a 

visual RAD environment (Table 4-28). 

Table 4-27: Ql6. I feel that I would need more programming experience to use 

visual RAD environments effectively 

Strongly 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
<blank> 

agree disagree 

Novice 2 5 4 2 0 2 

Intermediate/Expert 1 4 3 4 
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Table 4-28: Q17. I feel that I would be able to program successfully in a visual 

RAD environment without traditional programming knowledge 

Novice 

Intermediate/Expert 

Strongly 

agree 

0 

0 

Agree Neutral 

3 

6 2 

Disagree 

7 

3 

Strongly 

disagree 

2 

<blank> 

3 

It is interesting to note that while a majority (53%) of the novice programmers felt that 

previous programming experience is necessary when using a visual RAD environment, 

intermediate and expert participants (43%) seemed to think otherwise (Table 4-29). 

However, many agreed in their comments that novice developers could program a basic 

application in visual RAD without previous experience, but that they would definitely 

require programming knowledge in order to implement more complex, higher-level 

applications. 

Table 4-29: QlS. Given the nature of visual development in RAD, I feel that 

previous programming experience is not necessary 

Novice 

Intermediate/Expert 

Strongly 

agree 

0 

0 

Agree 

2 

6 

Neutral 

3 

4 

Disagree 

6 

3 

Strongly 

disagree 

2 

0 

<blank> 

2 

The opinion of intermediate and expert participants on what knowledge was required to 

program in a visual RAD environment differed from that of the novice developers. As 

indicated in Table 4-30 and Table 4-31, intermediate and expert participants (43%) did 

not seem to care about the underlying code that makes the visual RAD work; rather, 

they (50%) felt that it was sufficient to program using a visual RAD environment as 

long as a developer knows what components to use and when. However, one of the 

intermediate participants argued that it is important to know the underlying code to 

overcome the limitations of the visual RAD environment, otherwise a programmer 

would be limited to only the functionality of the pre-built components that the 

environment could offer. 
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Table 4-30: Q19. As a novice programmer, I feel that it is sufficient to program 

using a visual RAD environment as long as I know what components to use and 

when 

Strongly 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
<blank> 

agree disagree 

Novice 0 5 1 5 2 2 

Intermediate/Expert 2 5 3 2 

Table 4-31: Q20. I feel that it is not important to fully understand the underlying 

code that makes the visual RAD components work 

Novice 

I nte rm edi ate/Expert 

Strongly 

agree 

0 

Agree Neutral 

2 

5 3 

Disagree 

5 

2 

Strongly 

disagree 

5 

2 

<blank> 

2 

As indicated in Table 4-32, a majority (52%) of the participants felt that being able to 

build a workable program is the most important aspect in learning programming 

regardless of the environment, mainly because that is what is required to produce an end 

result. Visual RAD environments are superior in this respect compared with traditional 

environments, where it requires great effort to cover conceptual groundwork to build a 

program that is workable. In a visual RAD environment, if the correct components are 

placed together correctly, a workable application, or part of one, should result. More 

participants (59%) agreed that learning syntax first is the most important aspect of 

becoming a programmer (Table 4-33). This reinforces the previous finding that 

traditional environments should be the first environment for novices. Many participants 

agreed that to become a "real" programmer, it is important to start with the very basics 

of programming. One participant commented that the program might be workable but it 

could be "clunky and inefficient" if the programmer did not understand the underlying 

programming language that drove it. 
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Table 4-32: Q21. I feel that being able to build a workable program is the most 

important aspect of learning programming, regardless of the environment 

Strongly 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

agree disagree 

Novice 3 6 3 0 

Intermediate/Expert 1 5 3 3 

Table 4-33: Q22. I feel that learning programming syntax first is the most 

important aspect of becoming a programmer 

Novice 

Intermediate 

Strongly 

agree 

6 

4 

Agree 

4 

3 

Neutral 

2 

3 

Disagree 
Strongly 

disagree 

0 

<blank> 

2 

<blank> 

2 

On the whole, 62% agreed that the ability to learn new environments quickly is more 

important than the type of environment it is (Table 4-34). They felt that it is essential for 

a programmer to be versatile in the different programming environments that they may 

came across in the workplace. This is probably the reason that a majority of participants 

expected to learn different programming environments during their course of study. 

Table 4-34: Q23. Regardless of traditional or visual RAD methods of web 

programming, I feel that being able to learn any new environment quickly is more 

important than which type of environment it is 

Novice 

I nte rm edi ate/Expert 

Strongly 

agree 

2 

Agree Neutral 

9 

6 5 

Disagree 

2 

0 

Strongly 

disagree 

0 

0 

<blank> 

2 

In terms of learning environments, 38% of participants agreed that visual RAD 

environments are more suited to self-learning in terms of web application development 

(Table 4-35). This· could be due to some of the functionality in a visual RAD 
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environment being based on step-by-step wizards, which can make it easier for novice 

developers to work on their own. Traditional environments on the other hand, are 

perceived to be more suited to classroom-based learning (Table 4-36) due to their 

"blank canvas" starting point. The basic concepts, theories and syntax in traditional 

programming probably require more guidance from an instructor compared with visual 

RAD environments. 

Table 4-35: Q24. Which environment do you feel is appropriate for novice 

developers for self-learning in the web application development context? 

RAD Traditional Equally <blank> 

Novice 6 6 1 2 

Intermediate/Expert 5 ,3 5 

Table 4-36: Q25. Which environment do you feel is appropriate for novice 

programmers for classroom-based learning in web application development 

context? 

RAD Traditional Equally <blank> 

Novice 4 7 3 

Intermediate 4 5 4 

Overall, many of the participants felt that basic applications developed in visual RAD 

environments, as presented in the workshops, would not require pre-existing traditional 

programming knowledge. However, to be able to implement better functional and 

customised, or more complex and larger applications, it would necessary to have 

underlying traditional knowledge. 

4.2.3. Section Three 

This section focuses on the third supporting question: "Which is the preferred 

programming envirortment among novice developers?" Many of these questions are 
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related to the programming exercises that participants watched or completed during 

their workshop sessions. 

The participants were presented with three programming exercises for each of the 

programming environments. The first exercise involved conducting a basic search from 

a database, developing a table based on the keyword entered and displaying the results 

in an HTML table. The second exercise involved editing and deleting the records in the 

table, and the third exercise involved adding new records. Table 4-37 through 

Table 4-39 indicate that a majority of the participants preferred the visual RAD 

environment for these exercises. Even though it is quite evident that in some exercises a 

traditional environment seemed easier and in other exercises visual RAD seemed easier, 

most of the participants gave the same preference for all three questions. Only three 

participants changed their answers from one question in the pre-survey to the 

subsequent question in the post-survey. 

Table 4-37: Q28. Which environment do you prefer for "Search" (based on the 

video exercises)? 

RAD Traditional Both <blank> 

Novice 6 3 3 3 

Intermediate 7 4 0 3 

Table 4-38: Q29. Which environment do you prefer for "Edit/ Delete" (based on 

the video exercises)? 

RAD Traditional Both <blank> 

Novice 5 4 3 3 

Intermediate/Expert 6 3 4 
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Table 4-39: Q30. Which environment do you prefer for "Insert" (based on the 

video exercises)? 

RAD Traditional Both <blank> 

Novice 4 5 3 3 

I nterm edi ate/Expert 7 4 0 3 

Participants from the in-class sessions were given an optional challenge exercise in both 

the visual RAD and traditional environments. Many of them did not attempt the 

exercises due to the time constraint discussed earlier. Only four managed to complete 

the challenge in the visual RAD environment and five completed the challenge using 

the traditional environment (Table 4-41 and Table 4-42). It should be noted that though 

these participants indicated that they completed the challenge exercises, they did not 

upload the code in the optional upload area provided to them. 

Table 4-40: Q31. Did you manage to complete the challenge exercise using visual 

RAD environment? 

Yes No <blank> 

Novice 2 4 

I nte rm ed iate/Expert 2 3 0 

Table 4-41: Q32. Did you manage to complete the challenge exercise using 

traditional environment? 

Yes No <blank> 

Novice 3 3 

lnte.rmediate/Expert 2 3 0 
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Instead of the challenge exercises, online participants were asked if they thought they 

would be able to code the example applications in these environments. Table 4-42 and 

Table 4-43 showed that 35% felt they could code in a visual RAD environment and 

47% thought they could do so in a traditional environment. 

Table 4-42: Q31. Based on the video exercises, do you think you could code the 

example application in a visual RAD environment? 

Yes No <blank> 

Novice 3 3 2 

Intermediate/Expert 3 2 4 

Table 4-43: Q32. Based on the video exercises, do you think you could code the 

example application in a traditional environment? 

Yes No <blank> 

Novice 3 3 2 

Intermediate 5 3 

Overall, 31% of participants preferred the visual RAD environment based on the 

programming exercises and 24% preferred the traditional environment. 

Table 4-44 shows that novices are equally divided between the visual RAD and 

traditional environments, while intermediate and expert participants seem to prefer the 

visual RAD environment. Many of the participant preferences did not change much 

from the pre-survey when they were asked about their preferred environment for web 

application development. Only one participant who selected the traditional environment 

as the preferred choice in the pre-survey changed to the visual RAD environment as the 

overall preference for the given programming exercises. 
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Table 4-44: Q33. Overall, based on these (video) exercises, I would prefer 

RAD Traditional Both <blank> 

Novice 4 4 4 3 

Intermediate/Experts 5 3 3 3 

Even though the majority of participants preferred the visual RAD over traditional 

environment, 41% (mostly novices) would use the traditional environment if they had to 

further develop the exercises (Table 4-45). This might be based on the same reason that 

they had only learnt a traditional environment so far in their courses and would not feel 

confident enough to program in a visual RAD environment. 

Table 4-45: Q34. If I had to further develop these exercises (with extra functions), I 

would use 

RAD Traditional Both <blank> 

Novice 4 8 0 3 

Intermediate/Expert 6 4 0 4 

Table 4-46 indicates that most of the participants (34%) found that the traditional 

exercises were easier to understand, primarily because they had prior knowledge in the 

traditional programming. It could also be that because in the exercises, the participants 

were primarily required to copy and paste code to a file, while in the visual RAD 

environment they actually had multiple steps to follow in detail to achieve a similar 

result. For example, the search function in the traditional environment required four 

selections of code to be copied and pasted into a single .php file, while in the visual 

RAD environment it meant dragging a datasource control, aligning this with the correct 

database and database table, dragging a gridview control, then linking the two together, 

after which a textbox control had to be integrated with the datasource search method. 

While these steps were all done visually, it could be that the cognitive load required to 

read and apply the correct sequence was higher than that of copy/paste. 
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Table 4-46: Q35. Which set of exercises do you feel is easier to understand? 

RAD Traditional Both <blank> 

Novice 3 5 4 3 

Intermediate/Expert 5 5 4 

Table 4-47 shows that 41% of the participants agreed that teaching and learning 

materials are more important than the type of programming environments. This 

correlates with question Q37 ( 

Table 4-48), where 38% of participants agreed that availability of useful resources 

influenced their reaction to these. programming environments. Overall, a large 

percentage of participants (34%) agreed that the traditional environment has the most 

useful online resources (Table 4-49). This is probably because with visual RAD 

environments, it is hard to find examples where the actual visual interface is used as the 

basis for instruction. A large number of textbooks and online tutorials might purport to 

demonstrate step-by-step instructions in, say, Microsoft Visual Studio, but may have all 

the examples presented in code-behind mode only. 

Table 4-47: Q36. I feel that the teaching and learning materials are more 

important than the type of programming environments 

Novice 

Intermediate/Expert 

Strongly 

agree 
Agree 

4 

6 

Neutral 

6 

4 

Disagree 

0 

Strongly 

disagree 

0 

0 

<blank> 

3 
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Table 4-48: Q37. I feel that availability of useful resources (textbooks or websites) 

influenced my reaction to visual RAD versus traditional programming 

environments 

Strongly 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
<blank> 

agree disagree 

Novice 4 6 0 3 

Intermediate 5 4 0 

Table 4-49: Q38. Which environment did you feel had the most useful online (web

based) resources (such as tutorials/code examples)? 

RAD Traditional Both <blank> 

Novice 2 5 5 3 

Intermediate/Expert 2 5 3 

Even though these exercises did not require the participants to set up and configure their 

environments, 48% of participants agreed that this could affect their reaction to the 

programming environment (Table 4-50). In most cases, visual RAD was deemed as 

having an advantage over a traditional environment in this area because most of the 

visual RAD environments are also integrated development environments and everything 

can be installed from a single package. In traditional environments, the compiler, 

database, editor and debugging tools are often separate items that need to be configured 

together. 

Table 4-50: Q39. I feel that setup and configuration issues (of the environment) 

could affect my reaction to RAD versus traditional programming environments 

Strongly 

agree 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 
<blank> 

Novice 8 2 0 3 

Intermediate/Expert 4 3 2 
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The quantitative analysis within this chapter indicates that the visual RAD environment 

was the preferred choice for all of the programming exercises and overall web 

application development, despite better availability of resources in traditional 

environments. In terms of pedagogical benefits, participants found that traditional 

environments are still the most appropriate environment novice developers. The 

following chapter will provide further context to the quantitative results presented in 

this chapter. 
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5. Discussion 

This chapter discusses the findings from this study based on the three main focuses of 

this research: the traditional environment, the visual RAD environment and the learning 

sequence of these programming environments. 

The findings confirm the current trend in programming courses, which is starting the 

learning phase with a traditional programming environment first followed by visual 

RAD in later stages. This sequence still appears to be the preferred pathway for novice 

developers in learning programming for web application development even though the 

intermediate and expert developers were equally split on the preferred choice. 

Based on the qualitative data from participants, the following factors have been 

identified as important aspects of learning programming: 

1. Understanding programming syntax and concepts 

2. Understanding underlying logic of the program 

3. Ability to enhance further 

4. Ability to build workable program 

5. Interest. 

5.1. Understanding Programming Syntax and Concepts 

A majority of the participants indicated in the survey responses that understanding the 

programming concept is the most important aspect of learning programming. Basic 

programming concepts learnt in introductory programming courses includes loops, 

variable declaration, recursion, conditions and objects. Understanding how and why the 

program behaves in certain ways is the foundation to understanding more complex and 

difficult programs. Gries (1974, 2006) argues that understanding programming concepts 

at the introductory programming level is the main focus of traditional programming 

courses and he believes that it should still be the case. Although many participants in 

this study agreed that they would be able to use these programming concepts if they had 

started with a visual RAD environment, more of them felt that a traditional environment 

helped them understand these concepts more fully. Open-ended survey responses 

indicate that it is because the traditional environment forced them to manually program 

"from . scratch", that· they could absorb the knowledge better. The fear of hidden 
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programming concepts is always a challenge in introducing visual RAD in introductory 

programming courses (Schaub, 2009; Tew, McCracken, & Guzdial, 2005). It is argued 

in Tew et al. that these programming syntax and concepts could have a remarkable 

impact on the retention of novice programming students, and the focus should be more 

on inviting and retaining students, Although, as indicated in Chapter Two, learning the 

programming concept and syntax is generally perceived to be one of the most difficult 

aspects of learning programming (Lahtinen et al., 2005). 

5.2. Understanding Underlying Logic of the Program 

Understanding the underlying logic of a program can be derived through different 

approaches. With traditional environments, this could be done by reading the lines of 

code and trying to understand how the program works. With visual RAD, it could be 

done by identifying the links between different controls and experimenting with their 

settings until something works. A majority of participants agreed that it requires a great 

deal of understanding of how the components work in a visual RAD environment to 

make them work correctly. Mannila (2006) argues that there is very little correlation 

between the ability to write code and read the code. Although students may understand 

the programming syntax and concepts, it does not mean that they would be able to 

understand what the program does and the logic behind it. Some participants indicated 

that this is the most important aspect in learning programming, i.e. to be able to develop 

or modify existing application code and structures. 

5.3. Ability to Enhance Further 

Most of the participants agreed that the ability to enhance the existing program is one of 

the key aspects in learning programming. Software is rarely a one-off project, as it 

requires new functions and enhancements as user requirements evolve (Sommerville, 

2007). The ability to enhance further relies heavily on the ability to read and understand 

the underlying programming logic. Many of the participants agreed that traditional 

programming environments give the programmer complete control and do not limit the 
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ability to enhance further. A visual RAD tool, on the other hand, can be limited by the 

controls the environment provides. 

5.4. Ability to Build a Workable Program 

Most participants felt that the ability to build a workable program quickly is one of the 

most important aspects in learning programming. With traditional programming 

environments, it can take hundreds or thousands of lines of code to create even a small 

workable and functional program. With visual RAD, this can quickly be done through 

simple dragging and dropping of icons given that the appropriate controls are available. 

As indicated in the research carried out by Halland and Malan (2003), teachers and 

students found it more rewarding and interesting to work in visual RAD because of this. 

It was argued by some participants that although the program might be workable, the 

program might not function as expected if the student developer does not understand the 

underlying structure and logic. However, others argued that it is the workable result that 

the clients want in the programming industry. As is apparent in the literature, it is this 

aspect of visual RAD programming that makes it popular among non-programmers 

(Kaneshige, 2009; Rode, 2004). 

5.5. Interest 

Many participants found the traditional programming environment non-motivating and 

daunting because it requires numerous lines of code to achieve even tiny outcomes and 

is difficult to debug along the way. Tew et al. (2005) provided a strong argument that 

interest and motivation should be the first priority in the selection of environment in 

introductory programming course design. Visual RAD provides an environment that 

allows for the building of workable programs quickly and keeps the programmer 

motivated to further develop the program. Many of the participants in this study 

indicated that they would use the visual RAD tool for future developments in web 

application developments even though many of them had no prior experience in using 

these tools. Findings .. from this thesis and the associated literature may be indicative of 
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reasons why researchers are trying to introduce visual RAD environments into 

introductory programming courses (Chainini & Yamada, 1998; Goldweber et al., 2006; 

Halland & Malan, 2003; Seals, 2005). 

5.6. Traditional Programming Environment 

The traditional programming environment was perceived as a good learning tool for 

novice programmers. A majority of novice and intermediate participants felt that 

traditional programming environments provide better pedagogical benefits compared 

with visual development. Developing the program "from scratch" helped them 

understand the concepts and flow of the application and gave them confidence to 

enhance the program further. 

Table 5-l shows the comments from some participants regarding the benefits of 

traditional programming in learning programming processes such as variable 

declarations, loops and recursions. 

"If there are any errors or something isn't displaying right you have the ability to find the 

problem and correct it. " 

Participant #3: Lab, Male, 22 - 25, BITHons, expert, Completed 

"They give the programmer complete control." 

Participant #10: Lab, Male, 18 - 21, BCompSc, intermediate, Completed 

"Have a better understanding of the workings of the processes. " 

Participant #18: Online, Male, 30+, BSc(CompSc), intermediate, Completed 

"Working;,r:iththeskeleton I guess you get a feel of what is happening behind the scenes, so 

when it comes time to figuring out what might be wrong with a program you have a head start 

because you know what is interacting with what. " 

Participant #25: Online, Male, 26- 29, BCompSc, novice, Completed 

"I did start with traditional development, and it did give me a solid grasp of flow control." 

Participant #11: Lab, Male, 22- 25, BCompSc, novice, Completed 

"An, understanding of the logic behind programming does help." 

Participant #22: Online, Male, 18 - 21, BCompSc, intermediate, Completed 
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"I think knowing the processes behind the visual inteiface helps get a better understanding of 

how the program actually is functioning." 

Participant #24: Online, Male, 22 - 25, CompSc!CreatMusTech, novice, Completed 

"Since I would need to write more code in a non-RAD environment, I guess that I would 

achieve a better understanding of loops, variables and condition statements. " 

Participant #28: Online, Male, 30+, MCompSc, intermediate, Completed 

Table 5-1: Students comments on benefits of a traditional environment for 

programming processes 

The above participant comments indicate that being able to see the code in traditional 

programming environments helps students to see the underlying logic and design of the 

application that they are building. Although the textual interface makes it harder to 

visualise the application and debug the syntactical errors, many agreed that it is easier to 

debug the logical error in traditional programming environment compared with visual 

RAD. This could be because traditional programming environments are primarily 

designed for more linear programming, especially for the exercises provided to 

participants in this research (Kolling & Rosenberg, 1996). Although Mannila (2006) 

argues that novice developers have problems reading code and understanding logic, 

most of the time the business logic is in close proximity to where it is required within a 

traditionally developed application. In other words, calculation code is typically near 

input code within a procedurally written application. Visual RAD tools on the other 

hand, have very abstract interfaces and the code of the components are largely hidden, 

or the code that influences and controls one object may be discretely separated from 

another control upon which it is dependent (Calloni & Bagert, 1994). Debugging the 

logical error requires understanding of what the controls do, how they work, how they 

interact and in what context they sit. 

Although three of the participants (one novice and two intermediate level developers) 

had largely negative responses towards the traditional environment during the pre

survey, some of the responses changed during the post-survey. One of these participants 

indicated early in the pre-survey that: 

"No point using traditional, waste of time. Same thing done with visual RAD, better 
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convenience, development atmosphere and gives you more control over your project without 

wasting time. " 

Participant #14: Online, Male, 18- 21, BlnfoTech, novice, Completed 

However, this participant's answer changed during the post survey and he indicated that 

it would indeed require traditional programming knowledge to program in a visual RAD 

environment. His answers were probably influenced by the tone of the questions rather 

than the programming exercises, as the click stream indicated that this participant had 

spent very little time on the programming exercises. Nonetheless, all three participants' 

overall preferences still leaned towards the visual RAD rather than traditional 

programming environment. 

Most participants agreed that traditional environments fulfil the first three aspects listed 

earlier in this chapter (understanding programming syntax and concepts, understanding 

underlying logic of the program and ability to enhance further). However, it is also 

evident that traditional environments are somehow more difficult to learn because of the 

syntax and having to build the program "from scratch". It could take hours to build a 

workable program in a traditional environment. These factors could portray the 

impression to novice developers that programming is difficult. While it is important to 

learn the basics of programming at an early stage, it is also important to keep the 

interest and enthusiasm of the new programmers in order for them to continue with 

programming. Bergin and Reilly (2005) found in their research that motivation has a 

huge impact on performance in learning programming. The findings in this thesis 

indicate that participants seem to be more enthusiastic in developing web applications 

with visual RAD rather than traditional environments. Table 5-2 illustrates some 

negative reactions from participants in regards to a traditional environment. 

"Not easy to picture layout." 

Participant #7: Lab, Male, 18- 21, CompSc, novice, Completed 

"No error checking or correction-makes it difficult to learn and even harder to keep 

learning." 

Participant #9: Lab, Male, 18 - 21, BCompSc, novice, Completed 

"The necessity to learn a complex and exacting syntax. " 

Participant #11: Lab, Male, 22 - 25, BCompSc, novice, Completed 
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" ... can be hard to initially understand basics and fundamentals." 

Participant #15: Online, Female, < 18, BCompSc, novice, Completed 

"It can be difficult to know how the program will look when working with just text. And 

know just what libraries already exist for use. " 

Participant #24: Online, Male, 22 - 25, CompSc/CreatMusTech, novice, Completed 

"In more complex applications-such as a web application that deals with HTML code and 

another language-a novice programmer may struggle to absorb and properly understand 

all of this new information at once." 

Participant #15: Online, Female, < 18, BCompSc, novice, Completed 

"All the syntax can be daunting. " 

Particii>ant #26: Online, Male, 18 - 21, BCompSc, intermediate, Completed 

Table 5-2: Students comments on difficulties of a traditional programming 

environment 

As the comments indicate, many novice participants found the traditional programming 

complex and difficult to learn, mainly because of the syntax and the non-visualisation of 

the application. Results indicate that although intermediate and expert participants felt 

that programming was not difficult, they felt that it is difficult to learn syntax in a 

traditional programming environment. The traditional programming environments often 

lack basic help in writing programs, such as syntax checking and displaying of available 

objects and methods, which makes it harder, especially for the novice programmers, to 

build a workable program in a short time frame. During the in-class workshops, the 

code samples for traditional programming exercises were provided to the participants. 

Even though they were only required to copy and paste the code from the instructions to 

the text editor, some of the participants encountered syntax problems such as missing a 

';' or '}'. It took them a while to figure out the problem, or in some cases, they resorted 

to restarting the code from the beginning. 

In terms of the learning resources available, a traditional programming environment has 

some advantages over visual RAD environments. Writing a program in traditional 

programming environments is limited only by the programming language, unlike a 

visual RAD environment, where it is constrained by both language and the 

environment/softwar~. There are more tutorials and code samples available online for 
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traditional programming environments. Even though participants agreed with this 

perception, they indicated that regardless of the availability of training resources, a 

majority still preferred the visual RAD environment overall. 

While a traditional environment appears to be the more suitable environment for novice 

developers in terms of learning programming, its ability to boost the interest and 

motivation of the new programmers seems far behind that of visual RAD environments. 

5. 7. Visual RAD Environment 

The responses to visual RAD environments were largely positive. A majority of 

participants liked the rapidity of building a workable program and the ability to 

visualise the application even before it is completely built. Even though many of the 

participants indicated that they had never used the visual RAD environment before, it 

still gave them an impression that it would be better suited to web application 

development compared with traditional programming environments. 

Table 5-3 details some of the comments from participants in regards to the ease and 

rapidity of programming in visual RAD environments. 

"Find and fix common errors quickly, due to better error output. " 

"Usually pretty self-explanatory inteifaces." 

Participant #9: Lab, Male, 18 - 21, BCompSc, novice, Completed 

"RAD tools make component-based programming easier, especially when form design is 

involved. '' 

"I don't think tools like Visual Studio are hard to use." 

Participant #11: Lab, Male, 22- 25, BCompSc, novice, Completed 

"Spares the trouble of writing code to create the user inteiface, which saves a lot of time in a 

working environment under strict time constraints. " 

"It's fairly simple if you have a basic understanding of programming languages and what 

you're doing. " 

Participant #19: Online, Male, 30+, BlnfoTech, intermediate, Completed 

"Shows where errors are, easier to navigate and integratable with other tools." 

Participant #24: Online, Male, 22 - 25, CompSc/CreatMusTech, novice, Completed 
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"Visual RAD tools make inteiface design much easier: trying to make a GU/ in Java using 

JFrames, and coding each element on the screen, is a nightmare. RAD environments can also 

take care of some very 'fiddly' aspects ofprogramming, e.g. database connectivity." 

Participant #27: Online, Male, 18-21, CompSc, expert, Completed 

"Palettes with drop onfonn capabilities and abilities to change properties, code events and 

procedures with ease. " 

Participant #29: Online, Male, 30+, BSc, intermediate, Completed 

Table 5-3: Ease and rapidity of programming in visual RAD environment 

Based on the comments, it seems evident that the drag-and-drop feature in visual RAD 

environments makes it quicker to implement an applications graphical user interface. 

Not having to write code "from scratch" gives the programmer a head start in the 

application development process. However, the downfall is that it can be very unclear to 

the programmer what is happening behind these drag-and-drop components. This could 

cause problems if customisation of the standard component is required. In such a 

situation, more extensive knowledge of programming processes would be necessary in 

order to understand how things work. The survey responses indicate that a majority of 

the participants felt that they would not be able to write loops, conditions and variable 

declarations if they had started with visual RAD. 

"I think it's not good to highly depend on RAD environment for novice programmer." 

Participant #5: Lab, Male, 18- 21, BinfoTech, intermediate, Completed 

"Can get confusing." 

_.ParticipantJt7~~Lab,-Male, 18 ..,.. 21, CompSc,~no:viceTGompleted 

"Working with components so much doesn't help you when you have to code the whole thing 

yourself" 

Participant #11: Lab, Male, 22 - 25, BCompSc, novice, Completed 

"Logic errors. RAD seems to be more suited to lazy developers and to encourage a lack of 

pseudocode development" 

Participant #12: Lab, Male, 22 - 25, BCompSc, novice, Completed 

" ... overload of toolbarslicons" 

Participant #13: Online, Male, 26-29, IT, novice, Completed 
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"Not having an understanding of the logic behind the application." 

Participant #22: Online, Male, 18 - 21, BCompSc, intermediate, Completed 

"That a lot of the programming is hidden behind prebuilt junctions and buttons." 

Participant #24: Online, Male, 22 - 25, CompSc/CreatMusTecb, novice, Completed 

"As in question II, the drag and drop doesn't teach novices the basic structure of a program, 

which makes it hard to go from a RAD to a traditional environment" 

Participant #22: Online, Male, 18 - 21, BCompSc, intermediate, Completed 

Table 5-4: Downfalls of visual RAD environment 

Table 5-4 shows the disadvantages of visual RAD environments for novice developers 

as perceived by the participants. Most indicated that hidden coding logic in visual RAD 

is the major downfall, as a novice developer would require a knowledge of basic 

programming in order to progress further as a developer. During the in-class workshops, 

though step-by-step instructions were provided, many of the participants struggled with 

the configuration of the components and where to make the changes, mainly because of 

the interface complexity and a lack of understanding of how the components work. 

Visual RAD environments provide numerous features and components and each 

component has numerous properties. Trying to understand all these can be quite 

daunting to a novice developer. Although understanding the toolbars and icons could 

come with experience in using the environment, understanding the logic behind the 

components and their functionality requires knowledge of fundamental programming 

concepts. 

5.8. Learning Sequence 

One main focus of this research was to investigate the impact and selection of first 

programming environments. Survey results show that most of the participants learnt 

traditional programming environments as their first environment. Only one participant 

(Participant #6: Lab, Male, 18- 21, BCompSc, intermediate, Completed) indicated that 

he learnt visual RAD before a traditional environment. As shown in Chapter Four, this 

participant appeared to have learnt a visual RAD environment before becoming a 

university student. He still preferred the first environment for almost all of the aspects 

mentioned covered within the survey. Apart from this participant, there were mixed 
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reactions between novices and intermediate/expert participants on the important aspects 

of learning programming. 

A majority of the participants agreed that the first environment has a major impact on 

learning programming. It sets an important foundation for the whole learning process of 

programming. Table 5-5 shows some comments from participants in regards to the 

importance of the first environment. 

"A bad IDE can put you off a language for good." 

Participant #9: Lab, Male, 18 - 21, BCompSc, novice, Completed 

"The first environment you are exposed to always relates to every environment you are exposed 

to subsequently. " 

Participant #12: Lab, Male, 22 - 25, BCompSc, novice, Completed 

"It forms the foundation of your thought processes to the field. " 

Participant #24: Online, Male, 22 - 25, CompSdCreatMusTech, novice, Completed 

"What you learn first will often leave you thinking that that was the 'right' way of doing things, 

and anything you learn after must be 'wrong', because it's different." 

Participant #26: Online, Male, 18 - 21, BCompSc, intermediate, Completed 

Table 5-5: Importance of first environment 

Programming is generally accepted as a challenging subject within the literature. 

However, the findings from this research indicate that intermediate and expert 

developers thought otherwise. This is likely to be because they feel proficient at 

programming and, at this point in time, it seems easy to them. Open-ended responses 

revealed that many of these intermediate and expert developers enjoy programming and 

they had a solid amount of programming experience upon which to base their 

confidence in their own programming capability. On the other hand, many of the 

novices indicated that they found programming difficult. Although not many of these 

participants provided the reason for this, some responses indicated that they were very 

new·to programming and did not have enough confidence or were simply not interested 

in programming. 
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As mentioned previously, there are many important aspects of learning programming 

that need to be considered when selecting the first programming environment. Many of 

the participants considered the ability to understand programming concepts and syntax 

as the most important aspects of learning programming, and almost 60% agreed that 

they learned more with traditional programming environments. For traditional 

programming, as most of the programs have to be hand-coded, it is necessary to know 

the programming processes before starting to code the application. In a visual RAD 

environment, code competency it is not required until a later stage when the developer 

needs to further enhance pre-existing features. Almost 50% of the participants agreed 

that being able to build a workable program is the most important aspect of environment 

selection. Most of the comments indicated that, at the end of the day, the output is all 

that matters, especially for the novices, to keep them motivated and interested in 

programming. 

Table 5-6: Importance of ability to understand programming concepts shows the 

comments from participants in regards to the important aspects of programming. 

" ... understanding the languages concepts and syntax is more important." 

Participant #3: Lab, Male, 22 - 25, BITHons, expert, Completed 

"Learning programming concepts first helps more." 

Participant #15: Online, Female,< 18, BCompSc, novice, Completed 

"You may be able to create a workable program, but that program might be clunky and 

inefficient because you never took the time to learn a more detailed understanding of the 

language." 

Participant #24: Online, Male, 22 - 25, CompSdCreatMusTech, novice, Completed 

"The most important part of learning is to understand concejJts and how things work. " 

Participant #27: Online, Male, 18 - 21, CompSc, expert, Completed 

"Programming LOGIC is far more important to learn-syntax can be easily learned once 

programming logic and techniques are properly under." 

"Visual RAD environments tend to hide information. For example: using a wizard to retrieve 

records from a database table as opposed to writing the code to establish the connection and 

execute SQL statements. The wizard does not help learning in this instance. " 

You can build a workable program using a drag-and-drop technique in a Visual RAD 

environment with almost no programming knowledge. Therefore you are not so much a 

programmer-you are someone who just knows how to use a specific tool. 

Participant #28: Online, Male, 30+, MCompSc, intermediate, Completed 
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"No matter which environment you use, you still need to know the basics of programming 

syntax and concepts. RAD would be easier to learn but also easier to skip over vital 

programming concepts." 

"Learning the basics is always the best way to go ... and it all starts at the syntax level as far as 

I can tell." 

"A workable program is all the client wants aint it?" 

Participant #29: Online, Male, 30+, BSc, intermediate, Completed 

Table 5-6: Importance of ability to understand programming concepts 

One of the interesting findings from this research is that in all three questions, with 

regards to pre-existing knowledge for visual RAD environments, many of the 

participants agreed that a visual RAD environment requires the knowledge of a 

traditional programming environment, even though some of them preferred to have 

visual RAD as the first environment. It might be that a developer could successfully 

work in visual RAD as a novice, but in order to fully make use of the features provided 

in the environment, they might require more comprehensive knowledge of 

programming. Participants indicated that their previous experience in traditional 

programming helped them understand more of the visual RAD environment. 

The visual RAD environment was by far the preferred environment for web application 

development among the participants. However, there are differing opinions on the first 

environment for web application versus the first environment for other types of 

applications. Participant #10 (Lab, Male, 18- 21, BCompSc, intermediate, Completed) 

said during the interview, "I would use RAD for more interface-oriented applications 

like web applications but traditional for more logic oriented applications like games." 

During the pre-survey, when asked about the preferred first environment for novice 

developers in general sense, 55% preferred a traditional environment and only 28% 

preferred visual RAD. However, when asked about the preferred first environment for 

novice developers for web application development during the post-survey, the figures 

changed noticeably. A larger number of the participants ( 45%) preferred a traditional 

environment compared to visual RAD. However, overall, it is still preferable to have 

learned a traditional environment first before the visual RAD for the novice developers, 

mainly because of their current experience with the traditional environment as well as 

the pedagogical benefits of it. 
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6. Conclusion 

The goal of this study was to examine the impact and selection of visual RAD 

environments for novice developers in learning web application development. This 

chapter will summarise the findings and discussion in the context of the three 

supporting questions and primary research question. 

6.1. Visual RAD as First Environment 

Supporting question # 1: "Should visual RAD environments be taught as the 'first 

environment' to novice programmers?" 

The results of this research provided very positive feedback towards the visual RAD 

environment from novice, intermediate and expert programmers. Most of them found 

programming in visual RAD motivating and exciting, as they were able to see the 

results quickly. This finding correlates well with the previous literature from Halland 

and Malan (2003). Fast development and visualisation of the application in visual RAD 

tools help students build applications easily and almost error-free (given application 

complexity). However, the participants were concerned that visual RAD might not be 

suitable as a first programming environment for novice developers, mainly due to the 

hidden programming concepts. This issue of visual RAD has been raised by previous 

researchers in the introductory programming field, as discussed in the literature review. 

One of the main advantages of a visual RAD environment, the reduction of code cutting 

and related syntax complexity (Dann, Cooper, & Pausch, 2005), becomes the major 

disadvantage in selecting visual RAD in programming courses. Many participants 

believed that a traditional programming environment is required to develop core 

programming skills. This relates to a similar study conducted within the Alice 

programming environment for game development by Sykes (2007), where he concluded 

this to be one of the major disadvantages of the visual programming environment. 

However, visual RAD was described as a rewarding and enjoyable environment by 

many of the participants. According to the literature, visual RAD is believed to help in 

attracting novice developers' interest in programming (Haden, 2006; Seals, 2005; 

Sykes,). Another solution, as explored by other researchers in order to achieve both 

benefits, is to introduce both environments at the same level (Calloni et al., 1997; 
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Cilliers et al., 2005). Although it showed solid results in student performance in exams, 

one must take into consideration the amount of time spent to introduce each of the 

environments to novice programmers to a usable level. Introducing both at the same 

time could confuse students in understanding the basics of these environments. So when 

it comes down to selecting visual RAD as a first environment, it is a matter of a trade

off between pedagogical benefits and capturing student interest to enhance the success 

rates of the introductory programming courses. 

If based on the participants' reactions from this research alone, visual RAD 

environments should not be taught as a first environment to novice programmers, 

although it perhaps should be introduced as early as possible thereafter. 

6.2. Traditional Programming Knowledge Experience for Visual RAD 

Supporting question # 2: "Does visual RAD require pre-existing traditional 

programming knowledge?" 

Although a few problems were encountered by participants at first in familiarising 

themselves with the components and functions provided by the visual RAD 

environment, many of them (based on the observation in labs) managed to solve the 

programming problems presented in the workshops. The responses also indicated that 

many of the novice participants felt confident in using the visual RAD and believed they 

had enough technical experience for the given exercises. Many of the visual RAD 

environments, especially in terms of web development, are designed to require little or 

no programming knowledge to build simple data-driven applications (Goldweber et al., 

2006; Kaneshige, 2009; Rode, 2004). However this can only be accomplished with a 

thorough understanding of the components and functions provided in the given visual 

RAD tool. Based on observation during the in-class workshops, the first problem 

encountered in the visual RAD exercises for many of the participants was locating the 

correct component to use. Although step-by-step instructions were given, a slight 

difference in the display of toolbox and property dialogs from sample screenshots could 

easily confuse them. This was mainly because they did not have the in-depth 

understanding of what each component was used for and how the basic structure of the 

visual RAD tool worked. Although this problem was later reduced as they continued 

with the exercises, a· majority of the novice participants indicated that they would not 
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feel confident in using the visual RAD to enhance further on the programming 

exercises, especially without examples to follow. The responses showed that it is 

important to fully understand the components in visual RAD environments and that 

traditional programming knowledge was necessary, especially if they were to enhance 

the program beyond the base visual RAD capabilities. For basic functional web 

applications this is not necessary, but the limitations of visual RAD would become 

apparent when the project grew bigger and more complex functionality was required. 

Kaneshige argues in his article that "real"/proficient programmers are still required to 

develop and maintain complex applications. The graphical drag and drop only approach 

of the visual RAD environment seems to be unrealistic in "real-world" problems, which 

facilitated many of the RAD tools to implement both graphical and code views (Peter, 

2009; Sykes, 2007; Wong, 2006). 

Developing basic and generic functional web applications might not require traditional 

programming experience, but for real-world applications and larger enterprise solutions, 

traditional programming experience is a must. 

6.3. Preferred Programming Environment 

Supporting question# 3: "Which is the preferred programming environment among 

novice developers?" 

Participant preferences in programming environments differed according to the aspect 

of the programming. Many of the responses indicated that visual RAD was the preferred 

environment for overall web development due to the easier integration with GUI 

components and the convenience of visualising forms without the need to code for 

hours. The ability to build workable programs quickly, along with interactive and 

interesting ways of developing programs, also contributed to this. Nevertheless, 

participants believed that the preference would be different for different types of 

programs. Based on the interview response from a novice developer, a traditional 

environment is preferred for game programming. This is in contrast to the previous 

literature, where visual RAD was believed to be a better environment to introduce game 

programming for novice developers (Dann et al., 2005; Goldweber et al., 2006; Haden, 

2006; Sykes, 2007; Walter et al., 2007). Overall, responses indicated that visual RAD 

was preferred . more· for GUI-based applications. However, in terms of learning, 
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traditional environments provided better learning of fundamental concepts and the 

syntax of programming (Halland & Malan, 2003; Raadt et al., 2002, 2003). It was the 

preferred "first environment" for all types of programming tasks mainly for that reason. 

Most of the intermediate and expert level participants believed that the traditional 

environment is the better environment for learning the basics of programming. 

Based on the context of this research being web application development, visual RAD 

was the preferred programming environment to use among both novice and expert level 

participants, but traditional was the preferred first environment to learn. 

6.4. Student Reaction to Visual RAD versus Traditional Programming 

Environments 

The primary research question of the study was: "What is the student reaction to visual 

RAD versus traditional programming environments for novice programmers in a web 

application development context?" 

Student reaction to visual versus traditional programming environments was very 

positive and indicated that visual RAD environments have an important role to play in 

terms of the learning experience of novice developers. While it seems evident that 

novice developers still feel the need to learn traditional programming environments 

first, it appears that in the long term, a majority of the participants in this study see 

themselves as developing in visual environments. The ability to use pre-built controls, 

or objects that visualise complex interface features, along with the rapidity of 

development .and prototyping, are seen as the key benefits of visual environments. 

Participants also experienced a higher level of motivation when using the visual 

environment presented in this study, as they went from a "blank slate" to functional web 

applications in a matter of minutes. Experiencing such progress so quickly seems to be 

an important factor for novice programmers, who can quickly become exasperated when 

working with more traditional environments, which have significant learning overheads 

in terms of integrating code to generate both client and server-side functionality. In 

would seem that web applications in particular are well disposed to visual 

environments, as the messy integration of HTML, server-side code and database 

connectivity is handled in stand-alone, pre-configured objects. 
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6.5. Limitations of Research 

As stated in Chapter Three, this research was generalised for different programming 

environments based on the experiment using one programming language and one tool 

for each of the programming environments. It is possible that participant reactions 

might vary if different languages or tools were used. However, due to the time and 

resource limitations it was not possible to increase the scope of the experiment or the 

number of environments used. While this study employed different levels of students 

with different programming expertise, the sample size could be considered quite small 

to allow for generalisation of the results. The large number of survey questions did 

somewhat offset the small number of participants; however, this led to the issue of 

survey fatigue, which subsequently impacted the number of fully completed surveys. 

Many of the findings relied heavily on participants' prior knowledge and experience and 

on only three programming exercises, which could have had significant impact on 

participants' reactions, especially for visual RAD, as many of the novice programmers 

were not exposed to the visual RAD environment previously. Better understanding of 

the impact and selection of these programming environments could be further 

developed. However, this study has produced some interesting findings and could easily 

be expanded into a larger study. 

6.6. Recommendations for Further Research 

Visual RAD environments were found to provide a positive environment for 

programming web applications, although many of the participants had not used the 

environment before participating in this research. It would be more appropriate to 

conduct the workshops over a defined period of an introductory programming course 

with exposure to different types of visual RAD programming environments for more in

depth perspectives on these environments. It would also be better to monitor student 

performance in subsequent programming courses as the impact of the first environment 

is felt. 
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Appendix A: Programming Example Using RAD 

Displaying users and books from database 

Untitled Page 

id UserName FirstName LastName 

1 testUser l Test Us.erl 

2 test ser 2 Test ser2 

3 test ser 3 Test Us.er3 

ser4 Test 

Books 

Book Name Author Due Date - -
Book A Author A 09/ l 0/2009 

Author D 0· /05/2009 

Book_N a me Author Due_Date 

Book B Author B 02/07/2009 

BookE Author E 02/03/2009 

Book 1' ame .~uthor Due Date - -
Book C Author C 03./04/2009 

Steps in RAD Tool (Visual Studio 2008) 

Step 1 -Drag and drop the SQL DataSource 

File Edit View Project Build Debug Format Table Tools Test Window Help 

AccessDataSource 

LinqDataSource 

ObjectDataSource 

(None) 

Step 2- Configure the SQL DataSource 

... Segoe Ul 

total 

... 12 ... B I 1l J. 
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Config ure Data Source- SqlDataSourcel l 'i) i....U·Ji 

Configure the Select Statement 

How would you like to retrieve data from your database? 

0 Specify a custom ~QL statement or sto red procedure 

I!J Specify columns from a !able or view 

Name: 

I userAccounts · I 
CQlumns: 

ICJ * [!J Rstu rn only un ique rows 

~ id I t!HERE ... l ~ UserName 

0 password I ORDER BY ... I ~ FirstName 

~ I Adyanced ... I 
SEJ,ECT statement: 

- ---
SELECT [id1 [UserName], [FirstName), [lastName) FROM [userAccounts] ,. 

-

I < £ revious II Next > I [ Eu' sh J I Cancel I 

Step 3 - Drag and Drop the Grid View 

File Edit View Project Build Debug Format Table Tools Test Window Help 

~ ~ total 
; 

: (None) (Default Font) . (Defau 11 • B I !! il 

Toolbox 

lt.l Standard 

8 Data 

~ Pointer 

I .J GridView 

Data list 

DetailsView 

Repeater 

•~• DataPager 

SqiDataSource 

Step 4- Link to the SQL DataSource 

GridView Tasks 

Auto Format ... 

Choose Data Source: [<N~e) 

Edit Columns ... 

Add New Column ... 

Edit Templates 

I I I I I I 

: ~ --

= . 
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GridView Tasks 

Auto Format ... 

Refresh Schema 

Edit Columns ... 

Add New Column ... 

D Enable Paging 

[[] Enable Sorting 

D Enable Selection 

Edit Templates 

Step 5 -Add New Column in the Grid View 

GridView Tasks 

Auto Format ... 

Choose Data Source: !SqlDataSourcel Bl 
Configure Data Source ... 

Refresh Schema 

Edit Columns ... 

c: A dd New Column~ -D Enable Paging 

D Enable Sorting 

[L] Enable Selection 

Edit Templates 

Step 6 -Configure the new field to be a template field 

Add Field 

Choose a field ~pe: 

T emplateField 

BoundField 
CheckBoxField 
Hyp erli n kFi el d 
ButtonField 
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Step 7- Edit the template field 

GridV'aew Tasks 
-

Auto Format ... 

Choose Data Source: J SqiDataSourcel Bl 
Configure Data Source ... 

Refresh Schema 

Edit Columns ... 

Add New Column ... 

[[] Enable Paging 

[[] Enable Sorting 

D Ena ble Selection 

c Edit T em(!lates ~ 

Step 8 - Drag and Drop a Hidden fiel.d into template field 

le WebApplicationl - Microsoft Visual Studio (Administrator) 

File Ed it View Project Build Debug Format Ta ble Tools Test Window Help 

I ~ ... =.i • _::-J I ~ 

: (None) ... Segoe UI 

Calendar 

9 AdRotator 

Step 9 - Bind the- ID-to hidden field 

total 

... 12 · I B I !! 
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idde Fie ldl DataBindings l 'f) 1..-~ -.1 

Select the property to bind to. You can then bind it by selecti·ng a field. Alternatively, you can bind it using a custom code 
e:xpressi on. 

Bind able Qroperties; Binding for Value 

rjjl Value (~1 Eield binding: 
-- Visible 

[id ~ound to: ... 
(Unbound) I 

FQrm at: . 
UserN ame 

~ample: Fi rstN am e 
LastName 
D I wo-way databinding 

[J Show .§.II properties 

() ,hustom binding: 

Code ~pression : 

IE al '"i d") I 

Refresh Schema I OK ) [ Cancel l 

Step 10- Drag and drop SQL DataSource into template field 

~ WebApplicationl - Mrcrosoft Visual Studio (Administrator) 

File Edit View Project Build Debug Format Table Tools Test Window Help 

... . : . ... ! db total 

: (None) .... Segoe Ul .... 12 .... 1 B I !l j .{\. 

, , XmiDataSource 

4L SiteMapDataSource n 

Step 11 - Configure the SQL DataSource 
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Configure Data Source - SqiDataSource2 l l,)~-J 

Configure the Seled Statement 

How would you like to retrieve data from your database? 

0 Specify a custom ~QL statement or stored procedure 

~' Specify columns from a table or view 

Name: 

[ book.sborrowed 

CQiumns: 

ICJ R~turn only uniqu e rows !Cl " 
[CJ ID 

~ BookName 
~ Author 

~lllrnll. 

( ::r:::.. ~HERE... D 
[ OBDER BY... ] 

!CJ useriD I Adyanced... ] 

SE,bECT statement: 

SELECT [Book Name] AS Book_Name, [Auth or], [Due Date] AS Due_Date FROM [booksborrowed] 

I < £.revious J .._I __ N_ext_>_----'] 1_ Etn sh l .._l __ c_a_nc_e_I _ _J] 

Step 12 - Set the useriD as selection parameter and link it to HiddenField control 

Add WHERE Clause lT;J 1~·-J 

Add one or mo,re conditions to the WHERE clause for the statement. For each condition you can specify either a literal value or 
a parameterized value. Parameterized values get their values at runtime based on their properties. 

,holumn: 

[useriD 

O,eerator: 

[= 

~ourc e: 

Control 

SQL Expression: 

[useriD] = @useriD2 

Y!HERE clause: 

SQL Expression 

[useriD] = @useriD 

· ] 

· ] 

· J 

Parameter properties 

Control IQ: 

[ HiddenFieldl 

Default yalue: 
--

Value: 

Hidden Fieldl.Value 

Value 

HiddenFieldl.Value 

Step 13 - Drag and Drop the GridView to the template field 

·I 

Add 

.Be move 

~( ___ o_K __ ~J ~~ __ c_an_ce_l ~] 
.:: 
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C WebApplicationl - Microsoft Visu~l Studio (Administrator) · 

File Edit View Project Build Debug Format Table Tools Test Window Help 

l d6 ·_ I ;: . .-j . total 

(None) ... (Default Font) (Defau l1 • I B I !! I .~ • • f. I := • I ::: i 

liD MultiView 

0 Panel 

[Zj PlaceHolder 

fEJ View 

abc 

.................... . ...... ,.(}] 

abc abc 
abc abc abc Choose Data Source: I (None) Bl 

===-==========""'r 
Edit DataBindings ... abc abc abc 

abc abc abc 
abc abc abc 

Edit Columns ... 

i!:======i;:l=====dJ....J Add New Column ... 

AccessData5ource 
( l 1 • r"'\ , r 

Step 14- Link to the SQL DataSource 

G ridView Tasks 

Refresh Schema 

Edit DataBindings ... 
--------------------------1 

Edit Columns ... 

Add New Column ... 

D Enable Paging 

10 Enable Sorting 

D Enable Selection 

Edit Templates 

Step 15- End Template Editing on GridView1 

Edit Templates 
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5 WebApplicationl - Microsoft Visual Studio (Admimstrator) · 

File Edit Vi ew Project Build Debug Format Table Tools Test Window Help 

:;: 

: (None) .. (Default .. I B I ll I .~ • • 1. 1 ~ .. ::: r 
Toolbox .... ll 

liQ) MultiView 

0 Panel 

~ PlaceHolder 

ltJ View 

lhlJ Substitution 

Localize 

Pointer 

GridView 

Datalist 

n 111 DataPager 

SqiDataSource 

AccessDataSource 

LinqDataSource 

X 

-

SaiDataSource - SaiData ourcel 
aso : G ri dVi ew~G ri cfVie.v,•l l 

GridViewl - Column[4] - Books ~ GridYieW T aiks 

Item Template 
Template Editing Mode 

-

HiddenField - HiddenFieldl I Displc:y: .. B 

< End T em(!late Editing ~ 
SqiDataSource- SqiDataSourcel l -
Book_l'iame Author Doe_Date 
- -
Databound Databound Databound 

Databound Databound Databound 
I - - - -
Databound Databound Databound 

DataboWld DataboWld DataboWld -
DataboWld Databound DataboWld 
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Appendix B: Pre-exercise Questionnaire 

Informed Consent » Pre~Exercise Questionnaire >> Setup and Configuration >> Traditional Exercises >> RAD Exercises » Challenge 
Exercise » Post-Exercise Survey » End of Workshop 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

The following questions concern the demographic data. 

1) What is your gender? 

Male 

Female 

2) What of the following age groups do you fall into? 

< 18 years 

C< 18-21 years 

22-25 years 

26-29 years 

(i 30+ years 

3) What is the current course thatyou 01re enrolled in? 

5) How many units have you completed? 

Some or all of the first year units 

(i First and second year units 

First, second and some of the third year units 

6) My main mode of study is: 

('On-Campus 

•:' Online 

Both 

7) My preferred mode of study is; 

On-Campus 

Online 

Both 
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Informed Consent >> Pre~Exercise Questionnaire >> Setup and Configuration » Traditional Exercises >> RAD Exercises >> Challenge 
Exercise >> Post-Exercise Survey >> End of Workshop 

PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE 

The following questions concern your previous experience with programming languages and environments 

8) Of!~e unitsyou hav_e c;orTlpleted so far. how many have had programming in them? 

9) Have you used any programming languages before? 

Yes 

C) No 

1 0) Have you done any web application development before? 

Yes 

No 

11) PI.,Cis~sp~cifythe flrog!amn~ng langu~9e~hat yl)u_~al'e us~ed before (e.g. PHP, ASP, ASP.Net, Java, C, C++) 

12) pl,.,.,as!;_s,[>ecify the tools,th_f!tY()U have used ~o_l)rOjl_ramJe:g.:. Text editor. Visual Studio, BlueJ, Eclipse) 

13) How would you rate your experience as a programmer? 

Novice 

Intermediate 

Expert 

Next 
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Informed Consent >> Pre-Exercise Questronnaire >> Setup and Configuration » Traditional Exercises >> RAD Exercises >> Challenge 
Exercise >> Post-Exercise Survey >> End of Workshop 

RAPID APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT VERSUS TRADITIONAL PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENTS 

Traditional programming environment refers to the en-.1ronment used for programming in text-based format without any -.1sual-aid. A typical 
example of traditional programming en-.1ronment would be text-editor. 

Rapid Application Development (RAD) environment refers to the drag-and-drop. -.1sual, iconic programming en-.1ronment which has 'pre-built 
components' or 'features' to help with the application development Microsoft's Visual Studio is an example of RAD en-.1ronment. 

The following questions concern your thoughts and experiences with working with -.1sual RAD en-.1ronments versus traditional programming 
en-.1ronments. 

14) Have you ever programmed in a -.1sual Rapid Application Development en-.1ronment before (such as Microsoft's Visual Studio)? 

OYes 

No 

Please describe: 

15) I feel that -.1sual RAD tools make programming easier 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree 

Please describe: 

Strongly Agree 

(• 

16) I feel that -.1sual RAD features and functions can be hard to understand. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 

Please describe: 

Neutral 

Neutral 

17) I feel that traditional programming en-.1ronments help me understand the programming processes better (e.g variable declaration, condition, 
loops, recursion). 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

Please describe: 

18) I feel that learning syntax in traditional programming is difficult. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 

Please describe: 

19) If I were asked to program a web application, I think I would prefer to use 

':l Traditional programming en-.1ronment 

Visual RAD en-.1ronment 

Please explain: 

20) lliave iearni 

Traditional programming en-.1ronment first 

Visual RAD en-.1ronment first 

C• Both approximately at the same time 

Neither of them 

21) Which en-.1ronment would you prefer to learn first as a no-.1ce programmer? 

Traditional programming en-.1ronment 

Visual RAD en-.1ronment 

No Preference 

Please explain· 

Neutral 

(• 

Next 
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Informed Consent >> Pre-Exercise Questionnaire >> Setup and Configuration >> Traditional Exercises >> RAD Exercises >> Challenge 
Exercise >> Post-Exercise Survey >> End of Workshop 

Learning Experience 

The following questions concern your learning experience in introductory programming courses. 

22) When doing programming exercises. I prefer to 

follow step-by-step written instructions 

follow a lecturer's on-screen example 

work on a solution on my own 

() use a textbook and online resources 

23) I find programming of any kind difficult to learn. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree 

Please describe: 

Strongly Agree Neutral 

c~ 

24) I expect to be able to program in a number of different environments over the duration of my studies. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

Please describe: 

25) Where possible, I would always like to use the same environment for all programming tasks. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

Please describe: 

26) From my experience, the first environment learned is still the most important 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 

(· 

Please describe: 

27) In my future career, I expect to 

do programming 

program when I have to 

0 program as career 

1 am not sure 

l;' 

Neutral 

Next 
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Appendix C: Post-exercise Questionnaire 

~s''ft~,~.ifl~~~! ~t~~t~'!'it)i~lf~~yiton'mefl($ f()~ s~.s•ip~Jo ·. 
/\18J()pet&; / . " · , : ' \ . · ... )fc~fcli ' 

Informed Consent >> Pre-Exercise Questionnaire >> Setup and Configuration » RAD Exercises >> Traditional Exercises >> Challenge Exercise >> Post· 
Exercise Sur;ey End of Workshop 

SECTION 1 

The following questions concern your thoughts on Visual RAD versus Traditional programming environments based on completing the programming exercises 

1) Is this the first time you have used a visual RAD environment (certainly for building a working application)? 

Yes 

No 

2) Based on the exercises, I feel that programming in 

c~ 1 Visual RAD environment is quicker than Traditional environment 

Traditional is quicker than Visual RAD environment 

(• I found each was equally quick to use 

Please describe: 

3) Based on the exercises, I feel that programming in 

0 Visual RAD environment is easier than traditional environment 

Traditional is easier than visual RAD environment 

I found that both were about as easy to use as the other 

Please describe: 

4) I feel that I would be able to write loops, variables and condition statements if I had started with visual RAD development. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

Please describe: 

5) I feel that I have or would have a deeper understanding of being able to write loops, variables and condition statements if I had started with 
Traditional development. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

Please describe: 

6) In web application development, I feel confident as a novice developer to use 

Visual RAD environment rather than traditional environment 

Traditional environment rather than visual RAD environment 

Both equally 

Please describe: 

7) I feel that the first environment has a significant impact on learning programming. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

Please describe: 

8) Which programming environment do you think should be introduced first to novice programmers in web application development? 

Visual RAD environment 

Traditional environment 

Does not matter 

Please describe: 

9) I feel that I have enough technical experience to use a visual RAD environment for actual development as presented in this workshop. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

Please describe: 
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10) I feel that I learn more about actual pragramming syntax and concepts using 

Visual RAD environment 

C' Traditional environment 

Both Equally 

Please describe: 

11) VIJhich_a!;pec_t_s_()f ~Ddo you think~ould h_ll~!l_ll_<>Vic_e_ developers in learning programming? 

12) V\fhich aspects of RAD do you!h_ink is not suitable f<>r_novice developers? 

13) W_llic_h_<~sp_llc~_c>f ~f<l(!iti_onal J>rogramminf! environ111e_nt do you think would help novice developers in learning programming? 

14) IJIIhiciJ asp_e_cls()ftradJtio_ll_~l_progHIIll-'ll!n!J en\/!r<>_nment do you think is not suitable for novice developers? 

15) Which aspects do you think_<trE!_ import1111t_in cho_osing the first environment for novice developers? 

Next 

Informed Consent » Pre-Exercise Questionnaire » Setup and Configuration » RAD Exercises » Traditional Exercises >> Challenge Exercise » Post-
Exercise Sur;ey End of Workshop 

SECTION 2 

The following questions concern your thoughts on RAD versus traditional programming environments based on completing the programming exercises. 

16) I feel that I would need more programming experience to use visual RAD environments effectively. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

Please describe: 

17) I feel that I would be able to program successfully in a visual RAD environment without traditional programming knowledge 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

Please describe: 

18) Given the nature of visual development in RAD, I feel that previous programming experience is not necessary. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

( 

Please describe: 

19) As a novice programmer, I feel that it is sufficient to program using a visual RAD environment as long as I know what components to use and 
when. 

Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

Please describe: 
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20) I feel that it is not important to fully understand the underlying code that makes the visual RAD components work. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

(.' () 

Please describe: 

21) I feel that being able to build a workable program is the most important aspect of learning programming, regardless of the environment. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

0 G 

Please describe: 

22) I feel that learning programming syntax first is the most important aspect of becoming a programmer. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

Please describe: 

23) Regardless of Traditional or visual RAD methods of web programming, I feel that being able to learn any new environment quickly is more 
important than which type of environment it is. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

Please describe: 

24) Which environment do you feel is appropriate for novice developers for self-learning in web application development context? 

Visual RAD environment 

'Traditional environment 

Equally as appropriate 

Please describe: 

25) Which environment do you feel is appropriate for novice programmers for classroom.based learning in web application development context? 

Visual RAD environment 

Traditional environment 

Equally as appropriate 

Please describe: 

26) 111/llichk~y aspects do you fe_el ar~ illlportant in learning programming? 

Next 
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ID· 

Informed Consent >> Pre-Exercise Questionnaire >> Setup and Configuration >> RAD Exercises » Traditional Exercises » Challenge Exercise >> Post-
Exercise Sur;ey End of Workshop 

SECTION 3 

The following questions concern your thoughts on RAD versus traditional programming environments based on completing the programming exercises 

28) Which environment do you prefer for 'Search' exercise? 

Visual RAD environment 

_'Traditional environment 

Both about the same 

Please describe: 

29) Which environment do you prefer for 'Edit/ Delete' exercise? 

(i Visual RAD environment 

Traditional environment 

Both about the same 

Please describe: 

30) Which environment do you prefer for 'Insert' exercise? 

Visual RAD environment 

C· Traditional environment 

Both about the same 

Please describe: 

31) Did you manage to complete the challenge exercise using visual RAD environment? 

Yes 

No 

Please discuss any problem encountered: 

32) Did you manage to complete the challenge exercise using traditional environment? 

Yes 

No 

Please discuss any problem encountered: 

33) Overall, based on these exercises, I prefer 

Visual RAD Environment 

C· Traditional Environment 

Both about the same 

Please describe: 

34) If I had to further develop these exercises (with extra functions), I would use 

Vtsual RAD EnVlfonment 

Traditional Environment 

Please describe: 

35) Which set of exercises do you feel is easier to understand? 

(!Visual RAD Environment 

Traditional Environment 

0 Both about same 

Please describe: 
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36) I feel that the teaching and learning materials are more important than the type of programming environments. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

\._' 

Please describe: 

37) I feel that availability of useful resources (textbooks or websites) influenced my reaction to visual RAD versus traditional programming 
environments. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

Please describe: 

38) Which environment did you feel had the most useful online (web based) resources (such as tutorials I code examples)? 

Visual RAD Environment 

Traditional Environment 

Both about same 

Please describe: 

39) I feel that setup and configuration issues (of the environment) could affect my reaction to RAD versus Traditional programming environments. 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree Neutral 

0 

Please describe: 

40} ~lease pr<>\fidellll}' a<fditi()o:t!'!!"ctors that has influenced your reaction to RAD versus Traditional programming environments 

41} A_rty_additionalc:<>l1tm_ellts_()ll_ RAD vers(J!;"fr_adili0f1li_IJ>rogramming environments 

! Antnv~~tigatt~n lntO:~tu~entReactlon t~ ftAD v~Tr~di~loilal Pr()~!lii'IJrnJ~g Efi~~ro_p"'~t~t$.t~r 885•1on 10 ; i . . · .. . . . . Novlc:e Dey~lopent · : . · · . · ·· · .· ·· . . .. ·· .. •····· ·.. ··.• ifc'stcb 
r ~~ -
Informed Consent » Pre-Exercise Questionnaire » Setup and Configuration >> RAD Exercises » Traditional Exercises >> Challenge Exercise >> Post-
Exercise Survey >> End of Workshop 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION ....... 

Please leave your email address below. if you would like to participate in a face-to-face interview to discuss further on the Programming environments and this 
workshop. 

Finish 
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Appendix D: Interview Questions 

1) Given your indicated level of experience, how much actual development have 

you done in each of these environments? 

-IF LITTLE OR NONE: How did you find these two methods as a first try? 

-IF LOTS OF EXPERIENCE: Were you formally taught one or both of these 

environments or did you learn them on your own? 

Can you explain that further? 

2) Regardless of your level of expertise, which of the two techniques would you 

prefer to use if you were asked to develop a genuine web application Can you 

explain that further? 

3) Given the two techniques shown, which would you like to see in your 1st year 

programming units and why? Can you explain further? 

4) Can you see any disadvantages to one technique being taught before the other? 

Please explain further. 

5) Given the abstracted nature of Visual RAD tools, do you think a traditional 

coding background is actually necessary before going into Visual RAD? Please 

explain further. 

6) Do you think course structures need to take into account which units teach 

traditional coding and which teach visual RAD and so that a logical sequence 

exists? Please explain further. 

7) Do you think these issues only apply to computer science students or to anyone 

studying in the area of IT? Please explain. 

8) Finally, at this time which environment do you prefer and why? Please explain. 
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Appendix E: User Logs 

I SessioniD I EventiD I EventTime 

Participant #1 Informed Consent Next 8/7/2009 10:24:54 AM 

Participant #1 Session Message Next 8/7/2009 10:25:48 AM 

Participant #1 Demographics Next 8/7/2009 10:27:11 AM 

Participant #1 Programming Experience Next 8/7/2009 10:31:05 AM 

Participant #1 RAD vs Trad Next 8/7/2009 10:34:28 AM 

Participant #1 Learning Experience Next 8/7/2009 10:38:07 AM 

Participant #1 Setup and Configuration Next 8/7/2009 10:38:37 AM 

Participant #1 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 10:39:28 AM 

Participant #1 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 10:39:36 AM 

Participant #1 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 10:39:41 AM 

Participant #1 Setup and Configura~ion Next 8/7/2009 10:41:00 AM 

Participant #1 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 11:01:58 AM 

Participant #1 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 11:11:31 AM 

Participant #1 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 11:16:57 AM 

Participant #1 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/7/200911:17:44 AM 

Participant #1 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 11:48:48 AM 

Participant #1 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 11:48:56 AM 

Participant #1 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 11:49:01 AM 

I Participant #1 Challenge Next 8/7/2009 11:49:04 AM 

Participant #1 Exercise Upload Next 8/7/2009 11:49:28 AM 

I Participant #1 Exercise Upload Next 8/7/2009 11:50:56 AM 

Participant #1 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/7/2009 11:54:49 AM 

[ Participant #1 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/7/2009 11:57:16 AM 

Participant #1 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/7/2009 12:00:33 PM 

I Participant #1 Finish 8/7/2009 12:02:39 PM 

Participant #2 Informed Consent Next 8/7/2009 10:25:06 AM 

Participant #2 Session Message Next 8/7/2009 10:26:23 AM 

Participant #2 Demographics Next 8/7/2009 10:28:47 AM 

Par~icipant #2 Programming Experience Next 8/7/2009 10:29:14 AM 

Participant #2 RAD vs Trad Next 8/7/2009 10:32:31 AM 

Participant #2 Learning Experience Next 8/7/2009 10:35:11 AM 

Participant #2 Setup and Configuration Next 8/7/2009 10:36:07 AM 
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Participant #2 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 10:36:39 AM 

Participant #2 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 10:36:52 AM 

Participant #2 Traditional Exercise 3 Back 8/7/2009 11:03:42 AM 

Participant #2 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 11:14:10 AM 

Participant #2 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 11:28:05 AM 

Participant #2 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 11:32:05 AM 

Participant #2 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 11:32:52 AM 

Participant #2 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 11:34:52 AM 

Participant #2 Challenge Trad Example 8/7/2009 11:35:01 AM 

Participant #2 Challenge RAD Example 8/7/2009 11:36:11 AM 

Participant #2 Challenge Next 8/7/2009 11:37:21 AM 

Participant #2 Exercise U plead Next 8/7/2009 11:38:54 AM 

Participant #2 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/7/2009 11:43:48 AM 

Participant #2 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/7/2009 11:47:16 AM 

Participant #2 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/7/2009 11:47:43 AM 

Participant #2 Finish 8/7/2009 11:48:58 AM 

Participant #3 Informed Consent Next 8/7/2009 10:23:32 AM 

Participant #3 Session Message Next 8/7/2009 10:24:11 AM 

Participant #3 Demographics Next 8/7/2009 10:25:33 AM 

Participant #3 Programming Experience Next 8/7/2009 10:29:28 AM 

Participant #3 RAD vs Trad Next 8/7/2009 10:35:18 AM 

Participant #3 Learning Experience Next 8/7/2009 10:36:09 AM 

Participant #3 Setup and Configuration Next 8/7/2009 10:37:26 AM 

r Participant #3 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 10:46:57 AM 

I Participant #3 raait1onal exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 10:51:19 AM 

Participant #3 Traditional Exercise 3 Back 8/7/2009 10:51:23 AM 

Participant #3 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 10:51:28 AM 

Participant #3 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 11:01:40 AM 

Participant #3 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 11:19:12 AM 

Participant #3 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 11:31:11 AM 

Par.ticipant #3 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 11:55:04 AM 

Participant #3 Challenge Next 8/7/2009 11:55:29 AM 

Participant #3 Exercise Upload Back 8/7/2009 11:55:34 AM 

l Participant#3 . Challenge Next 8/7/2009 11:55:41 AM 
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Participant #3 Exercise Upload Next 8/7/2009 11:59:37 AM 

Participant #3 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/7/2009 12:07:43 PM 

I Participant #3 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/7/2009 12:10:38 PM 

Participant #3 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/7/2009 12:12:42 PM 

Participant #3 Finish 8/7/2009 12:12:57 PM 

Participant #4 Informed Consent Next 8/7/2009 10:27:15 AM 

I Participant #4 Session Message Next 8/7/2009 10:27:34 AM 

1 Participant #4 , Demographics Next 8/7/2009 10:28:43 AM 

Participant #4 Programming Experience Next 8/7/2009 10:29:41 AM 

Participant #4 RAD vs Trad Next 8/7/2009 10:33:47 AM 

Participant #4 Learning Experience Next 8/7/2009 10:35:04 AM 

I Participant #4 Setup and Configuration Next 8/7/2009 10:35:10 AM 

Participant #4 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/7/200911:14:17 AM 

Participant #4 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 11:31:53 AM 

Participant #4 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 11:32:38 AM 

Participant #4 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 11:32:51 AM 

f Participant #4 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 11:32:58 AM 

Participant #4 Traditional Exercise 3 Back 8/7/2009 11:33:11 AM 

Participant #4 Traditional Exercise 2 Back 8/7/2009 11:33:13 AM 

[ Participant #4 Traditional Exercise 1 Back 8/7/2009 11:33:16 AM 

[ Participant #4 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 11:52:26 AM 

Participant #4 1 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 11:52:29 AM 

Participant #4 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 11:52:31 AM 

Participant #4 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 11:52:35 AM 

Participant# ChaUenge Next 8/7/2009 11:52:37 AM 

Participant #4 Exercise Upload Next 8/7/2009 11:52:46 AM 

Participant #4 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/7/2009 11:56:07 AM 
~ 

8/7/2009 11:59:44 AM Participant #4 Post Survey Section 2 Next 

t Participant #4 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/7/2009 12:02:08 PM 

I Participant #4 Finish 8/7/2009 12:02:10 PM 

Participant #5 Informed Consent Next 8/7/2009 12:01:56 PM 

Participant #5 Session Message Next 8/7/2009 12:03:22 PM 

I Participant #5 Demographics Next 8/7/2009 12:04:47 PM 

[ Participant#S ' Programming Experience Next I 8/7/2009 12:06:21 PM 
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Participant #5 RAD vs Trad Next 8/7/2009 12:08:29 PM 

Participant #5 Learning Experience Next 8/7/2009 12:12:44 PM 

Participant #5 Setup and Configuration Next I 8/7/2009 12:12:52 PM 

Participant #5 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 12:42:41 PM 
---

Participant #5 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/7./2009 1:07:34 PM 
-

Participant #5 Traditional Exercise 3 Back 8/7/2009 1:13:12 PM 
- -

Participant #5 Traditional Exercise 2 Back 8/7/2009 1:13:16 PM 

Participant #5 1 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 1:14:53 PM 

Participant #5 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 1:16:41 PM 

Participant #5 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 1:21:30 PM 

Participant #5 RAD Exercise 1 Next 1 8/7/2009 1:22:17 PM 

Participant #5 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 1:22:20 PM 

Participant #5 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 1:22:22 PM 

Participant #5 Challenge Next 8/7/2009 1:22:54 PM 
-

Participant #5 Exercise Upload Next 8/7/2009 1:23:25 PM 

Participant #5 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/7/2009 1:29:59 PM 

Participant #5 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/7/2009 1:33:25 PM 

Participant #5 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/7/2009 1:34:52 PM 

Participant #5 Finish 8/7/2009 1:35:14 PM 

Participant #6 Informed Consent Next 8/7/2009 12:02:32 PM 

Participant #6 Session Message Next 8/7/2009 12:03:20 PM 

Participant #6 Demographics Next 8/7/2009 12:04:42 PM 

Participant #6 Programming Experience Next 8/7/2009 12:06:16 PM 

Participant #6 RAD vs Trad Next 8/7/2009 12:11:09 PM 

~rticipant # learning Experience Next 8/7/2009 12:14:10 PM 

Participant #6 Setup and Configuration Next 8/7/2009 12:14:27 PM 

Participant #6 Traditional Exercise 1 Back 8/7/2009 12:29:01 PM 

Participant #6 Setup and Configuration Next 8/7/2009 12:29:03 PM 

Participant #6 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 12:45:52 PM 

I Participant #6 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 12:45:55 PM 

Participant #6 Traditional Exercise 3 Back 8/7/2009 12:46:15 PM 

Participant #6 Traditional Exercise 2 Back 8/7/2009 12:46:20 PM 

J Participant #6 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 12:47:56 PM 

Participant #6 · lrr~ditional Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 12:48:04 PM 
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Participant #6 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 12:48:10 PM 

Participant #6 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 12:49:45 PM 
-

Participant #6 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 1:12:10 PM 

Participant #6 RAD Exercise 3 Back 8/7/2009 1:12:23 PM 

Participant #6 RAD Exercise 2 Back 8/7/2009 1:12:49 PM 

Participant #6 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 1:13:11 PM 

Participant #6 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 1:15:10 PM 

Participant #6 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 1:27:08 PM 

Participant #6 Challenge Next 8/7/2009 1:27:12 PM 

Participant #6 Exercise Upload Next 8/7/2009 1:28:41 PM 

Participant #6 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/7/2009 1:29:09 PM 

Participant #6 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/7/2009 1:29:22 PM 

Participant #6 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/7/2009 1:29:39 PM 

Participant #6 Finish 8/7/2009 1:29:43 PM 

Participant #7 Informed Consent Next · 8/7/2009 12:02:00 PM 

Participant #7 I Session Message Next 8/7/2009 12:02:46 PM 
-

Participant #7 Demographics Next I 8/7/2009 12:03:43 PM 

Participant #7 Programming Experience Next 8/7/2009 12:04:44 PM 

Participant #7 RAD vs Trad Next 8/7/2009 12:06:28 PM 

Participant #7 Learning Experience Next 8/7/2009 12:07:45 PM 

1 
Participant #7 Setup and Configuration Next 8/7/2009 12:10:46 PM 

-

Participant #7 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 12:34:37 PM 

Participant #7 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 12:34:48 PM 

Participant #7 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 12:34:52 PM 

1 
Participant #-7 -J.-T-raeit--i-oRal Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 12:34:57 PM 

Participant #7 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 12:34:59 PM 

Participant #7 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 12:35:04 PM 

Participant #7 Challenge Next 8/7/2009 12:35:12 PM 

Participant #7 Exercise Upload Back 8/7/2009 12:35:23 PM 

I Participant #7 Challenge Back 8/7/2009 12:35:26 PM 
- -

Participant #7 Traditional Exercise 3 Back 8/7/2009 12:35:31 PM 
-

Participant #7 Traditional Exercise 2 Back 8/7/2009 12:35:33 PM 

Participant #7 Traditional Exercise 1 Back 8/7/2009 12:35:36 PM 

Participant #7 RAD Exercise 3 Back 8/7/2009 12:35:38 PM 
l ---
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Participant #7 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 12:47:48 PM 

Participant #7 RAD Exercise 3 Next I 8/7/2009 12:47:51 PM 

Participant #7 Traditional Exercise 1 Back 8/7/2009 12:47:59 PM 

Participant #7 RAD Exercise 3 Back 8/7/2009 12:48:03 PM 
-

Participant #7 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7./2009 12:48:46 PM 

Participant #7 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 12:48:48 PM 

Participant #7 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 12:55:57 PM 
-

Participant #7 Traditional Exercise 2 Next I 8/7/2009 1:00:00 PM 

Participant #7 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 1:07:03 PM 

Participant #7 Challenge Next 8/7/2009 1:07:11 PM 
-

Participant #7 Exercise Upload Next 8/7/2009 1:08:08 PM 

Participant #7 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/7/2009 1:11:22 PM 

Participant #7 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/7/2009 1:13:15 PM 

Participant #7 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/7/2009 1:14:40 PM 

Participant #7 Finish 8/7/2009 1:14:55 PM 

Participant #8 Informed Consent Next 8/7/2009 1:19:08 PM 

Participant #8 Session Message Next 8/7/2009 1:19:13 PM 

Participant #8 Demographics Next 8/7/2009 1:19:31 PM 

Participant #8 Programming Experience Next 8/7/2009 1:20:07 PM 

Participant #8 RAD vs Trad Next 8/7/2009 1:20:41 PM 

Participant #8 Learning Experience Next 8/7/2009 1:21:15 PM 

Participant #8 Setup and Configuration Next 8/7/2009 1:21:19 PM 

Participant #8 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 1:21:23 PM 

Participant #8 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 1:21:29 PM 

Participant #8 RAQ ~xercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 1:21:32 PM 

Participant #8 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 1:21:41 PM 

Participant #8 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 1:21:44 PM 

Participant #8 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 1:21:51 PM 

Participant #8 Challenge Next 8/7/2009 1:22:03 PM 

1 Participant #8 Exercise Upload Next 8/7/2009 1:22:22 PM 

Participant #8 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/7/2009 1:23:23 PM 

I Participant #8 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/7/2009 1:23:39 PM 
-

Participant #8 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/7/2009 1:24:02 PM 

l Participant #8 Finish 8/7/2009 1:24:04 PM 
i · 
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Participant #9 Informed Consent Next 8/7/2009 3:45:40 PM 

Participant #9 Session Message Next 8/7/2009 3:46:14 PM 

Participant #9 Demographics Next 8/7/2009 3:47:15 PM 

Participant #9 Programming Experience Next 8/7/2009 3:48:17 PM 

I Participant #9 RAD vs Trad Next 8/7/2009 3:54:54 PM 

1 

Participant #9 Learning Experience Next 8/7/2009 3:57:48 PM 

Participant #9 Setup and Configuration Next 8/7/2009 4:00:57 PM 

Participant #9 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 4:16:06 PM 

I Participant #9 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 4:31:41 PM 

f p .. art1c1pant #9 RAD Exercise 3 Back 8/7/2009 4:32:01 PM 

Participant #9 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 4:35:55 PM 

I Participant #9 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 4:56:48 PM 
-

Participant #9 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 5:08:51 PM 

Participant #9 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 5:12:28 PM 

Participant #9 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 5:16:51 PM 

Participant #9 Challenge Next 8/7/2009 5:22:22 PM 

Participant #9 Exercise Upload Back 8/7/2009 5:22:30 PM 

Participant #9 Challenge Next 8/7/2009 5:23:20 PM 

Participant #9 Exercise Upload Next 8/7/2009 5:24:48 PM 

Participant #9 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/7/2009 5:33:57 PM 

Participant #9 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/7/2009 5:36:17 PM 

Participant #9 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/7/2009 5:37:51 PM 

Participant #9 Finish 8/7/2009 5:38:00 PM 

Participant #10 Informed Consent Next 8/7/2009 3:45:52 PM 

Participant #10 Session Message Next 8/7/2009 3:46:19 PM 

Participant #10 Demographics Next 8/7/2009 3:47:54 PM 

Participant #10 Programming Experience Next 8/7/2009 3:50:31 PM 

Participant #10 RAD vs Trad Next 8/7/2009 3:58:10 PM 

Participant #10 Learning Experience Next 8/7/2009 4:05:34 PM 

Participant #10 Setup and Configuration Next 8/7/2009 4:05:46 PM 

Participant #10 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 5:15:22 PM 

Participant #10 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 5:18:20 PM 

Participant #10 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 5:24:32 PM 

Participant #10 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 5:24:38 PM 
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Participant #10 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 5:24:42 PM 

Participant #10 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 5:24:46 PM 

Participant #10 Challenge Next 8/7/2009 5:25:45 PM 

Participant #10 Exercise Upload Next 8/7/2009 5:29:39 PM 

Participant #10 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 5:53:51 PM 

Participant #10 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 5:54:00 PM 

Participant #10 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 5:54:02 PM 

Participant #10 Challenge Next 8/7/2009 5:54:04 PM 

Participant #10 Exercise Upload Next 8/7/2009 5:54:42 PM 

Participant #10 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/7/2009 5:55:24 PM 

Participant #10 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/7/2009 5:58:00 PM 

Participant #10 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/7/2009 6:00:06 PM 

Participant #10 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/7/2009 6:02:42 PM 

Participant #10 Finish 8/7/2009 6:03:16 PM 

Participant #11 Informed Consent Next 8/7/2009 4:16:10 PM 

Participant #11 Session Message Next 8/7/2009 4:16:45 PM 

Participant #11 Demographics Next 8/7/2009 4:17:10 PM 

Participant #11 Programming Experience Next 8/7/2009 4:17:55 PM 

Participant #11 RAD vs Trad Next 8/7/2009 4:24:33 PM 

Participant #11 Learning Experience Next 8/7/2009 4:27:43 PM 

Participant #11 Setup and Configuration Next 8/7/2009 4:28:25 PM 

Participant #11 Traditional Exercise 1 Back 8/7/2009 4:41:04 PM 

Participant #11 Setup and Configuration Next 8/7/2009 4:41:06 PM 

Participant #11 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 4:41:11 PM 

P-articipant #11 :rraditional-Exercise 2 Nex .8j:I/2D!B 4:48:25 PM 

Participant #11 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 5:03:19 PM 

Participant #11 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 5:12:05 PM 

Participant #11 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 5:20:32 PM 

Participant #11 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 5:25:01 PM 

Participant #11 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 5:25:08 PM 

Participant #11 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 5:42:01 PM 

Participant #11 Challenge Next 8/7/2009 5:42:10 PM 

Participant #11 Exercise Upload Ne 8/7/2009 5:43:05 PM 

Participant #11 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/7/2009 5:51:14 PM 
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Participant #11 Post Su ey Section 2 Next 8/7/2009 5:52:32 PM 

Participant #11 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/7/2009 5:53:40 PM 

Participant #11 Finish 8/7/2009 5:53:48 PM 

Participant #12 Informed Consent Next 8/7/2009 3:51:28 PM 

Participant #12 Session Message Next 8/7/2009 3:52:23 PM 

Participant #12 Demographics Next 8/7/2009 3:53:07 PM 

Participant #12 Programming Experience Next 8/7/2009 3:54:27 PM 

Participant #12 RAD vs Trad Next 8/7/2009 3:56:48 PM 

Participant #12 Learning Experience Next 8/7/2009 3:57:44 PM 

Participant #12 Setup and Configuration Next 8/7/2009 4:02:56 PM 

Participant #12 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 4:22:14 PM 

Participant #12 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 4:35:38 PM 

Participant #12 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 4:57:29 PM 

Participant #12 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/7/2009 5:09:17 PM 

Participant #12 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/7/2009 5:13:44 PM 

Participant #12 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/7/2009 5:25:10 PM 

Participant #12 Challenge Next 8/7/2009 5:25:17 PM 

Participant #12 Exercise Upload Next 8/7/2009 5:25:20 PM 

Participant #12 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/7/2009 5:31:36 PM 

Participant #12 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/7/2009 5:35:01 PM 

Participant #12 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/7/2009 5:42:31 PM 

Participant #12 Finish 8/7/2009 5:42:39 PM 

Participant #13 Informed Consent Next 8/14/2009 5:56:54 PM 

Participant #13 Session Message Next 8/14/2009 5:57:09 PM 

Participant #13 De,mographics Next 8/14/2009 5:57:57 PM 

Participant #13 Programming Experience Next 8/14/2009 5:59:00 PM 

Participant #13 RAD vs Trad Next 8/14/2009 6:00:25 PM 

Participant #13 Learning Experience Next 8/14/2009 6:01:30 PM 

Participant #13 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/14/2009 6:04:11 PM 

Participant #13 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/14/2009 6:04:17 PM 

Participant #13 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/14/2009 6:04:20 PM 

Participant #13 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/14/2009 6:04:25 PM 

Participant #13 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/14/2009 6:04:30 PM 

Participant #13 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/14/2009 6:04:32 PM 
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Participant #13 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/16/2009 11:43:34 AM 

Participant #13 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/16/2009 11:43:39 AM 

Participant #13 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/16/2009 11:43:43 AM 

Participant #13 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/16/2009 11:43:59 AM 

Participant #13 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/16/2009 11:44:02 AM 

Participant #13 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/16/2009 11:44:04 AM 

Participant #13 Challenge Next 8/16/2009 11:44:17 AM 

Participant #13 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/16/2009 11:46:50 AM 

Participant #13 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/16/2009 11:48:56 AM 

Participant #13 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/16/2009 11:51:31 AM 

Participant #13 Finish 8/16/2009 11:51:45 AM 

Participant #14 Informed Consent Next 8/14/2009 8:05:36 PM 

I Participant #14 Session Message Next 8/14/2009 8:05:46 PM 

1 

Participant #14 Demographics Next 8/14/2009 8:06:47 PM 

Participant #14 Programming Experience Next 8/14/2009 8:07:34 PM 

Participant #14 RAD vs Trad Next 8/14/2009 8:10:51 PM 

Participant #14 Learning Experience Next 8/14/2009 8:11:39 PM 

I Participant #14 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/14/2009 8:12:25 PM 

Participant #14 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/14/2009 8:12:28 PM 

1 Participant #14 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/14/2009 8:12:31 PM 

Participant #14 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/14/2009 8:12:33 PM 

Participant #14 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/14/2009 8:12:35 PM 

Participant #14 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/14/2009 8:12:37 PM 

Participant #14 Challenge Next 8/14/2009 8:12:40 PM 

Participant #14 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/14/2009 8:15:08 PM 

Participant #14 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/14/2009 8:17:49 PM 

Participant #14 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/14/2009 8:19:58 PM 

Participant #14 Finish 8/14/2009 8:20:04 PM 

Participant #15 Informed Consent Next 8/14/2009 9:44:43 PM 

Participant #15 Session Message Next 8/14/2009 9:44:49 PM 

Participant #15 Demographics Next 8/14/2009 9:45:30 PM 

Participant #15 Programming Experience Next 8/14/2009 9:46:18 PM 

Participant #15 RAD vs Trad Next 8/14/2009 9:47:32 PM 

Participant #15 Learning Experience Next 8/14/2009 9:48:12 PM 
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Participant #15 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/14/2009 9:49:57 PM 

Participant #15 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/14/2009 9:50:06 PM 

Participant #15 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/14/2009 9:50:10 PM 

Participant #15 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/14/2009 9:50:14 PM 

Participant #15 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/14/2009 9:50:16 PM 

Participant #15 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/14/2009 9:50:17 PM 

Participant #15 Challenge Next 8/14/2009 9:50:22 PM 

Participant #15 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/14/2009 9:51:33 PM 

Participant #15 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/14/2009 9:52:42 PM 

Participant #15 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/14/2009 9:53:36 PM 

Participant #15 Finish 8/14/2009 9:53:42 PM 

Participant #16 Informed Consent Next 8/15/2009 7:41:55 PM 

Participant #16 Session Message Next 8/15/2009 7:42:04 PM 

Participant #16 Demographics Next 8/15/2009 7:44:25 PM 

Participant #16 Programming Experience Next 8/15/2009 7:46:20 PM 

Participant #16 RAD vs Trad Next 8/15/2009 7:50:26 PM 

Participant #16 Learning Experience Next 8/15/2009 7:52:09 PM 

Participant #16 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/15/2009 7:55:13 PM 

Participant #16 RAD Exercise 2 Back 8/15/2009 7:56:16 PM 

Participant #16 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/15/2009 7:56:19 PM 

Participant #16 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/15/2009 7:56:38 PM 

Participant #16 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/15/2009 7:56:48 PM 

Participant #16 Challenge Next 8/15/2009 7:58:05 PM 

Participant #16 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/15/2009 8:04:16 PM 

Part icipant #16 Pa--st Sur:vey Section 2 Next 8/ 15-/2009 8:14:38 PM 

Participant #16 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/15/2009 8:18:47 PM 

Participant #16 Finish 8/15/2009 8:18:55 PM 

Participant #17 Informed Consent Next 8/15/2009 9:14:43 PM 

Participant #17 Session Message Next 8/15/2009 9:15:02 PM 

Participant #17 Demographics Next 8/15/2009 9:19:46 PM 

Participant #17 Programming Experience Next 8/15/2009 9:23:20 PM 

Participant #17 RAD vs Trad Next 8/15/2009 9:37:59 PM 

Participant #17 Learning Experience Next 8/15/2009 9:46:49 PM 

Participant #17 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/15/2009 9:58:07 PM 
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Participant #17 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/15/2009 10:13:41 PM 

Participant #17 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/15/2009 10:24:57 PM 

Participant #17 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/16/2009 6:49:30 PM 

Participant #17 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/16/2009 6:52:37 PM 

Participant #17 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/16/2009 6:52:49 PM 

Participant #17 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/16/2009 6:52:52 PM 

Participant #17 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/16/2009 6:52:54 PM 

Participant #17 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/16/2009 6:52:56 PM 

Participant #17 Challenge Next 8/16/2009 6:52:58 PM 

Participant #17 Challenge Back 8/16/2009 6:54:00 PM 

Participant #17 Traditional Exercise 3 Back 8/16/2009 6:54:03 PM 

Participant #17 Traditional Exercise 2 Back 8/16/2009 6:54:05 PM 

Participant #17 Traditional Exercise 1 Back 8/16/2009 6:54:09 PM 

Participant #17 RAD Exercise 3 Back 8/16/2009 6:54:14 PM 

Participant #17 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/16/2009 6:54:17 PM 

Participant #17 RAD Exercise 2 Back 8/16/2009 8:37:48 AM 

Participant #17 RAD Exercise 3 Back 8/17/2009 3:09:43 PM 

Participant #17 RAD Exercise 2 Back 8/17/2009 3:09:45 PM 

Participant #17 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/17/2009 3:50:14 PM 

Participant #17 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/17/2009 3:50:16 PM 

Participant #17 RAD Exercise 3 Back 8/17/2009 3:50:19 PM 

Participant #17 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/17/2009 3:50:20 PM 

Participant #17 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/17/2009 3:50:21 PM 

Participant #17 Traditional Exercise 1 Back 8/17/2009 3:50:35 PM 

Participant #17 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/17/2009 3:50:38 PM 

Participant #17 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/17/2009 3:50:39 PM 

Participant #17 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/17/2009 3:50:49 PM 

Participant #17 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/17/2009 3:52:17 PM 

Participant #17 Challenge Next 8/17/2009 3:54:25 PM 

Participant #17 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/19/2009 12:46:22 PM 

Participant #17 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/19/2009 1:19:32 PM 

Participant #17 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/19/2009 1:44:11 PM 

Participant #17 Finish 8/19/2009 1:45:35 PM 

Participant #18 Informed Consent Next 8/16/2009 4:42:20 AM 
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Participant #18 Session essage Next 8/16/2009 4:43:30 AM 

Participant #18 Demographics Next 8/16/2009 4:44:47 AM 

Participant #18 Programming Experience Next 8/16/2009 4:47:54 AM 

Participant #18 RAD vs Trad Next 8/16/2009 4:55:16 AM 

Participant #18 Learning Experience Next 8/16/2009 5:02:10 AM 

Participant #18 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/16/2009 6:19:31 PM 

Participant #18 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/16/2009 6:29:35 PM 

Participant #18 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/16/2009 6:49:26 PM 

Participant #18 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/16/2009 7:16:54 PM 

Participant #18 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/16/2009 7:16:56 PM 

Participant #18 RAD Exercise 3 Back 8/16/2009 7:17:03 PM 

Participant #18 RAD Exercise 2 Back 8/16/2009 7:17:05 PM 

Participant #18 RAD Exercise 1 Back 8/16/2009 7:17:06 PM 

Participant #18 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/16/2009 7:17:08 PM 

Participant #18 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/16/2009 7:17:10 PM 

Participant #18 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/16/2009 7:37:29 PM 

Participant #18 RAD Exercise 3 Back 8/16/2009 7:37:33 PM 

Participant #18 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/16/2009 7:37:35 PM 

Participant #18 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/16/2009 7:39:20 PM 

Participant #18 Challenge Next 8/16/2009 7:39:44 PM 

Participant #18 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/17/2009 4:52:47 AM 

Participant #18 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/17/2009 6:42:11 PM 
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Participant #21 Informed Consent Next 8/16/2009 4:10:47 PM 

Participant #21 Session Message Next 8/16/2009 4:11:20 PM 

Participant #21 Demographics Next 8/16/2009 4:12:04 PM 

Participant #21 Programming Experience Next 8/16/2009 4:12:23 PM 

Participant #21 RAD vs Trad Next 8/16/2009 4:14:13 PM 

ParticipaA 24 Learniflg-E-xpeFieR£-e Next 8/-16/10094-:-17;42 PM 

Participant #21 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/16/2009 4:18:20 PM 

Participant #21 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/16/2009 4:22:25 PM 

Participant #21 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/16/2009 4:25:20 PM 

Participant #21 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/16/2009 4:25:35 PM 

Participant #21 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/16/2009 4:28:39 PM 

Participant #21 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/16/2009 4:31:41 PM 

Participant #21 Challenge Next 8/16/2009 4:32:31 PM 

Participant #21 Post Survey Section l Next 8/16/2009 4:35:40 PM 

Participant #21 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/16/2009 4:36:59 PM 
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Participant #21 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/16/2009 4:38:16 PM 

Participant #21 Finish 8/16/2009 4:38:51 PM 

Participant #22 Informed Consent Next 8/16/2009 6:19:24 PM 

Participant #22 Session Message Next 8/16/2009 6:19:30 PM 

Participant #22 Demographics Next 8/16/2009 6:20:10 PM 

Participant #22 Programming Experience Next 8/16/2009 6:21:38 PM 

Participant #22 RAD vs Trad Next 8/16/2009 6:23:04 PM 

Participant #22 Learning Experience Next 8/16/2009 6:23:45 PM 

Participant #22 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/16/2009 6:23:59 PM 

Participant #22 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/16/2009 6:24:02 PM 

Participant #22 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/16/2009 6:24:05 PM 

Participant #22 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/16/2009 6:24:12 PM 

Participant #22 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/16/2009 6:24:13 PM 

Participant #22 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/16/2009 6:24:14 PM 

Participant #22 Challenge Next 8/16/2009 6:24:17 PM 

Participant #22 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/16/2009 6:26:23 PM 

Participant #22 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/16/2009 6:28:48 PM 

Participant #22 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/16/2009 6:28:51 PM 

Participant #22 Finish 8/16/2009 6:28:55 PM 

Participant #23 Informed Consent Next 8/16/2009 11:43:15 PM 

Participant #23 Session Message Next 8/16/2009 11:43:30 PM 

Participant #23 Demographics Next 8/16/2009 11:44:05 PM 

Participant #23 Programming Experience Next 8/16/2009 11:44:55 PM 

Participant #23 RAD vs Trad Next 8/16/2009 11:47:48 PM 

Participant #23 Learning Experience Next 8/16/2009 11:48:38 PM 

Participant #23 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/16/2009 11:48:40 PM 

Participant #23 RAD Exercise 2 Back 8/16/2009 11:48:44 PM 

Participant #23 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/16/2009 11:49:15 PM 

Participant #23 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/16/2009 11:49:17 PM 

Participant #23 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/16/2009 11:49:21 PM 

Participant #23 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/16/2009 11:49:23 PM 

Participant #23 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/16/2009 11:49:26 PM 

Participant #23 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/16/2009 11:49:28 PM 

Participant #23 Challenge Next 8/16/2009 11:49:30 PM 
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Participant #23 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/16/2009 11:50:37 PM 

Participant #24 Informed Consent Next 8/17/2009 10:26:30 AM 

Participant #24 Session Message Next 8/17/2009 10:26:52 AM 

Participant #24 Demographics Next 8/17/200910:27:57 AM 

Participant #24 Programming Experience Next 8/17/2009 10:29:24 AM 

Participant #24 RAD vs Trad Next 8/17/2009 10:33:38 AM 

Participant #24 Learning Experience Next 8/17/2009 10:35:26 AM 

Participant #24 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/17/2009 10:36:07 AM 

Participant #24 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/17/200910:36:18 AM 

Participant #24 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/17/200910:36:21 AM 

Participant #24 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/17/2009 10:36:24 AM 

Participant #24 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/17/2009 10:36:25 AM 

Participant #24 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/17/2009 10:36:27 AM 

Participant #24 Challenge Next 8/17/2009 10:36:30 AM 

Participant #24 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/17/2009 10:38:20 AM 

Participant #24 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/17/2009 10:39:25 AM 

Participant #24 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/17/2009 10:39:29 AM 

Participant #24 Finish 8/17/2009 10:39:34 AM 

Participant #25 Informed Consent Next 8/17/2009 12:52:06 PM 

Participant #25 Session Message Next 8/17/2009 12:52:13 PM 

Participant #25 Demographics Next 8/17/200912:53:21 PM 

Participant #25 Programming Experience Next 8/17/2009 12:53:43 PM 

Participant #25 RAD vs Trad Next 8/17/2009 12:57:50 PM 

Participant #25 Learning Experience Next 8/17/20091:00:33 PM 

Parttdpant #25 RAlrf-xerc+s-e 1-Ne-xt 8/17/2009 1:QQ:47 PM 

Participant #25 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/17/2009 1:00:52 PM 

Participant #25 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/17/2009 1:00:57 PM 

Participant #25 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/17/2009 1:00:59 PM 

Participant #25 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/17/2009 1:01:01 PM 

Participant #25 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/17/2009 1:01:03 PM 

Participant #25 Challenge Next 8/17/20091:01:07 PM 

Participant #25 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/17/20091:11:59 PM 

Participant #25 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/17/20091:19:07 PM 

Participant #25 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/17/20091:23:41 PM 
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Participant #25 Finish 8/17/20091:23:55 PM 

Participant #26 Informed Consent Next 8/17/2009 5:38:27 PM 

Participant #26 Session Message Next 8/17/2009 5:38:34 PM 

Participant #26 Demographics Next 8/17/2009 5:39:15 PM 

Participant #26 Programming Experience Next 8/17/2009 5:41:53 PM 

Participant #26 RAD vs Trad Next 8/17/2009 5:45:26 PM 

Participant #26 Learning Experience Next 8/17/2009 5:46:45 PM 

Participant #26 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/17/2009 5:47:56 PM 

Participant #26 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/17/2009 5:48:03 PM 

Participant #26 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/17/2009 5:48:05 PM 

Participant #26 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/17/2009 5:48:07 PM 

Participant #26 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/17/2009 5:48:09 PM 

Participant #26 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/17/2009 5:48:11 PM 

Participant #26 Challenge Next 8/17/2009 5:48:14 PM 

Participant #26 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/17/2009 5:51:17 PM 

Participant #26 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/17/2009 5:54:45 PM 

Participant #26 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/17/2009 5:57:11 PM 

Participant #26 Finish 8/17/2009 5:57:21 PM 

Participant #27 Informed Consent Next 8/18/200912:01:14 PM 

Participant #27 Session Message Next 8/18/2009 12:01:39 PM 

Participant #27 Demographics Next 8/18/200912:02:18 PM 

Participant #27 Programming Experience Next 8/18/200912:07:02 PM 

Participant #27 Programming Experience Next 8/18/2009 12:23:11 PM 

Participant #27 RAD vs Trad Next 8/18/2009 12:48:41 PM 

Participant--#a-7 ---t.ear-Rffi~xperience Next 8/18/2009 12:56:38 PM 

Participant #27 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/18/20091:02:42 PM 

Participant #27 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/18/20091:06:08 PM 

Participant #27 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/18/2009 1:14:00 PM 

Participant #27 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/18/20091:20:10 PM 

Participant #27 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/18/2009 1:20:11 PM 

Participant #27 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/18/20091:20:13 PM 

Participant #27 Challenge Next 8/18/2009 1:20:32 PM 

Participant #27 Post Survey Section Next 8/18/2009 1:37:21 PM 

Participant #27 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/18/2009 1:41:32 PM 
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Participant #27 Post Su ey Section 3 Next 8/18/20091:45:23 PM 

Participant #27 Finish 8/18/2009 1:46:30 PM 

Participant #28 Informed Consent Next 8/18/2009 2:14:49 PM 

Participant #28 Session Message Next 8/18/2009 2:16:12 PM 

Participant #28 Demographics Next 8/18/2009 2:17:09 PM 

Participant #28 Programming Experience Next 8/18/2009 2:19:28 PM 

Participant #28 RAD vs Trad Next 8/18/2009 2:22:25 PM 

Participant #28 Learning Experience Next 8/18/2009 2:23:15 PM 

Participant #28 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/18/2009 2:24:10 PM 

Participant #28 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/18/2009 2:25:00 PM 

Participant #28 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/18/2009 2:28:57 PM 

Participant #28 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/18/2009 2:39:12 PM 

Participant #28 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/18/2009 2:39:31 PM 

Participant #28 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/18/2009 2:39:56 PM 

Participant #28 Challenge Next 8/18/2009 2:48:06 PM 

Participant #28 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/18/2009 3:06:04 PM 

Participant #28 Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/18/2009 3:12:34 PM 

Participant #28 Post Survey Section 3 Next 8/18/2009 3:15:31 PM 

Participant #28 Finish 8/18/2009 3:16:02 PM 

Participant #29 Informed Consent Next 8/26/2009 7:41:21 PM 

Participant #29 Session Message Next 8/26/2009 7:41:47 PM 

Participant #29 Demographics Next 8/26/2009 7:42:54 PM 

Participant #29 Programming Experience Next 8/26/2009 7:44:51 PM 

Participant #29 RAD vs Trad Next 8/26/2009 7:48:37 PM 

Participant #29 Learning Experience Next 8/26/2009 7:52:26 PM 

Participant #29 Traditional Exercise 1 Next 8/26/2009 7:56:01 PM 

Participant #29 Traditional Exercise 2 Next 8/26/2009 7:56:55 PM 

Participant #29 Traditional Exercise 3 Next 8/26/2009 7:57:39 PM 

Participant #29 RAD Exercise 1 Next 8/26/2009 8:06:04 PM 

Participant #29 RAD Exercise 2 Next 8/26/2009 8:13:01 PM 

Participant #29 RAD Exercise 3 Next 8/26/2009 8:31:17 PM 

Participant #29 Challenge Next 8/26/2009 8:49:32 PM 

Participant #29 Post Survey Section 1 Next 8/26/2009 8:57:05 PM 

Participant #29. Post Survey Section 2 Next 8/26/2009 9:06:16 PM 
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Participant #29 Post Sur.vey Section 3 Next 

Participant #29 Finish 
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Appendix F: Recruitment Notices 

For Lab workshops 

Home 

Future Students 

Courses 

Facilities 

Current Students 

Blackbo ard 

Student Support 

CEED Program 

FAQs 

Student Resources 

Facilities 

ln torn:::atinn~f 

Computing 
Security 

Information Science 

« 2009 SECAU Security Conoress- 1st Call for Papers 

Looking to Launch Your ICT Care er? , 

Invitation to Participate in Programming Exercises for Honours Study 

All students within the School or Computer and Security Science are invited to participate in the Honours Research or Pansy Calkers. a 
research student within this schooL Pansy is looking at how novice and experienced programmers react to Traditional programming 
techniques (ie using tex1 editors} versus using Visual Rapid Application Development methods that allow for drag and drop 
programming 

So. if you are new to programming, an experienced programmer or someone who has never programmed but wou ld like to quickly try 
your hand at it please assist Pansy wi th her research . The study will involve participants sitting in a lab and working through some 
predes1gned programming exerases over the period of 60-90 minutes . The actual data collected during the exercises is totally 
anonymous. and has no impact on your studies whatsoever Obviously, participation is appreciated but totally voluntary. 

The exercises will run on Friday the 7th of August and there will be three lab limes from which particpants can choose to attend. The 
times are available here . If you would like to participate , please email Pansy at pansvc@student.ecu.edu.au with the timeslot of your 
choosing . If you wou ld li ke to know more about the study, please email Pansy or contact her thesis supervisor, Dr Justin Brown at 
j.brown@ecu.edu.au 

For Online workshops 

Home 

Future Students 

Courses 

Facilities 

Current Students 

BlacKb.o.ard 

Student Support 

CEED Program 

FAQs 

Student Resources 

Facilities 

lnfP.rnatinnal 

Computing 
Security 

Information Science 

« 2009 SECAU Securitv Conoress- 1st Call for Papers 

Looking to Launch Your ICT Career? ,. 

Invitation to Participate in Programming Exercises for Honours Study 

All students within the School of Computer and Security Science are invited to participate in the Honours Research of Pansy Calkers, a 

research student within this school. Pansy is looking at how novice and experienced programmers react to Traditional programming 

techniques (ie using tex1 editors } versus using Visual Rapid Application Development methods that allow for drag and drop programming 

All you need to do is watch a couple of detailed videos that Pansy has put together looking at both traditional and visual RAD programmin~ 

techniques and fill in an anonymous survey before and after watching the vi deos. You can either watch all the vi deos in one session, or 

record your session id and continue watching at a later date. Obviously, participation is greatly appreciated but totally voluntary. 

If you would like to know more about the study, please email Pansy at pansyc@student.ecu.edu.au or contact her thesis superviso r, Dr 

Justin Brown at t.brown@ecu.edu .au 
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Appendix G: Informed Consent 

An Investigation into Student Reaction to RAD vs Traditional Programming Environments for Novice 
Developers 

[ W e , C >> Pre-Exercise Questionnai re >> > Exercises ::>> Challenge Exercise >> Post-Exercise Survey >> End of 
W ork shop 

Informed Consent 

This form regards the research project is being undertaken by Pansy Colkers for a Bachelor of Computer Science Honours at Edith Cowan University titled: 

An Investigation into Student Reaction to RAD versus Traditional Programming Environments for Novice Developers 

The research has been approved by the ECU Human Research Ethics Committee. 

Contact Details 

For further information , or any questions regarding the research , contact Pansy Calkers at pansyc@student.ecu.edu .au or on 0450 458 809. 

You may also contact the supervisor of the research , Dr. Justin Brown, at j .brown@ecu.edu .au or on 0403 950 899. 

Both the researcher and the supervisor are from the School of Computer and Information Science. in the Faculty of Computing, Health and Science. 

If you have concerns about the research and would like to contact an independent person , Mart in Masek can be contacted at m.masek@ecu.edu.au or on 9370 
6410 

Intent to Participate 

You have received an Information Letter describing the aims and procedures of the research . Participants are asked to participate in a programming workshop with 
three (3) web application development exercises in RAD (ASP.net exercises using Microsoft 's Visual Studio) and traditional programming (PHP exercises using text 
editor). Short questionnaires will be administered before the programming exercises. and afte r completing these exercises. 

All information collected will remain confident ial and anonymous, and only be used to meet the aims of the research. 

If you have any questions regarding the research which have not been answered. please ask the rese archer now or contact one of the people listed in this form and 
the Information Letter. 

Students are reminded that part icipation is entirely voluntary and will have no impact on their grade Students may opt out of the rese arch at any time. 

[[] I have read and understood the informat ion provided and wish to part icipate in this research 

Next 

An Investigation into Student Reaction to RAD vs Traditional Programming Environments for Session 10 • 
Novice Developers 16667d 

Informed Consent >> Pre-.E:xe c 1~ ~ -~we 
Exercise Survey » End of Workshop 

Setup and Configuration >> Traditlonal Exerc1ses >> RAD ~xercises >> Challenge Exerc1se >> Post-

Session 10 • 15667d 

Your current session ID is 15667d You will need to enter this 10 if you wish to stop the workshop at any time and resume it later 

Next 
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Appendix H: Traditional Programming Environment Exercises 

An Investigation into Student Reaction to RAD vs Traditional Programming Environments for Session 10 _ 
Novice Developers . f3321c 

Informed Consent >> Pre-Exercise Questionnaire >> Setup and Configuration > RAD Exercises >> Challenge Exercise ? Post-
Exerc1se Survey » End of Workshop 

TRADITIONAL PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT EXERCISE 1 

Search and display data from database 

External help on the exerc1se (Search Results from Googlel 

For the first exercise , we wi ll be doing a simple search in a database and display the results on a web page You will be provided with a search form to get you up 
and running. Wh en a user enters a staff name in the search box. the system will look for the name in the database's StaffName fie ld and display the results on the 
page. 

Step 1: 
Download the attached Staf!Directory.zip fi le and extract it to your desktop. Open the StaffDirectory folder on the desktop. Within the fo lder. you will probably 

see another folder called Staf!Directory, th is being the fo lder which contains all the php and database fi les. Copy the Staf!D irectory folder (the one with all the php and 
mdb fi les in it) to htdocs folder in xampp folder (e.g. It may look like this - C:\inetpub\wwwroot\xampp\htdocs\StaffD irectory). 
StaffD1rectorv.zip 

Step 2: 
Open the C:\inetpub\wwwroot\xampp\htdocs\StaffDirectory,\StaffSearch .php page in Editplus (Programs->Applications). StaffSearch .php contains the form to 

search staff details based on the name entered. 

Step 3: 
Insert the fo llowing piece of code after the line //i nsert php codes here in StaffSearch.php fi le. This code connects the appl ication to the StaffDatabase.mdb 

file You might need to change the line $db = 'C:\inetpub\wwwroot\xampp\htdocs\StaffDirectory\StaffDatabase .mdb' to point to the location of the StaffDabase file . 

// connecc co 115 Acc e a-5 d a caba .5 e 

Sconn = n e w COH ( 1 ADODB . Conne ccion 1 ) ; 

Sdb = 1 C: \ i necpub\v~~roo c \xampp\h cdocs \ ScaffDire ccory\ScaffDacaba.5e. rndb 1 ; 

Sc onn- >Ope n ( "DRIVE R= {Ml. crosofc Access Driv er ( • . mdb ) } ; DBQ=$db" ) ; 

Step 4: 
After connecting to database, we need to get the staff name from the text box and search the name in the database table We use the $_POST["fieldname") 

to get the data from the text box (in the .php file ) and store it in a variable . After that we use th at variable to const ruct the select sql SQL ret rieves the records in the 
database and table which have the searched text in the staff name. The results are stored in a resultset called $rs Place the following code after the database 
connection 

//Re criev e che scaff name f rom che prev i ous p a ge 

Sv a rScaffName = S_POST ( "scaf f Name " ) ; 

//Searc h c h e s c a ff name i n che .5C a ff cabl e 

Srs = $conn- >Ex e cuce (" SELECT • f ROM sca ff WHERE scaffNarne LI KE 1
\". s-arScaffNarr.e . "%"1

) ; 

Step 5: 
W e'll use a while loop to iterate through the result set. But before that we need to do some error hand ling. if{!$rs) checks if results et is a valid resultset. if{!$rs

>EOF) before while loop checks if resultset contains any records. We display the appropriate message if there are no records to display . Place the following code 
after the records retrieval. 

if ( ! $ r s ) 

echo " SQL que r y f a iled . Please c h e c k your q uery. <b r />"; 

}el.3e 

if ( ! Sr s - >EOf ) { 

//display c h e resulcs 

e cho " <h2 >Search Resulcs </ h2 >"; 

e cho "< c a ble borde r = 1 l 1 ><cr>< c h> ID</ c h > 
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<th>Faculty</th><th>Phone< / th><th>Email</ th><th> </ th></ tr>"; 

r,Thi e (! Srs - >EOF) 

Sid = Srs->Fields ("id" ) ; 

Sname = Srs- >Fields ("staffname" ) ; 

Sernp umber = $rs- >Fields("empNurnber" ) ; 

Stype = $rs- >Fields ("stafftype" ) ; 

$fac lty Srs->Fields ("faculty " ) ; 

Sphene $rs- >Fields("phone" ) ; 

Sernail $rs - >Fields ("email" ); 

echo "<tr><td> " .Sid . " </ td>"; 

echo "<td> " .Sname . "< / td>"; 

echo "<td> " . SempNurnber . "</td> "; 

echo "<td> " . Stype . "</ td>"; 

echo "<td> " .$fac lty . "< / td>"; 

echo "<td> " .$phone " </ td>"; 

ec:o "<td>" .$email "< / td>"; 

//create links for editing and deleting records (for exercise 3 ) 

echo "<td><a href= 'StaffEdit.php?id= " .Sid . "' >Edit</a > 

<a href= 'staffdelete.php?id=" . $id . "'>De ete</ a ></ td></ tr>" ; 

$rs->MoveNext( ) ; 

echo "</table >"; 

}e se 

echo " No record a vaila.ble to display"; 

$rs->Close () ; 

Ste p 6: 
Finally, we need to close database connection 

Sconn->Close( ) ; 

You can go to http://localhost:8080/Staf!Directory/staffsearch_php to test the search page The end resu lt should look similar to this _ 
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Staff Directory 

Staff Directory 

Enter staff name 

I Search Jl Reset J 

Add New Staff 

Search Results 

[ID Jstaff Name JEmployee 1\ umber Jstaff Type !Faculty J Phone J Email r---
flO Jtest Jl234 - ~ ~-~1234 Ju 3 IM!!~ 
!Il Jasda Jasd [2 - [2-Jasdasd ~ 1EQ!! ~ 
IU JTestlnsert Jl2345 -~-~1 f655789Q Jtest@test.com Jfu!i!~ 

In summary, you have connected to a database, retrieved the submitted data from the form. performed a search using the select query and displayed the results (if 
any) on the form You might have also noticed the syntax and commands in the PHP language such as if (condition)---else, while(condition), echo and some 
variable declarati ons. In the next exercise, you will be working on insert ing records into the database _ 

~--B_ac_k __ ~J ~~ ___ N_ext __ ~ 
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An Investigation Into Student~eactlon to RAD vs Traditional Programming Environments for Session 10 _ 
Novice Developers f3321c 

Informed Consent >> Pre-Exercise Questionnaire >> Setup and Configuration >> RAD Exerc is.es >> Challenge Exercis.e >> Post-
Exercise Survey ;>> End of W orkshop 

TRADI110NAL PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT EXERCISE 2 

Inserting new records in database 

External help on the exerc1se (Search Results from Googlel 

For this exercise. we will be inserting new records into the database and displaying the results on the page You will be provided with a staff registrat ion form with 
some input fields . This form was linked to the Add New Staff link on Staff Search page. After entering the information on the staff registration form, cl ick on submit 
to insert the records The system will store these information in the database and display the message if the insertion was successfuL 

Step 1: 
Open the StaffReg.php file in Edit Plus. 

Step 2: 
First we need to create a connect ion to the database to insert the records . It is the same as the creating database connection for previous exercise Insert 

the following codes in php code section in StaffReg.php file . 

I / con.11ecc co HS Access dacabase 

Scan .. ':" n e w COM ( 'ADODB. Conneccion') ; 

Sdb = 'C: \ inecpub\•nwwrooc \ xampp\ ht.docs \ St.affDireccory\ScaffDacabase.mdb'; 

Sconn- >Open ( "DRIVER= {Microsofc Access Driver ( ... mdb) } ; DBQ=Sdb"); 

Step 3: 
After connect ing to database , we need to get the data from the text boxes (in the form) and store them to the individual variables which we can use later to 

insert into the database Place the following code after the database connection 

//Ret.riev e t.he scaff info from che cexcboxes 

SvarScaffName S POST [ "st.affName" ]; 

SvarEmpNumber $ POST["empNumber"]; 

SvarSt.affType S_ POST["st.affType" ] ; 

$ arFaculcy POST[ "faculcy" ] ; 

SvarPhone POST ["phone"]; 

Sva rEmail S POST ["email"]; 

Step 4: 
Then we generate the insert sql and execute the sql statement. 

//Generat.e t.he insert. sql 

Sinsert.SQL "INSERT INTO Scaff (Scaff arne, EmpNumber, ScaffType, Faculcy, Phone, Email ) al u es 

(' " SvarSt.affName . Sv arEmpNumber . "', ' " . $varScaffType 

SvarFaculcy SvarPhone . '" . $varEmail . " ' ) "; 

Sconn- >Execut.e (S insert.SQL ) ; 

Step 5: 
Finally , we need to display the message and c lose the connection 

//displ a y t.he result.s 

echo " <h4>Record Inserced Successf lly</h4>"; 

Sconn->close; 
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You can go to http://localhost:8080/StaffDirectory/staffsearch .php and click on Add New Staff to t est the page. The end resu lt should look similar to this . 

l'i!'. [ []_ 'l!t w >t<tt U1rectory 1_1 Staff Directory 
----

Staff Registration Form 
Starr Registration Form 

--
Staffnan:e 

Staff name Test ~· - -
Employee number 

-
Employee n1m1.ber 3342 StaffTvpe 

---
Acade11ic ... 

- -
Staff Type General ... Fa:U.ty Bus iness anc L3VI . 

--
Faculty Education and Arts ... Pb:>ne number 

Phone n1m1.ber 63040000 Emai z.ddress 
-

J Eubmit II Re3et I Email address test@ecu.edu.au 

I Submit II Reset I 

Record Inserted Succe.ssfuUy 

Return to search 2age Return :o search t;age 

In summary, you have created a connection to a database, retrieved the submitted data fro m the form, inserted data into the database and displayed the result on the 
form. You might real ize th at there are no validations being performed before inserting to the database for this exercise. In real-life applications the validation on the 
user inputs is one of the most important requirements. We will do some validations in the challenged exercise. So far you have done searching and inserting the 
records in the database. In the next exercise . you will be working on deleting and editing records in the database 

~_B_a_ck __ ~j J~ __ N_e_xt __ ~ 
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An Investigation Into Student Rsactlon to RAD vs Traditional Programming Environments for Novice Developers Session ID · dc8fc 

Informed onsent >> Pre-Exercise Questionnaire >> Setup and Configuration >> RAD Exercises >> Challenge Exercise >> Post-Exercis'e SuJVey >> End of Workshop 

TRADIT10NAL. PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT EXERCISE 3 

Editing and Deleting records in database 

External help on the exercrse (Search Results from Gc 

For this exercise, we will be deletmg and editing existmg records in the database You may have noticed the Edit and Delete links on Staff Search page. These links are linked to Staf!Edit.php and Staf!Delete .1 
files respectively. For deletion. we will look fo r the record id in the database and remove the record if the id is found The user will be presented with a message after the deletion is completed Editing the reco 
is a little trickier than other functions It involves two major steps Fi rst we need to present the user with the existrog data on the form for the record that they have selected in order for them to make the change 
Then we will modify the data in the database after the user has made the changes and clicked Submit 

Step 1: 
First we will start with deleting records . Open Staf!Delete.php file in EditPius. 

Step 2: 
Before deleting the record , we need to check if we managed to capture the staff id Thrs can be done by checking ~there rs a value m the id vanable please add the foll owing code in Staf!Delete php 

// check f or record id 

~f (( ' ~""et(S_GET['id']) II trim ( S GET['id')) " )) 

echo "l1l.ssing record !D."; 

) el5e { 

// do t:he deleting here 

Step 3: 
Now the deletmg part. First we connect to database as we have done in previous exercrses 

I / connect to HS Acce"" dacabase 

>conn = ne•n C011 ( 'ADOD3 .Connection' ); 

Sdb = 'C: \ inetpub\ >rwwr ooc \ xampp\ hcdocs \ St:affDirectory\ StaffDacaba5e .md.b'; 

Sconn->Open("DRIVER= (t1lcrosoft Access Driver (•. mdb ) ) ; D3Q= Sd.b" ) ; 

Step 4: 
Then we retrreve the record id from the link and form the delete query Mer that we execute the delete query 

I / qet: id fr om the link 

S1d = S_GET [ 'id']; 

// qenerate delet:e sql 

SdeleteSQL = "DELETE FROM staff WHERE id=S id" ; 

Sconn->Execute (SdeleteSQL); 

Step 5: 
Finally we need to drs play the message and close the connection 

//display che results 

echo " <hq>Record Deleted Successfully< l hq>"; 

Sconn- >close; 

Step 6: 
For updating records we need to populate the previous data in the form to allow the user to modify the record and later update the data in the database Like Staffdelete php, Staf!Edit.php also receives tr 

staffs id via the Sid variable Now we will modify the Staf!Edit.php to check if the record id is valid. Open Staf!Edit.php fi le in Edit Plus Place these codes under //codes to prefill the form 

I / check f o r re cord 1d 

r S _ GET { ' i d' . \ == "I \ 

echo "MJ.~~l.nq record ID. ": 

)else ( 

I / do ehe searchinq here 
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Step 7: 
Now we connect to the database and retrieve the id from the database The process is s1milar to the staff search but in this case we are only retrieVIng one record from the database so we do not need to use 

the while loop · 

I / connec't. t.o HS Acces~ dat-abase 

Sconn = ne w COH ( • ADODB . Connection • ) ; 

Sdb = 'C: \inecpub\";Mrooc\ xampp\hcdoc3\ ScaffDireccory\Sc~ffD .. c .. ba3e . mdb'; 

Sconn- >Open ( "DRIVER= (Hicro3ofc Acce33 Dnver ( • .mdb ) l ; D3Q=Sdb" ); 

I / gee 1d fr om che l>nk 

S 1d = S _ GET [ 'id' ] ; 

I / Search t.he 1d 1n t:;he 3Caff cable 

.Srs = Sconn- >Execute ( "SELECT ~ FR011 staff Vl'HERE 1d = Sid" ) ; 

>f (! Srs ) ( 

echo "SQl query fal.led . Please check your query. " ; 

) else { 

lf (! Sr!'- >EOF ) { 

Snam.e = Srs->Fl e lds ( "!lt.a ff name " ) ; 

Se mpNumber = Sr!l->fields ( "em.pNwro.ber" ) ; 

Stype = $r!1- >Fleld!! ( "!lcaff type " ) ; 

Sfaculty = Srs- > fl.e:ld,:, ( ''faculty" ) : 

Sphene = $rs- >fl.elds ( "phone:" ) ; 

Sema1.l = Sr3-> f leld!l ( "ema ll" ) ; 

I / place t.he form here: ... 

I /clo!le the reco rd !let. 

) el3e { 

I / no re!l u lt. ret.u rned 

echo " Unable c o fl.nd record ~d " . S~d . " ~n dacaba!le": 

Step 8: 
We have retrieved the values from the database so we can prefill the form now W e can use value=Clphp echo Svariable ?> to prmt the php value of the vanable '"the text box Replace the line //place the 

form here with the code below 

I / prehll che !arm 

?> 

<body> 

<h2 >Sc .. f! Updace form </h2 > 

<h r /> 

< f orm name ="ScaffUpdaceForm" l.d=" Scaf!Upda~eFonn" met.hod="post." act.J.on= "S~a!fEdl.t. . php? l. d=< ?php echo Sid; ?>" > 

<t.able > <cr> 

<td>Scaf! name <l td> 

<cd>< l.npu t. na.me = "3t.ef!NaJTI.e" t.ype = "t.ex t.'' ld·"~~effName" v alue:c" <?php echo Sname ; ?>" 1></ ~d> 

</cr> <cr> <cd>Employee number </ cd> 

< t.d>< J.nput. name= "empNumbe r" t.ype="cext." ld= ''empNumber" value= " < ?php echo SempNumber; ?>" /></ t.d > 

</ t.r > <cr> <cd>Sco.tt Type</ cd> 

<'td><.!elec't narr,e =" .st.af f !ype'' l.d =" !ltaff!ype " > 

<option value= "Acaderr~c " <?php l.f (3 t.rcmp (S t.ype, 'Academ~c ') = .. 0) ( ?>~elect.ed=".!elecced" <?php } ?> >Acadenuc</opt~on> 

<opcion value•"General" < ?php if (.!t.rcrr.p(Scype, 'General' ) ••O ) { ?>!lelecced=".!elecced" < ?php } ? >>Ge neral</opt.ion> 

</ selecc> </ td> </ cr> 
<t.r> <cd >facul cy <l ed> 

<cd><.!elecc name = " facul cy" id=" f acul cy " > 

<opt.lon value="f_SL" < ?php 1f ( !l~ror~p ( Sfaculcy ,'' f_3L" ) =•O) { echo ".!elect.ed= '.selecced"'; } ; ?>>F_ SL</opt.lon> 

<opc~on value ="F_CHS" <?php if ( .strcmp ($facult.y ," F_ CHS" ) ==O) ( echo " 3elecced= '3ele:ct:.ed""; } ; ?>> F_ CHS</ opt..l.on > 

<opt.lon value="F_ EA" < ?php J. t (.s't rcrCtp( Stacul'ty, "F_ EA" ) =eO) { echo ".selecced-='~elec-ced'"; } ; ?>>F_ EA</ opt.lon> 

<opt.ion value•"f_RPS" <?php it (.~t:.rcmp ( itaculcy,"f_RPS" ) ••O) { echo "3elect.ed= '!lelecced"''; } ; ?>> F_RPS</opt.lOTJ> 

</ ~elecc> </ td> </ tr> 
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<tr > <td>Phone nu.rnber</ t.d> 
<t.dX~npu t narr.e=";:>hone" type ="texc" ~d="phone 11 v alue =11 <?php echo Sphene; ?>"/></ td> </ t.r > 

< t.r > <t.d>Ema~l addre33</ cd> 
<t.dX input name= "ema~l" t.ype = ''cexc " ~d="email" value=" <?php echo Semail; ?>" 1></ r:,d> </ tr> 

<t.r > <t.d>< input type= ".subnut" name:::" Subtr'..lt." value=" Subml.t:. 11 /> 

</ cable> 
</ f orm> 

< ? 

Step 9: 

<input na.me=" Reset 11 type="re!let:." id="Re!let 11 value =" Re.set 11 /></ td> <t.d> </ td> </ tr> 

Now it's time to update the values lo the database after cl icking on Submit button This is very much similar to msert except that we do not have to reconnect to the database as it's already been connected in 
step 7 Place the codes below the line //codes to update the record 

if (S _POST [ 'SUbnut. ')) { 

I /Retr~eve the staff ~nfo from the t.excboxe.s 

S varSt.~ffName = S _POST [ ".st.affName" ] ; 

Sv arE.mpNumber = $_ POST ( "empNUill..ber" ] ; 

s ·arScaffiype = S_ POSI [ ''.staff!ype "]; 

Svarfaculty = S_ POSI [ "facult.y "); 

SvarPhone = S _POST {"phone" ] ; 

SvarEmaJ.l = S_POSI [ "ema~l" ] ; 

I / Generate t h e updat.e .sql 

SupdateSQl = "Updat.e St.aff !l e t. St.af fName = ' SvarSt.a ffl tame' , EmpNumber= ' SvarEmpNWfl..ber 1 
, 

Staffiype = 1 SvarStaffiype 1 
, Facul 't.Y = I Svarfaculty 1 

, Phone = I SvarPhone 1 

Email = 1 SvarEmail' WHERE 1d = Sid" ; 

Sco nn- >Execut.e { Supdat.eSQL) : 

I / dBplay t;he re3ul "" 

e cho " <h~ >Record Updated Successfully</ h4 >"; 

Sconn- >clo.se; 

You can go lo http /lloca l host · BOBO/Staf!D~rectory/st affsearch php and click on Edit and Delete to test the page The end result should look similar to th1s 

• II Staff Directory I ~ St1ffDirl!dory 

Record Deleted SuccessfuUy Staff Update Form 

Return to Staff Search Qage. -- --- -

&taff name 1 est Insert 

Employee number 12345 

Staff Type J\codcmic .. 

F acultyF _EA F EA ? 

!-'bone number 1235545 

Email address a@ a.com 

\ Submit II neset I 

Record l..pdated Successfully 

Rerum to S taffS earch 2age. 

The ed~ing and deleting in trad ~iona l programming environment is very different from those 1n visual RAD environment In vi sual RAD exercise that you have done (or will be doing), edrting and deleting functions are 
part of the GridView control that is used for VIewing the data 

Congratulations! you have done searching inserting ed~ing and deleting records in database using Trad1tional Programming Envi ronment 

Back II Next 
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Appendix 1: Visual RAD Environment Exercises 

An Investigation into Student Reaction to RAD vs Traditional Programming 
Environments for Novice Developers Session ID • 

dcSfcb 

Informed Consent >> Pre -Exercise Questionnaire >> Setup and Configuration >> .,r.;."\U ·C.XJ:n•uo..~:::i Traditional Exerc ises >> Challenge Exercise 
>> Post-Exercise Survey >> End of Workshop 

VISUAL RAD ENVIRONMENT EXERCISE 1 

For the first exercise . we will be doing a simple search in the database and display the results on the page. We wi ll be using some built-in controls in 
Microsoft's Visual Studio to perform the funct ion. W hen a user enters a staff name in the search box, the system wi ll look for the name in the database ;s 
StaffName field and display the results on the page. 

Search and display data from database 

External help on the exercise (Search Resu lts from Googlel 

Step 1: 
Create a new ASP.Net Web Site in Microsoft's Visual Studio by going to File => New Web Site . Select ASP.Net Template and store the website 

in folder RADExercises (e.g C:\Users\{username}\Documents\Visual Studio 2008\WebSites\RADExercises). 

Jew .,,eb 5ite 

W•al : :t. ·i::~ :~n i~ '.'T l1 . l.'i .• •u ' \';ahr a · ..-·n,d r. , · .. , •llht - ola . t..i u: l :::a•· / a. • ·~ nJdlh 
l t~ <:m .: :nt'!!- :filtt.t: · :!;l; \'l tbP t..::m . i ·dJ ;i·Q~ ·t3.~t. ~t-.'8:"".:re}.. tCrnme:..:r-:1n: '.' ~ ~' 'l.'tl: J r, ~:cu· 

AI•Mt u , -, u 4'<ilu.u)!'"ifl'u'·J.f iii• llt~<1• 

l.'\1 • , !!-l,ta ~Jt;:)JJ: J ~~:l= 'j '.' : •1 1•0Lio' JL, U! , 0•0 1~ '.MI.• I...Uj~lu : .. •.::. J.Jlu -~l ;-I .U i tl ' · · o..l··• .. / ~-"' ~.~o~ · L,,uJ. • ..J 

,.- .,.~r,..m -•.\·, -,ta::ft . · ·-:,.,-,_, ._ . ,. nnr-trna• o. , •< n : ll''{hr'a .. •·tr·· j..,.......;.· ··• '-' ' " ;.., ~i · ·:{; ~.,~ = 

~ :t , '"' ::.i.h ~r;, ;, o.\IIJ~I ~ .t tu. .1 :,....,,. 111 \ ' .).1. I.U'"~~t -l I J .U' .. \ 0.: ' . o. l""'dJ, u~~ · .J.IJ.dJj 

t.o:et l .nl.lntlrt'WI.:·.-1:.-· , : ·toure 

t.•w )j ,.. 'llO I~ H : .1.r . H • -'· " ll ~u 1•.- th i _ 4 ' \t u· i!:' : , - .. 1 111 t l ~ ul u.·.· : .. ·III·IM4 1 '' '' 4 w ' l t• 
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Step 2: 

1J!IJJjm!iillf"'"-------------~~ J Brow!o. . 

:JK ) j Cmc:l 

Download the attached StaffDatabase zip file . Extract it and store on the Desktop, then copy StaffDatabase.mdb file to RADExercises\App_Data 
folder (You might find this fo lder under My Documents\Visual Studio 2008\Websites\) Refresh the Solution Explorer and you should be able to see the 
database file under the App_Data folde r. 
Staff Database (Right-click-> Save Target As) 
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Step 3: 
Switch your page into Design View. then type the title "Staff Directo ry" and set it to Heading 2. 

RADExrcis.: Visuol Web Dcvcbpcr 2:>0S ~·css Eciticn 

:drl VreN A. e~ ~rte ~urld lJebuq ~ormat l3ble loo ~ Wrndow Help 

* ~ 
(· J (:lefaul: Fcnt) 
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!Staff Dir~ct~.!Y. ...................... .... .. 

Step 4: 

Solutron E>:plcrer 

I ~l fi: ~ ~ ~ 
~ A:\RJ.DExercise\ 

S App_Uotu 

0 St~Ff)•tz1bes~.11db 

rD lEI )~fdul..•~• 
~- 'N?h.rnnfieJ 

Now we will create a search form with some controls. Type in Enter Staff Name: and Drag and drop the TextBox and Button controls onto the form 
next to the text . Rename the TextBox id to txtStaffName and Button id to btnSearch in the Properties box . 
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Step 5: 

PlloatiE! 
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Drag and drop the AccessDataSource onto the form and name it dsStaffOirectory. Configure the datasource to point to StaffOatabase under 
App_Data fo lder. 
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::orfigure Dcta Souce · d>StafDil'ff1.o-y 

Choose a Database 

~/icrosof: Access d3t3 fil~ 

- .'APf_Dat;JStaffDataba<e. 'l1c b 

tn:erthe re!c:tr.re path to a rllcroso/: Access d3hta;:trle I.'.MlJ:) Jr C10Jse tro·,..se to lc•ca:::thetrl: or )'OJr 
rn.,rut~ 

I [ 1\ot ~ l 
r 

f ~d· 

Step 6: 

:ro"·sc .. 

I I l<ncel 

Select all the fields in the Staff table and click on WHERE to add a search condition. For this case , the search conditiOn wi ll be similar to the 
screenshot below. Also click on Advanced and Select Generate Insert, Update and Delete statements 

Add on: or 11ore cond tio'ls tc· th: WHERE :<use fxt1e stctenent For each con:JitiJn ! JL' :3 '1 spe: fy eit1er c lite·al valLe or 
a p~·~mtteri:<td \Oal~e. ~<ranet: • iz:.d v~ ua get treir \O cl~es; ~t ·un:ine b~;e:l 01 tr eir prc-pertia . 

CoiLmn: 

I ShfftJ:rn: ·I 
Op:•ator. 

lmF ·I 
Source: 

lco'ltrol ·I 
SQL Expn::s; on 

[Staff \arre] UKE '%' +? t '% 

V/-lEREcluse: 

f '"""''"'" 
I 

VciJe 

Pmmeter p•o:>erties 

:on:rcl n:: 

I t<tStafi.Jane 

'/3 ue: 

brt:ltaffName.T e>t Add 

~ ~-- Remo\0~ 

I 

OK Jl Cance 
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Configure the Select Statement 

Hovr'l\oold you like to retrieve date from your ~taN!;e? 

(' Soecfy a custom so_ 'it3temert C•r store:! :·ro:edue 

,~, Soecfycol.m1..<hm a t:bleorve11 

Name 

I staff 

~171~·····rn1T-~..,~a;;;,1----------------l [] F.e:.Jm o11y .nique rows 

=:! :o 
I )t:ffi'Jcm:: 

=:J :mpNuml:~· 

I 5t:fflvpe 
:0 =•ultt 

I =hc·ne 

SEL:CT st:temcn:: 
--~---~ 

SELE:T • F~OM [Staff] WHERE Citaffi'Jame]lt:E % + ? + '%') 

< Pm·ious II NE>i > 

Advanced SQL Generation Options 

JiDER BY .. 

A:l\·arcec .. 

F n siJ l [ Cance 

Additional INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements can be generated to update the data 
source. 

~ §ener~te INSERT, UPDATE. and DELETE statements 

Generates INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements based on your SELECT 
statement. You must have all primary key fields selected for this option to be 
enabled. 

0 Use Qptimistic concurrency 

Step 7: 

Modifies UPDATE and DELETE statements to detect whether the database has 
changed since the record was loaded into the DataSet. This helps prevent 
concurrency conflicts. 

~---o __ K ____ JJ L[ __ c_a_n_c_ei _ _J 

Drag and Drop the GridView control and link it to dsStaffDirectory DataSource . 
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-J: En: tyDctaSource 

~ Cymmi:Da:af,lc na;e· 

.ri Cymmr:Con:·:·l 

~ li;t\' ew 

~. CatcPa~ff 

[:J Li·qDa:aS:-urc: 

3 Villlb&n 

~ Poi-ter 

~ Re:uiredF ei:1Ja idclor 

Staff Directory 

En.er Staf t\'cme I 

as: : arid JiEll'!i G ri:V ffl: 

.J A:'.RADEurcise' 
B App_Dcta 

~.taffDclal: ase mdb 
~. t£] De'aul: aspx 

-- t) Defau t.a;:n~ 

J..'1 webcq-fig 

ID S~ame Emp~umber Staffiype Faculty..:..l\::.::oa=•[:;:<+-Grw.- · _~ew_TiiSb_~-------il 
0 abc ab : ~be -c.bc ~be l Alr:r· b rmat .. 

,_ j-=:-----::--:~~~===j~ll 
ab: ~be c.bc d:-e .d

1 
Ch:·ose J rta Socrce: Mflmfflim:t~ ~~ 

~ c.be b b c. ·e ::. e ?. Corfigur: Dota 5our:e ... 

1 abc 

2 abc 

::.be ~he 

4 
abc -~be ~be - j _R_dr_tih_ Sc_he_rr_a ________ 11 

L_ ___ _:•:_a':J_: ___ -c~~:--c---------1 Edit :::r·lllll rs .. 

abc ail: ::he 

1\ccei!SU~oarce- d ;~tattut·:c: : ry 
Ad:j t>.ew Colurm ... 

[] Enade Pa;ing 

0 Enade So>: ng 

0 Ena:le ~le:tior 

Editlemolam 

Ill 

Click on the Run icon [!] to view the results It should look similar to th is. 

'il' 4.1 I ~ http://localhost49362/RADExercise/Default.aspx I j 

Staff Directory 

Enter StaffName : a 

ID StaffN ame EmpNumber StafiType Faculty Phone Email I 
2 Pansy 200000 2 3 1.23123 p@p.com 

3 Sta£&.. 300000 1 1 312312 s@s.com 

4 StaffB 400000 2 4 123123 b@b .coml 

In summary, you have used some standard controls such as text box and button and data controls such as GridView and AccessDataSource to perform 
the simple search function. In visual RAD Environment , th is sort of standard operations can done with simple drag-and-drop controls Compare this 
process to that involved in the Traditional system when you have completed both sets of exerc ises. In the next exercise , you will be working on editing 
and deleting records in the database . 

L-__ B_ac_k __ ~j I~ ___ N_ext __ ~ 
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An Investigation into Student Reaction to RAD vs Traditional Programming Environments for Session 10 • 
Novice Developers dcBfcb 

Informed Consent >> Pre-Exercise Questionnai re >> Setup and Configuration 
Exercise Su rve~ » End of Workshop 

VISUAL RAD ENVIRONMENT EXERCISE 2 

Editing and Deleting records in database 

External help on the exerc1se (Search Results from Google l 

For th is exercise, we will be editing and deleting the records in the database. The GridView control in Microsoft's Visual Studio allows editing and deleting the 
records in the table without requiring any additional code. However, to modify the way data is displayed in the table , it requires more in-depth knowledge of the 
functions offered in the GridView control 

Step 1: 
We will continue to use the RADExercise website that we created in the previous exercise From GridView Tasks. Click Edit Columns 

W _;~tafil'Ull•l:mp!\.,.bEr~tlfT1'~ ~""by J_ l'loou laail l!._' l-<a;:;;.iiVi::;..:.;..:_;;,;_;,;,.,._,;:;;.;:;;. _______ 
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,. .. ,, .,,.,,u..t ,..t,nu u t • 1 .\1 llhu•l r·y l 

Step 2: 

~:.Jd li:::, I JV I I:"'/~ \..Uil ' tu - \ 
n•:ublcF:f"'~9 

U :ublc!icrin£ 

Ed ~ icmplncs 

In Available fields , Se lect CommandField then click Add. In CommandField properties , Set true for ShowEditButton and ShowDeleteButton 

Fields 

Available fields: 

~ CommandField 

JJ Edit, Update, Cancel 
liJ Select 
ZJ Delete 

.-'!'! T FmnlntFFiFiri 

Selected fields: 

8J staffName 

8J EmpNumber 

~StaffType 
~ Faculty 
~ Phone 

~ Email 

I " CommandField 

ICJ Auto-generate fields 

Rl!fll!Sh Schema 

Add 

CommandField properties: 

~~ i j_j 
UpdatelmageUrl 

Update Text 

B Behivior 

CausesValidation 

InsertVisible 

ShowCanceiButton 

ShowDeleteButton 

ShowEdrtButton 

ShowHeader 

ShowlnsertButton 

ShowSelectButton 

SortExpression 

Validation Group 

Update 

True 

True 

True 

~ 
True 

True 

False 

False 

False 

I ShowEditButton 
Whether the f1eld should display an ed1t button to the 
user. 

Convert this field into a TemolateField 

Cancel 
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Step 3: 
This is all that is needed -to edit or delete a simple record . Wh en a user clicks on Edit . it will automatica lly display the value in text field for each column for 

the user to edit. However, for th is case . we need to have a drop down list for Staff type and Facu lty . 
Click on GridView Tasks -> Edit Column , Cl ick on Selected Fields -> Staff T e. Click Convert this field into a Tern late Field . Do the same for Faculty. 

Fields 

Available fields: 

. .ill (All Fields) 

E1 j] BoundField 

W ID 

W StaffName 

[] EmpNumber 

W StaffType 

W Faculty 
' m PhnnF 

Selected fields: 

WID 
!]] StaffName 

[] EmpNumber 

[]. 
[] Faculty 

['[] Phone 

W Email · 

[] Auto-generate fields 

Refresh Schema 

Step 4: 

Add 

BoundField properties: 

;.:2= ~ ! I -
8 Accessibility 

AccessibleHeaderT ext 

8 Appearmce 

Footer Text 

HeaderlmageUrl 

HeaderText StaffType 

8 Be!Yvior 

ApplyFormatinEditMod• False 

Co~ertEmptyStringTo~ True 

HtmiEncode True 

HtmiEncodeFormatStrir True 

InsertVisible True 

NuiiDisplayText 

Header Text 
The text within the header of this field. 

Convert this field into a T emplateField 

~ 
----~ 

Cancel 

Click on GridView Tasks -> Edit Templates , Select StaffType -> Editltem Template . Delete the textbox and Drag and Drop a new dropdown list. 
From DropDownlist tasks ->Edit DataBindings, Choose the Binding For Selected Value-> Field Binding-> Bound To-> StaffType. 
F rom DropDownlist tasks ·>Edit Items, Add two items, General and Academic . 

GridViewl - Column[3]- StaffType ..s GridV._T~ks 
EdititemTemplate 

T l!mplate Editing Mode -
II Display: .. B ll 

End Column[3] - StaffType 

~J 
'-- Item Template 

Alterna tingltemTemplate 

. ' .. 
HeaderTemplate 

Footer Template 

Column[4] - Faculty 

Item Template 

Alternatingltem Template 

EditltemTemplate 

Header Template ~ 

SLuff Directory l : 

I 
c~~DL.,GHC,I<B"''\1- ~ 

~t ~he :Jr'Cjtt.; b ~nc t~. '•'c.J :ar bn btl"'d t 'Y l~t~ns: 1 held.l~Ttl ·ttly, yo.. c:a ' bd ~ .u1r~ • c.Jsbm :dt 
c~rL:'n. 

At!M~n~rfr··h"nrff1,. . En:bolto"Cotrt~ 

Ju,;nc ne .. ·• ·nc:l.'~l 

i Gric'~i"..: Cc JIT1Il: Sllf'1j'il 

:If JSDil,;<O'N;Ii:;:;;r:<l[On_ru 

! ~. lr !lii~~O..:Joropo.,.,nl 
i rtit rw" . , 
: · · -- · .. ----
· · -·· · ~· ~ ·· ·· O:~osc0: 1~ 

!..Ill . . .... 

0 Eu.~l • .'. 

~~-~o~.~~s~"-"-, --------

~ Erotlcd 

•• 1 'il"~ldr' 

~t~lt\.Y:IL: 

\ ' ; b! 

] Sho1l po~:riu 

9incr~fc·SElec:d'ialut 

E'url:l: 

Fur ·r•l 

r·,. '..nlJ't tJ1t.fuy 

frd~nrr~u 1n: 

brJ!'X::f n-=') 
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I =~D~IG!ea, ·m'~~~~lllllllllllllll [!] 
G 

L-_A_d,_l _ _;l!L-_R_.,_"'_" ,._......J 

Step 5: 

El MS.: 

: not I~ 
>eect•d 

Te.:t 

T·u: 
1- • l<e 

Ac<KI~mlc 

111!111111111 Academic 

U K J! l~nc:l 

Repeat Step 4 fo r Faculty Items in the faculty dropdown list will be F _BL, F _CHS F _EA and F _RPS. 
Then click on End Template Edit ing 

Click on the Run icon 0 to vi ew the results It should look similar t o this. 

r"' http://localhost49362/RADExercise/default.aspx r -1 

Staff Directory 

Enter StaffN ame : 

ID Staffi'i ame 

3 StaffA 

5 Test 

8 y 

EmpNumber 

300000 

100000 

123 12313 

Stafffype 

Academic .... 

Academic 

General 

Faculty 

F_CHS .... 

F_RPS 
F BL 

Phone 

312312 

234234 
56687654 

Email 

s@s .com 

a@ a com 

test 

L'pdate Cancel 

Edit Delete 

Edit Delete 

So far you have performed search ing, editing and delet ing records in database using visual RAD envi ronment. In visual RAD environment, you are not required to 
know exactly how these editing and deleting are done but what controls and properties are needed to perform the funct ion In the next exercise . you will be working 
on inserting records into the database 

~-B_ac_k_~l ~~ _ _ N_ext_~ 

An Investigation into Student Reaction to RAD vs Traditional Programming Environments for Session 10 • 
Novice Developers dc8fcb 

Informed Consent » Pre-Exercise Questionnaire >> Setup and Configuration » P 

Exercise Survey » End of Workshop 

VISUAL RAD ENVIRONMENT EXERCISE 3 

Inserting records in database 

Tradit ional Exercises >> Challenge Exerc1se >> Post-

External help on the exerc1se !Search Results from Google} 

For th is exercise , we wi ll be insert ing some records into the database. We will be creating a link on our previous staff search page and link it to a new page called 
StaffReg.aspx. We will use some input controls to create a registration form and AccessDataSource to connect to the database and insert the record. 

Step 1: 
W e wi ll continue to use the RADExercise website that we created in the previous exercises. Right cl ick on the project in Solution Explorer -> Add New item 

(Web Form) and name it StaffReg.aspx. Go back to Default.aspx and Add a hyperl ink "Add New Staff ' below Search Button and link it to StaffReg.aspx 
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Ste p 2: 
In StaffReg .aspx-> Design View, Create a form similar to the screen shot below Here are the controls in the form. 

Staff Name-> TextBox, ID = txtName 
Employee Number -> TextBox. ID = txtEmpNumber 
Staff Type-> DropDown List, ID = ddiStaffType, items = General, Academic 
Faculty -> DropDown List, ID = ddiFaculty, items = F _BL, F _CHS, F _EA. F _RPS 
Phone ~> TextBox, ID = txtPhone 
Email -> TextBox, ID = txtEmail 
Submit-> Button. ID = btnSubmit , Text = Submit 

, StatfKeg.aspx l Default.aspx I Start Page j 

,l.2W 
jStaff Registration Form 

:staff N ame : I 

!Employee Number : I 

lstaffTyp e : I General Oil 

iF acuity : IF _BL i'Jj 

~hone :I 

jEmail : I 

i .... ~-~ -~~~it ... L 
Step 3: 

Drag and Drop the AccessDataSource Control from the ToolBox. In AccessDataSource -> Properties, Select StaffDatabase.mdb for the DataFile Property. In 
Insert query property, Create an insert query similar to the screen shot below with 6 parameters Each parameter is linked to the Contro l Parameter Source and to 
the related textbox or dro down li st control. 

Command and Parameter Editor 

INSERT command: 

INSERT INTO Staff (StaffName, EmpNumber, StaffType, Faculty, Phone, Email) VALUES (@ StaffName, @EmpNumber, 
@StaffType, @Faculty, @Phone, @Email) 

Refresh Parameters 

Pa rameters: 

Name 

StaffName 

EmpNumber 

StaffType 

Faculty 

Phone 

Value 

txtName.T ext 

txtEmpNumber. Text 

ddlStaffT ype. Sel ecte .. . 

ddiFaculty.SelectedV .. . 

txtPhone.T ext 

Ema1l txtEmaii.Te.rt 

Add Parameter 

Parameter source: 

0 !control 

•J Controi!D: 

[;] I txtEmail 

DefaultValue: 

Show advanced properties 

Query Builder .. . 

'P I 

~---O_K ____ ~I I L ___ c_a_n_ce_l __ ~ 
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Ste p 4: 
Double click on Submit button to go to the Code View In btnSubmit_Ciick funct ion , enter these lines 

· AccessDataSource 1.1nsert() 
Response .Redirect("-\Default .aspx") 

:)tarrKeg.aspx.vo l StaffReg.aspx I Default.aspx~ Start Page J 

"'f$ StattReg .... ~ (Oecla..-ations) 

2.: 
2'EJ Parcial Class St:affRe g 

't 
Inher~cs Sys c em.Web . OI .Page 

~ , 

5 - Prot:ecced Sub b t:nSubmit:_Click (3yVal sende r As 

~ End 

Acce s s DacaSource l . Insert:() 
Response. Redirect:( " -\Defaulc.aspx") 

End Sub 
Class 

"'rt; 

Click on the Run icon 0 to view the results . It should look similar to this. 

[ r. Untitled Page 

'-= 
Staff Registration Form 

Staff Name : Test123 

Employee N umber : Test Test 

Staff Type : Academic .... 

Faculty : F _RPS .... 

Phone : 1234567 

Email : a@aa.com 

Object: , ByVal e As 

... 

Sysce 

Congratulations! you have done searching, inserting, edit ing and deleting records in database using Visual RAD Environment 
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Informed Consent >> Pre-Exercise Questionnaire >> Setup and Configuration > RAD Exercises » Tradit ional Exercises » Challenge Exercise » Post
Exercise Survey >> r -~, ~ r I o 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION ....... 

Please leave you ema i~ addr:ess- ~ if you would like to participate in a face-to-face interview to discuss further on the Programming environments and this 
workshop 

Finish 
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